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ABSTRACT 

The many adva.ntages of Distributed Database (DDB) systems can only be achieved 

through proper DDB designs. Since designing a DDB is very difficult and expert de

signers are relatively few in number, "good" DDB design methodologies and associated 

computer-aided design tools are needed to help designers cope with design complexity 

and improve their productivity. Unfortunately, previous DDB design research focused on 

solving subproblems of data distribution design in isolation. As a result, past research 

on a general DDB design methodology offered only methodological frameworks that, at 

best, aggregate a set of non-integrated design techniques. The conventional separation of 

logical design from fragmentation design is problematic, but has not been fully analyzed. 

This dissertation presents the SEER-DTS methodology developed for the purposes 

of overcoming the methodological inadequacies of conventional design methodologies, 

resolving the DDB design problem in an integrated manner and facilitating design au

tomation. It is based on a static semantic data model, SEER (Synthesized Extended 

Entity-Relationship Model) and a dynamic data model, DTS (Distributed Transaction 

Scheme), which together provide complete and consistent modeling mechanisms for ac

quiring/representing DDB design inputs and facilitating DDB schema design. In this 

methodology, requirement/distribution analysis and conceptual design are integrated 
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and logical and fragmentation designs are combined. "Semantics-based" design tech

niques have been developed to allow for end-user design specifications and seamless de

sign schema transformations, thereby simplifying design tasks. Towards our ultimate 

goal of design automation, an architectural framework for a computer-aided DDB design 

system, Auto-DDB, was formulated and the system was prototyped. 

As part of the developmental effort, a real-world DDB design case study was con

ducted to verify the applicability of the SEER-DTS methodology in a manual design 

mode. The results of a laboratory experiment showed that the SEER-DTS methodology 

produced better design outcomes (in terms of design effectiveness and efficiency) than 

a Conventional Best methodology performed by non-expert designers in an automated 

design mode. However, no statistically significant difference was found in user-perceived 

ease of use. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

A distributed database (DDB) is defined as a collection of multiple databases logically 

integrated but physically distributed over a computer network [172] (see Figure 1.1). 

Tremendous research interest in distributed database technology on the part of both 

academia and industry has resulted from 1) constant increases in size, type and amount 

of information to be processed, including multimedia data; 2) organizations' need to 

have integrated control over geographically dispersed databases; 3) the widespread use of 

high-speed/capacity, low-cost pes, workstations and computer networks; and 4) the ever

growing demand from organizations and their customers for better system performance, 

availability, reliability and flexibility [157]. 

A Distributed Database Management System (DDBMS) is a software system that per

mits the management of a distributed database and makes the distribution transparent 

to the users. An ideal DDBMS would be one that manages all the complicated dis

tributed operation problems for the users, including distributed query processing [235], 

distributed concurrency/recovery control [130, 5, 116, 20], distributed security control 

[46], and local physical design [65, 210, 224]. More than a decade of intensive research 
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and development on distributed databases has generated results that have led to the 

introduction of commercially viable DDBMS. Some examples are, Ingres Star, Oracle 

SQL Star (Version 7), DB2 Version 2.2. and Sybase DBMS [31, 77, 69, 171], which are 

all in relational technology. The availability of commercial DDBMSs has fostered DDB 

technology for widespread use in numerous organizations and the consequent increasing 

number of DDB applications have placed DDB design in the forefront of information 

management in organizations. 

The many advantages of DDB systems (e.g., local autonomy, improved system per

formance, higher reliability and availability, and lower costs [64, 46, 172]) can only be 

achieved through proper DDB designs [100, 173]. However, because designing a DDB 

is very difficult and expert designers are relatively few in number, "good" DDB design 

methodologies and associated computer-aided design tools are needed to help designers 

cope with design complexity and improve their productivity. Unfortunately, previous 

DDB design research centered on solving subproblems of data distribution design (e.g., 

data fragmentation and data allocation) in isolation. As a result, prior research on gen

eral DDB design methodology that facilitates the entire DDB design life cycle offered 

only methodological frameworks that, at best, aggregated a set of non-integrated design 

techniques for solving isolated design subproblems. The widely accepted separation of 

logical design and fragmentation design, assumed in conventional DDB methodological 

frameworks, is problematic but has never been analyzed. 

The objective of this dissertation is to investigate the afore-mentioned problems and 

provide a complete, general DDB design methodology that accomplishes DDB design in 
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an integrated manner. Furthermore, our ultimate goal is to facilitate easy automation 

of DDB design based on mechanized procedures that are stipulated in the proposed 

methodology. 

In the next section, DDB design phases for a conventional DDB design methodological 

framework will be introduced. In Section 1.3, problems with the conventional DDB de

sign methodological framework will be discussed and research questions this dissertation 

addresses as well as the research activities aimed at answering them will be described. 

Finally, in Section 1.4, the organization of this dissertation is presented. 

1.2 DDB Design Phases in Conventional DDB Design Methodological 

Framework 

Because previous DDB research focused on complex distribution design subproblems, 

the general DDB design methodologies discussed in the literature [172, 45, 100] provide 

only methodological frameworks for designers, which simply indicate the relevant design 

problems and design inputs required. These frameworks all assume a conventional DDB 

design process separates centralized database (CDB) design tasks from distribution de

sign tasks (see Figure 1.2). It should be noted that all the prototypes and commercially 

available distributed DBMSs are relational [65], primarily to take advantage of ease of 

fragmentation and ease of reconstruction. Consequently, we will discuss issues of DDB 

design methodologies only in the relational database context. 

The CDB design tasks include requirement analysis, conceptual design, and logical 

design. Requirement analysis entails the gathering and analyzing of a system's current 
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and future data and processing requirements. Conceptual design takes the information 

requirements and forms a DBMS-independent conceptual schema. In the past decade, 

conceptual designs have all used semantic data models. This task includes two activities: 

view modeling and view integration [211,207,162]. View modeling is the shaping of the 

usage and information structure ofthe real world from the view of different users and/or 

applications [207]. View integration is the process of consolidating the users' views and 

then forming a "community user view," which is the entire information content of the 

database [65, 13]. Logical design analyzes the conceptual data schema and produces a 

set of relations. Normalization theory [64, 17], the theoretical foundation for relational 

logical design, is used to detect and remove update/insertion/deletion anomalies by a 

decomposition approach or produce a schema that satisfies syntactic constraints of higher 

normal forms (3NF or above) which are known to ward off certain types of anomalies. 

In a logical schema refinement step, some denormalization may occur as a consequence 

of performance considerations. 

The common underlying assumption is that DDB designers will perform these tasks 

in the same manner as they would for a centralized database design. After generating 

a global logical schema (a set of relations), the designers would then address distribu

tion design problems (i.e., fragmentation design and fragments allocation design), making 

use of an ideal (relational) DDBMS that manages distributed operation problems. Frag

mentation design determines appropriate units for allocation, called fragments, which 

are obtained by partitioning relations vertically or horizontally. Vertical fragmentation 

(partition) groups attributes that have a high probability of being accessed together, and 
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horizontal fragmentation groups records (tuples) of an entity that satisfy a given con

dition of attribute values. In horizontal fragmentation, if the partition is based on the 

value of an attribute that is a foreign key (Le., primary key of some other relation), it is 

called a derived fragmentation [46, 172]. Fragment allocation design determines the 

placement as well as the replication and movement, if appropriate, offragments to differ

ent network sites. Most decision models for fragment allocation are typically structured 

as zero-one linear programming problems that optimize a cost or performance function 

under certain system constraints (e.g., network capacity, data storage capacity, etc.) 

[7, 163,45, 100]. The problems are typically NP-hard or NP-complete, meaning that as 

the size of the problem (the number of decision variables) increases linearly, the com

plexity ofresolving the problem optimally increases exponentially [7, 163, 100]. Because 

of the high computational cost of finding the optimal solution, application knowledge 

is used to develop a design heuristic for limiting the problem space. Design inputs are 

presumed to have been acquired through distribution analysis. 

1.3 Problem Statement 

Closer examination of the DDB design methodological framework based on a real 

world DDB design case study [142] reveals in three ways how the separation of the 

design phases appears to simplify the formulation of the problem but is problematic. 

First, the conventional design process neglects the impact of logical design 

on the distribution design. Separation of the processes actually contributes to the 
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complexity, inefficiency and ineffectiveness of the distribution design. All existing frag

mentation design strategies [163, 45, 46, 172] take a set of relations produced by the 

CDB logical design as inputs. We will consider two scenarios from which a logical design 

is produced: 1) a logical design produced by mainly relying on normalization to remove 

design anomalies and does not consider how the database is used; 2) a denormalization 

process is applied to restructure the logical schema. If we take into consideration the 

interrelationship of fragmentation design and allocation design discussed in [135], it is 

important to generate minimal fragments in order to reduce the complexity and cost of 

the allocation design process. Normalization facilitates the update processing but pe

nalizes retrieval performance [12,29]. In the case of the logical design produced in the 

first scenario, vertical fragmentation of relations in higher normal form will only further 

the degree of normalization, which in turn penalizes the retrieval operation further. If 

horizontal fragmentation is applied to poorly designed relations or vertical fragments, it 

will result in more fragments than necessary. This will complicate data allocation design 

and, as a result, many intra- or inter-site fragment join/union operations for query trans

actions in a distributed environment will occur. In the second scenario, if the relational 

logical schema has been refined or denormalized utilizing the transaction information 

based on the centralized database design, there are still problems. First, vertical frag

mentation applied to such schema may "normalize" already denormalized relations. This 

is contradictory in theory and cumbersome in practice. In addition, the integrity control 

for "denormalized" relations in a distributed environment will become very complicated. 

Second, horizontal fragmentation applied to the "denormalized" relations can produce 
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fragments that are larger than necessary. (This is similar to the problem of allocating 

relations instead of fragments.) In sum, the logical design produced in either scenario 

will produce fragments that are not guaranteed to be the appropriate units for allocation. 

Second, separation prevents the transition of design inputs from CDB de

sign to distribution design. Design inputs (except for a set ofrelations) needed for 

distribution design have not been effectively modeled in any of the CDB design phases. 

Instead, such design inputs as transaction information and application knowledge, while 

useful for design heuristics, have to be acquired separately in the distribution design 

phase. How best to acquire/represent these design inputs in order to facilitate DDB 

design has received little treatment in previous DDB research. 

Third, separation prevents consideration of an easy schema transition based 

on mechanized procedures. Many design techniques and tools for CDB design have 

incorporated methods for schema transformation from one design phase to a subsequent 

one. This significantly reduces the complexity of the CDB design process and makes the 

design less susceptible to errors. Due to the separation of CDB and distribution design, 

no DDB design methodology has incorporated seamless transition between the global 

logical design and distribution design. These methodologies therefore offer no design 

techniques that may shield designers from having to deal directly with complex decision 

models. 
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1.4 Research Objective, Research Methodology, Research Questions 

and Activities 

To overcome the above-mentioned problems, research for this dissertation was directed 

toward developing a complete general DDE design methodology that will solve DDB 

design problems in an integrated manner. Specifically, there were three subgoals with 

respect to the three components of a database design methodology: 

• Subgoal I (Design Process component): to bridge the conventional separation of 

CDB design and distribution design; to develop a design process that is more 

efficient and effective than the conventional design process. 

• Subgoal II (Data Model component): to provide a means of acquiring design inputs 

(both dynamic and static) easily and effectively from domain experts; to represent 

the design inputs in such a way that DDB schemata design can be facilitated. 

• Subgoal III (Design Technique Component): to offer semantics-based (vs. FD

based or mathematics-based), mechanized, step-by-step procedures/instructions to 

allow for (a) end-user design specifications, (b) seamless transition of design inputs 

and design schema, (c) simplification of the schema design task enforcing sound 

design principles, and (d) easy automation of the design methodology. 

To achieve the research objective, this dissertation followed the research methodol

ogy, System Development Methodology, proposed by Nunamaker et. al. [170]. 

The research activities performed in the three research phases stipulated by the System 

Development Methodology were: 
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1.4.1 Research Phase I: Formulative Research 

In this phase, a research framework for the development of a general DDB design 

methodology was formulated. The research activities included a review of the literature 

and a real-world DDB design case analysis. This effort was to provide answers to the 

following research questions ( What type questions) with respect to the research subgoals: 

Research Questions Related to Subgoal I (Design Process Component): 

[QI.1.1 1 What is the nature of logical design and distribution design and what is their 

interrelationship? 

[QI.1.2 1 What are the impacts of logical design on fragmentation design and allocation 

design? 

[QI.1.3 1 What design process should a complete geneml DDB design methodology adopt 

in order to achieve the design objectives of both logical design and distribution 

design? 

Research Questions Related to Subgoal II (Data Model Component): 

[QI.2.1 ] What design inputs are needed for solving distribution design problems as ,"dl 

as logical design problems? 

[QI.2.2 1 What modeling properties/mechanisms are required to acquire/represent DDB 

design inputs? What existing data modeling mechanisms and techniques are useful 

and which ones need to be further developed? 

Research Questions Related to Subgoal III (Design Technique Component): 
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[QI.3.1 ] What methodological approach and design principles should a complete general 

DDE design methodology include? 

[QI.3.2 ] What existing design techniques are appropriate for integration into a complete 

general DDE design methodology? What techniques need to be further developed? 

1.4.2 Research Phase II: Developmental Research 

In this phase, the proposed DDB design methodology, the SEER-DTS methodology, 

was developed according to the methodology development research framework formulated 

in Research Phase I. The research question addressed was a How type question: 

[QII ] How can data models and design techniques be integrated to solve the DDE design 

problem as a whole in an efficient/effective design process? 

The following research activities were performed: 

1. Data Model Component: Developed a semantic data model, SEER (Synthesized 

Extended Entity-Relationship Model), and a conceptual transaction model, DTS 

(Distributed Transaction Scheme), to acquire/represent DDB design inputs natu

rally and precisely in order to facilitate DDB schema design; 

2. Integrated Design Techniques in a Combined Logical and Fragmentation Design 

Process: Developed requirement analysis and distribution design techniques asso

ciated with SEER and DTS models as well as the semantics-based transformation 

rules for the combined logical and fragmentation design. The justification of the 

design heuristics based on a cost model was provided. 
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3. Conducted a real-world case study that validated the applicability of the SEER

DTS methodology in a manual design mode. 

4. Prototyped a DDB design CASE tool automating the SEER-DTS methodology. 

1.4.3 Research Phase ITI: Evaluative Research 

A research model for evaluating the effects of a DDB design methodology was pro

duced, using the DDB Design Methodology Validation Model. A laboratory experiment 

was conducted to compare the SEER-DTS methodology with a methodology that aggre

gated the best design techniques for solving each design subproblem in the design process 

assumed by a conventional DDB design methodological framework. The laboratory ex

periment attempted to answer the research question: 

[QUI 1 Given an application, does the SEER-DTS methodology, when performed by non

expert DDB designers in an automated mode, produce better DDB design outcomes 

than the best conventional DDB design methodology? 

Non-expert DDB designers who had knowledge of some CDB design concepts but no 

prior DDB design experience or substantial mathematical modeling knowledge partici

pated in the experiment. The design outcomes were measured in terms of effectiveness 

(completeness and correctness), efficiency (development time), and end-user perceived 

ease of use. 
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1.5 Organization of the Dissertation 

TIlls chapter has discussed the motivation for this research and the research prob

lems to be addressed. The research objective and research activities in the Formulative, 

Developmental and Evaluative phases of the System Development research methodology 

have been outlined. In Chapter 2, the literature relevant to this dissertation research 

will be reviewed. In Chapter 3, a research framework that stipulates the requirements 

for the DDB methodology development will be presented. The rationale for the com

bined logical and fragmentation design will be provided, and the "what" type questions 

raised in the Formulative design phase will be answered. Chapter 4 will describe the 

development of the SEER and DTS models as the basis for the proposed SEER-DTS 

methodology. Chapter 5 will present the step-by-step design procedures of the SEER

DTS methodology, which includes an integrated requirement/distribution analysis and 

conceptual design subprocess as well as a combined logical and fragmentation design 

subprocess. Justification of the design heuristics based on a cost model will be provided. 

This chapter also will highlight the validation of the SEER-DTS methodology using 

a case study, Student Information Systems, and a prototype CASE tool: Auto-DDB. 

Chapter 6 will describe the evaluation of the SEER-DTS methodology in a laboratory 

experiment. Finally, Chapter 7 will summarize the contributions as well as lintitations of 

this dissertation research and suggest future directions for refining the methodology and 

the associated CASE tool, Auto-DDB. Figure 1.3 depicts how the dissertation chapters 

relate to our research phases and research questions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Literature Review 

This chapter reviews literature related to this dissertation's research on a complete 

and general distributed database design methodology. Teorey and Fry [210] define 

the basic components of a database design methodology as: 1) a design process that 

consists of a series of steps; 2) design techniques at each step; 3) information re

quirements for input to the design process as a whole as well as to each stepi and 4) a 

descriptive mechanism to represent the information input and the results of each design 

step. We combine 3) and 4) into what we call a data model component, which elicits 

and represents information requirements as inputs to each design step (phase) and also 

represents the database structure. In this chapter, we review literature related to these 

three methodological components. 

In addition, our review of the literature focuses on design techniques that provide 

design input and schema transition between design phases. In a traditional sense, a 

database design methodology is thought of as a collection of tools and techniques em

ployed within an organizational framework that can be applied consistently to successive 

database structure development [210]. However, Teorey and Fry [210] define a "good" 
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design methodology as one that 1) produces a useful database structure within a reason

able amount of time and with a reasonable amount of effort;. 2) represents a database 

structure using a simple data model to enhance user comprehensibility and acceptance; 

3) is general and 4) reproducible. These desired qualities have tended to encourage the 

development of design techniques that orient toward end-users and design automation. 

Teorey and Fry state that "the gradual refinement of individual design techniques so 

that they can be integrated and automated as design tools would be the ultimate test of 

reproducibility." [210] As a result, design techniques that incorporate mechanized proce

dures for design input and schema transition between design phases in order to facilitate 

automation have become essential to a "good" database design methodology. 

Because our literature review is organized according to the conventional DDB design 

process shown in Figure 1.1, the discussion of design techniques in distribution design 

phases and centralized DB design phases are separated. In Section 2.1, the distribution 

design problems and the state-of-the-art design techniques in each design subphase are 

discussed. A summary of the design inputs necessary to distribution design allows us to 

identify appropriate data modeling techniques for DDB design. In Section 2.2, existing 

data models (both static and dynamic) and object-oriented and knowledge-based data 

models are reviewed. The object-oriented paradigm underlies the close relationship of 

these models. The review aims at identifying appropriate properties of existing data 

models as well as inadequacies in existing models for facilitating DDB design. In Sec

tion 2.3, design techniques and CASE tools/systems for a single design phase or a cross 

CDB design phases are discussed and the existing design techniques (with or without 
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data modeling support) in the entire DDB design life cycle are summarized. In Section 

2.4, complete methodologies/systems that encompass the entire CDB and DDB design 

process are reviewed. The problems of existing DDB design methodologies are recapitu

lated and further illustrated in an evaluation of the DATAID-D methodology. The grant 

summary of the literature review, to be presented in Chapter 3, resulted in a research 

framework for this dissertation work and provided a basis for the development of our 

proposed SEER-DTS methodology. 
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2.1 Distribution Design 

This section surveys relevant previous research on distribution design in order to 

understand the nature of distribution design and the present status of data distribution 

design. This discussion attempts to present the intrinsic complexity of the problem 

and provide grounds for our proposed semantics-based design methodology. The design 

inputs required by representative distribution decision models, which are to be modeled 

by our proposed methodology, are also summarized. In addition, the discussion attempts 

to identify the fundamental principles and theories of distribution design that will be 

incorporated into our proposed methodology. Results from this survey will also set the 

theoretical foundation for employing a combined logical and fragmentation design process 

in our methodology. 

2.1.1 Fragmentation Design Problem 

Determining appropriate units of distribution, is an important issue fragmentation 

design. It is desirable to partition relations into fragments because, since application 

views are often a subset of a relation, performance advantages (e.g., parallel execution of 

a single transaction, memory allocation, and concurrent transaction processing) can be 

gained. There are two strategies of fragmentation in the literature: vertical fragmenta

tion and horizontal fragmentation. Vertical fragmentation (partition) groups attributes 

that have a high probability of being accessed together, and horizontal partition groups 

records (tuples) of an entity that satisfy a given condition on attributes values. In hor

izontal fragmentation, if the partition is based on the value of an attribute which is a 
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foreign key (Le., primary key of some other relation), it is called a derived fragmenta

tion [46, 172]. The fragments are defined according to three rules: 1) a completeness 

condition: all the data of the global relation must be mapped into the fragments; 2) 

a reconstruction condition: it must always be possible to reconstruct each global rela

tion from its fragments; and 3) a disjointness condition: fragments must be disjoint so 

that the replication of data can be controlled explicitly. The third condition is applied 

only to horizontal fragmentation because the primary key is usually replicated in vertical 

fragments for processing efficiency. 

2.1.1.1 Vertical Fragmentation 

Vertical fragmentation has been investigated in the context of a centralized database to 

1) improve performance of transactions by reducing the page transfer between secondary 

storage and main memory by Hoffer and Severance [104] and by Hammer and Niamir [97] 

and 2) to reduce system cost by partitioning data items stored within each record into a 

primary and a secondary record segment and assign them to different memory hierarchy 

in works by Eisner and Severance [81]. Moreover, March and Scudder [150] have discussed 

how vertical fragmentation (record segmentation) can be useful for the backup/recovery 

of databases and have presented a combined record segmentation/backup and recovery 

procedure. 

The most recent and representative model of vertical fragmentation in the context of 

distributed database has been developed by Navathe et.al. [163]. (Please see Appendix 

A for the detailed algorithm). This model requires input of the object definition (a set of 
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logical records or relations), and the number of logical accesses to an object by different 

transaction and transaction specifications. A two phase approach was taken. In the first 

phase, the design is driven by empirical objectives functions which do not require specific 

cost function. The notion of attribute affinity is used to produce an initial clustering. The 

second phase refines the initial design and performs cost optimization by incorporating 

cost factors related to the physical environment to allocate fragments. 

In [163], a characterization of "attribute affinity" gives a value to the level of "togeth

erness" of two attributes appearing in the same data fragment. The measurement is the 

affinity of attributes, which indicates how closely related the attributes are. Optimal and 

heuristic algorithms then group attributes which have high affinity to partitions (frag

ments) of relations. Vertical fragmentation is done in three steps and requires inputs 

of sets of user queries (transactions) that will run on the relations (assumed given) and 

their access frequencies. The first step is to develop an attribute usage matrix based on 

transactions and the attributes they access. In the second step, the frequency of access 

to a paired attributes by a transaction are added up according to the transaction fre

quencies in a particular site to form the attribute affinity matrix. Based on the value of 

the attribute affinity matrix, algorithms such as the Bond Energy Algorithm (BEA) [172] 

can be used to permeate its rows and columns and generate a clustered affinity matrix. 

A partitioning algorithm will operate on the clustered affinity to obtain the partitions of 

attributes. 

The approach just outlined in the context of distributed databases as well as [104, 

81, 150] in the context of centralized databases represents a "splitting" approach to 
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vertical fragmentation. The splitting approach starts with a relation and then decides on 

beneficial partitionings based on the access behavior of the application to the attributes. 

In [190] another approach, a "grouping" approach to vertical fragmentation is presented 

by Sacca and Wiederhold. This approach was first suggested in [97] in the context of 

centralized databases. In [190], the problem of distributing the database on a cluster of 

processors is considered. The fragments to be allocated are selected based on a maximal 

benefit criterion using a greedy heuristic. The "grouping" approach starts by assigning 

each attribute to one fragment, and at each step, joins some of the fragments until some 

criterion is satisfied. The problem in [190] is that it deviates from the conventional 

distribution design in that the transactions do not have any root node and therefore a 

transaction also needs to be allocated to processors. Thus, an object to be allocated can 

be either a transaction or a fragment. 

The grouping approach often generates overlapping partitions. The splitting technique 

generates non-overlapping fragments and fits more naturally within the top-down design 

methodology and as stated in [163]. The "optimal" solution is probably closer to the 

full relation than to a set of fragments, each of which consists of a single attribute. 

In the context of distributed databases, we are more concerned about non-overlapping 

fragments. 

2.1.1.2 Horizontal Fragmentation 

The theory of horizontal fragmentation was fully studied by Ceri and Pelegatti [44]. 

Constraint preserving and lossless properties for horizontal decomposition are discussed 
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by Grant [94]. The problem of determining an optimal horizontal fragmentation for a 

distributed database was first investigated by Ceri, Navathe, and Wiederhold [45] and 

Teorey [212]. 

Horizontal fragmentations are defined by predicates that place conditions on attribute 

values. Each predicate specifies a candidate partitioning into two or more horizontal 

fragments. The theory of horizontal fragmentation in [44, 172] defines predicates for 

the selection operation, the completeness and minimality of a set of predicates, with 

implications between predicates and access probability to the fragments. [44] attempts 

to formulate the horizontal fragmentation problem in such a way that the cost benefits 

of the partitioning can be evaluated. A simple predicate, Pj, has the form of: Ai ( =, <, 

<>, >, >= or <= ) X. X is a chosen value from the domain of Ai. A min term predicate 

is the conjunction of simple predicates, because users often use complicated predicates 

which are Boolean combinations of simple predicates. Since it is always possible to 

transform a Boolean expression into conjunctive normal form, the min term predicates 

are used in the design algorithms (See Appendix B). Each simple predicate can occur in 

a minterm predicate either in its natural form or its negated form. Given a set of simple 

predicates, minterm predicates can be permuted. The number of minterm predicates 

are reduced to a complete and minimal set of minterm predicates (see Appendix B for 

the algorithm). A set of simple predicates Pr is said to be complete if and only if there 

is an equal probability of access by every transaction to any two tuples belonging to 

any minterm fragment that is defined according to Pro The minimality property states 

that if a predicate influences how fragmentation is performed, there should be at least 
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one application that accesses Ji and Ii differently. The semantics of data also guide the 

reduction since some fragments may be an empty set even though the value is permuted. 

Because any attribute can have many possible discrete values or a continuous range 

of values, it is very difficult to characterize the search space of potentially beneficial 

horizontal partitions. Intuition, application knowledge and the expertise of the designer 

rather than formal definitions of predicates are used in a real design process. Research on 

horizontal fragmentation has been based on heuristics. [212] uses a very simple heuristic 

to horizontally fragment relations based on transaction access patterns. [45,46] simplifies 

the problem by requiring that all candidate fragmentation predicates (all possible ways 

of partitioning an object) and their allocation as well as distribution constraints be pre

specified by users. Then the cost/benefit of the partitionings can be evaluated by an 

optimization model. (The method will choose one of the candidate partitionings or an 

object as a whole as a fragment.) The fragmentation is produced as a result of this 

design. 

Ceri et. al. in [47] argue that the most effective distribution is the one which ensures 

locality to the largest number of applications. A basic assumption is that the database 

designer is able to predict both the logical properties which characterize the "locality" of 

data with respect to applications and the quantitative information measuring the "load" 

of applications, in terms of frequency of execution requests at each site. Although these 

authors claimed that both vertical and horizontal fragmentation can be applied, their 

methodology can actually produce only horizontal fragments; it is a simplified imple

mentation of [46]. The input required is a global database schema modeled by ER which 
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includes only a binary relationship and the type of database access operations (including 

directed access paths) performed by each application on each entity. It is assumed that 

all applications are potentially executable at all sites. The designer must select the most 

appropriate fragmentation criteria for each entity and validate that the partitioning itself 

is convenient. This requires quantitative analysis of the relevant applications which can 

be classified in three classes: those which are made easier by the partitioning, those which 

are made more difficult, and those which are not affected. A partitioning is convenient 

if the first class is "larger" than the second class. 

2.1.1.3 Mixed Fragmentation 

Mixed fragmentation is usually done in one of two ways: 1) by applying horizontal 

fragmentation to vertical fragments and 2) by applying vertical fragmentation to hor

izontal fragments. Having more than two levels of fragmentation appears to be of no 

practical interest. 

Chang and Cheng [50] first proposed a methodology for a structured database de

composition based on a relational database. In their procedure, four "structured de

composition operators" are used: (a) vertical concatenation; (b) stacking; (c) horizontal 

concatenation; and (d) qualified vertical concatenation. Note that the result of horizontal 

concatenation is vertical fragmentation, and the result of vertical concatenation is hori

zontal fragmentation. The methodology is most advantageous in a query-only database 

environment with stable user views. 
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Apers' model [7] performs simple algorithmic horizontal and vertical fragmentation 

at the same time. The model takes input of relations, query, and updates executed 

by the users and considers fragments as the smallest possible disjoint units which are 

intersections of all possible horizontal and vertical splits. Apers suggests that care be 

taken so that no fragment contains a few or even one tuple. The database designers' 

knowledge will be needed to guide the "clustering" of data. 

Although Apers also proposed fragmentation based on transaction information, he 

did not investigate the design problem within the framework of the interrelationship 

between fragmentation design and fragment allocation design, which was investigated 

in [135]. [135] proposed a fragmentation design algorithm determined by transaction 

operations (restricted to selections and projections), which generates minimum fragments 

as well as their access rates. A minimal fragmentation design can produce the minimal 

units of allocation. Lee showed that a minimum fragmentation design allows the use of 

fragment allocation to find the optimal data allocation design under restrictive condition 

by employing each possible matrix of access rates which have been determined by the 

same set of selections and projects. The complexity of the data allocation problem is 

lessened by reducing the number of units of allocation. He suggested that, in some system 

environments, clustering data elements into uniform fragments and then by allocating 

these fragments is equivalent to solving the data allocation design as a whole. The 

emphasis is on a strong locality reference because fragmentation design under a weak 

locality of reference can be effectively merged with fragment allocation design. It has 
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been shown that using uniform fragments gives the optimal solution to the data allocation 

design problem as a whole. 

2.1.2 Fragment Allocation Design 

The principle of fragment allocation is "processing locality" which allocates fragment 

as close as possible to the applications which use them. In addition, "distributed com

puting," which maximizes the degree of parallelism in executing transactions, is often 

considered. Fragment allocation has to consider the placement of fragments and, when 

appropriate the replication of fragments to meet these two principles. Decision models 

for fragment allocation typically are structured as zero-one linear programming problems 

that optimize a cost or performance function with appropriate system constraints (e.g., 

network capacity, data storage capacity, etc.). Two well-know performance metrics are: 

to minimize the response time and to maximize the system throughput at each site. 

The formulation of the fragment allocation problem resembles the File Allocation 

Problem (FAP) which has been extensively studied, first by Chu [55] and then by Casey 

[42]. File allocation problems are formulated as combinational optimization models in 

which the objective functions address the allocation tradeoffs in terms of a selected 

optimality criterion [91]. An excellent survey of FAP research is in [75], which provides 

differing design goals, varying system assumptions and contrasting solution techniques 

in yielding a disparity of optimal file assignments [75]. An early fragment allocation 

work which was an extended FAP problem [158] concentrates on file allocation and 

later considered program and file allocation together. Channel capacities have been 

..... _ .. __ ._--
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examined along with file placement by Mahmound and Riordon [147] and file allocation 

on supercomputer systems by Irani and Khabbaz [112]. 

The FAP models considered data files to be independent of one another in user ac

cess patterns. However, in fragment allocation, the placement of one fragment usually 

has an impact on the placement of the other fragments which are accessed together. 

Secondly, the fragment allocation has a close relationship with query processing; it is 

not as simple as the "remote file access" modeled in most FAP models. Thirdly, the 

cost of integrity enforcement and concurrency control mechanisms has to be considered 

in fragment allocation. Consequently, the research results of FAP cannot be applied to 

fragment allocation problems in a straight forward manner. 

A comprehensive example of fragment allocation can be found in [89] which incorpo

rates many fragment allocation details. This model accepts a listing of the relevant data 

sources in the organization, their physical locations, the number and rate of transactions 

originating from those locations, and the amount of data that has to be transferred be

fore the transaction can be updated. It also accepts a list of reports that have to be 

generated by the system, their generation frequency, and the physical distribution of 

reports to end users. Based on this information and the structure of communication and 

processing costs, an optimization model is formulated. It then aggregates the transac

tions into distributed databases, selects the location for placing those databases, assigns 

data sources to the databases, and selects for each report a report generation location. 

The formulated problem is a combinatorial optimization problem. 
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Fragment allocation has been studied in many specialized settings. Dynamic data 

allocation (data migration) during system execution has been investigated by Liu Sheng 

[139], Gavish and Liu Sheng [91] and others (see [100] for a survey). Work has been done 

by Gavish and Pirkul to determine the placement of computers and fragments in a wide 

area network design [90]. Allocation of fragments and transactions to a cluster of pro

cessors has been studied by Sacca and Wiederhold [190]. Jain's model [115] determines 

processor selection and allocation as well as fragment allocation by a goal programming 

formulation. This differs from many other fragment allocation models, in that multiple 

objectives are considered: costs, response time, and fragment availability. 

Apers has modeled the fragment allocation problem with consideration for query 

processing problems [7]. Apers articulates a circular problem in fragment allocation. 

In order to allocate fragments, we have to know the processing schedules of all the 

queries and updates that access these fragments. However, these schedules depend on the 

allocation of the fragments that we want to determine. To solve this problem, Apers has 

developed both an optimal solution which does exhaustive search and a search and branch 

heuristic solution. In Aper's model, "virtual sites" (fictitious site) are used to group 

fragments and then virtual sites are assigned to "physical sites" ( a site in the computer 

network) based on processing schedules to minimize data transmission cost. Aper's model 

requires a set of relations, user inputs of queries and updates, the frequencies of their 

usage, and the sites where the results are to be sent. Both optimal and branch and 

bound heuristic algorithms then are developed for comparing allocation costs. The costs 
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are computed for different cost functions and different processing schedules produced by 

arbitrary query processing algorithms. 

Because the fragment allocation problem must consider so many design factors, some 

models make a number of simplifying assumptions to reduce the complexity of the al

location problem. For instance, Ceri et. al. [45] developed an optimization model for 

non-replicated fragment allocation based on user input of objects and their links, called 

transaction specifications and transaction processing cost. [45] assumes that all the 

candidate partitionings have been determined together with their associated cost and 

benefits in terms of query processing. The allocation units are horizontal fragments and 

the cost function is the total transaction processing cost. The problem is to choose the 

optimal partitioning and placement for each relation. Another simplification to consider 

is replication after an optimal non-replicated solution is found. Replicated data alloca

tion is thus derived by applying a greedy algorithm which starts with the non-replicated 

solution as the initial feasible solution and tries to improve on it. 

2.1.3 Summary on Distribution Design 

The research into fragment allocation design has moved toward the development of 

comprehensive models that consider additional features such as general topologies, frag

ment availability, network capacities, and network environments (wide area network or 

local area network) [75, 135]. Multiple objective models are beginning to gain attention 

[135]. The goal is to provide more realistic models. Yet, different models still consider 
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different variables based on different insights into the application domains. Recogni

tion that it is unrealistic to have a single comprehensive model to handle all the design 

situations in the real world led to our idea of developing a computer-aided design tool 

for intelligent selection and use of decision models given, a user-specified design situa

tion, and then designing objective functions (single or multiple criteria). However, this 

problem is one to be considered for future research. 

The data allocation problems described above are NP-hard or NP-complete, which 

limits the practicality of the models. This means that as the size of the problem (e.g. 

decision variables) increases linearly, the complexity of solving the problems optimally 

increases exponentially. This disposition makes the complexity of the solution of these 

models intractable for problems of practical size. For instance, a small database contain

ing 20 relations, these can be partitioned into 400 fragments based on various specified 

fragmentation criteria. If the database were to be distributed over 5 sites, the allocation 

alternatives could be 5 to the power of 400. It is therefore important to reduce the 

number of unnecessary fragments generated to limit the problem of inadequate space. 

Fragmentation models can theoretically split a relation into fragments which may 

only have two or three attributes vertically, or only a tuple horizontally. However, de

sign intuition tells us that a beneficial design should not include a large numbers of 

small partitions. Knowledge about the processing requirements in local sites should help 

in determining attribute affinities because sites should have ready access to frequently 

used data (processing locality). While few algorithms exist for performing horizontal 

partitioning, in most cases good partitioning predicates are fairly obvious, based on the 
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distributed environment (e.g., location, functional units, operational units, etc.). For ex

ample, semantic knowledge ofthe application (transaction properties) and user's "views" 

(site-specific processing requirements) should help in restraining the fragment candidates 

to a few "meaningful" ones. 

The design inputs for distribution design (according to several representative models) 

are summarized in Table 2.1. The design inputs required vary from model to model. 

Commonly required inputs include: 1) Static Information: Relation or Records; 2) 

Transaction Information: transaction types (update or retrieval), site frequencies, 

transaction volume, site of origins, result sites, attributes or object instances accessed, 

access paths, access method; 3) Application Knowledge: query predicates, candidate 

fragments, user views, primary key values, cardinality and size of the objects and links, 

etc.; and 4) User requirements, such as where data must be allocated and what user 

views must be supported. Application knowledge and user requirements are particularly 

important for heuristic models. Transaction information is needed by all models. For 

more advanced data allocation models, many more design inputs are necessary due to 

different objective functions being considered. For example, communication/processing 

cost, network topology, storage cost, network characteristics, I/O characteristics and 

parameters, etc. As an initial effort, this research only considers providing design inputs 

for general fragment allocation models, and da.ta modeling techniques for specialized 

decision models is deferred for future study. 
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Model Purpose Input Information Required 
StatIc Dynamic 

Navathe, Vertical F. Records or - site frequency 
et. aI. Allocation Relations - subset of attributes for 
1984 update or retrieval 

- total number of instances 
of object selected on 
average by each occurrence 
of transaction 

March & Vertical F. Relations -update frequencies 
Scudder Backup & -access paths 
1984 Recovery -projection criteria 

-selection criteria 
-ordering criteria 
-access frequencies 
-data item length 

Cerl, et. aI' Horizontal F. Records or -cardinality and size 
1983 Allocation Relations information about 

objects and links 
-a set of candidate 
horizontal fragments 
and allocation of fragments 
-transaction frequencies, 
sites of origins, volume 
-distribution requirements 

Cerl, et. aI' Horizontal F. Entities - attributes in an entity 
1987 Allocation acceE.Sed by transactions 

- object links 
- predicates for all 
candidate fragments 
- predicate selectivity 
- Site frequencies 

Teorey Horizontal F. Relations -transaction types, 
1990 Allocation frequencies, sites 

volume, priority 
-predicate 
-access method 

Chang & Mixed F. 3rd NF Relations -query predicate 
Cheng Thple ID (retrieval protection condition) 
1980 -type (useful, useless 

essential, nonessential) 
-the subset of a relation and 
attribute set by a user view 
- key attribute set of a relation 

Apers Mixed F. Relations -queries 
1988 Allocation -updates 

with Query -frequencies 
Processing -result Sites 

-processing schedules 

Table 2.1: Information Required for Distribution Design 
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The rationale for combined logical and fragmentation design based on the under

standing of the distribution design problem will be provided in the next chapter, after 

we review the logical design problems in what follows here. 
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2.2 Data Modeling 

Database design can be defined as the process of capturing the relevant informa

tion and processing requirements of an enterprise and mapping them onto an underlying 

database management system[63]. Data models, which are abstraction of real-world data 

objects and relationships, are used to abstract and represent the semantics (structure, 

constraints and operations) of data in the design process. The numerous data models de

veloped in the past can be classified into two types: Infological (DBMS-independent) and 

Datalogical (DBMS-dependent) models [210]. Traditional record-oriented data models, 

such as hierarchical, network, and relational data models, are DBMS-dependent. They 

express database structure through records or relational tables (columns and rows) that 

can be directly implemented in specific DBMSs. Infological data models provide a higher 

level of abstraction than DBMS-dependent data models by capturing real-world data re

quirements in a simpler and more meaningful way that is understandable by both the 

database designers and database users. These data models have been constructed to 

explicitly capture more meaning (semantics) from data [35, 111, 176] and are therefore 

called semantic data models. 

Many semantic data models have been introduced since 1974, most of them were 

introduced primarily as schema design tools [111]. They are used in the conceptual design 

phase to mediate requirement analysis and logical design. The constructs from semantic 

data models easily facilitate schema integration in the conceptual phase [13,14, 70, 165]. 

Many design systems have graphical user interfaces based on semantic data models, such 

as GUIDE [229], DDEW [182], SKI [126], Gambit [28], etc. We have found a number of 
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efforts directed toward developing new data models for supporting non-traditional data 

in applications such as CAD/CAM and multi-media applications [208, 123,206,227,179] 

as well as toward the integration of temporal reasoning into semantic models [202]. This 

recent research has led to the use of semantic data models as a target DBMS data model 

(see a survey in [111 D. 

Authors who have attempted to make comparisons have usually created classes of 

semantic data models. Brodie [33] groups data models into classic data models, di

rect extensions of classic models (Structural model, Object-role model, and ER model), 

mathematical models, irreducible data models (Binary Relationship Model, Functional 

Data Model), Static Semantic Hierarchy Models (SHM, ADD, LGDM, RM/T, SAM, 

and SDM), dynamic semantic hierarchy models (SHM-{-, TAXIS) and special purpose 

semantic data models. Hull and King [111] provide a comprehensive tutorial on seman

tic data models and discuss semantic data models in 6 categories: 1) prominent models: 

Entity-Relationship (ER) models [52], Functional Data Models (FDM) [197], Seman

tic Data Models (SDM) [98]; 2) other highly structured models: Semantic Association 

Model (SAM*) [208], IFO model [2], IRIS model; 3) Binary Model: Semantic Binary 

Data Model (SBDM) [3]; 4) Relational Extensions: Structural Model [222] , RM/T [59], 

GEM; 5) Models focused on dynamics: TAXIS [26], Galileo , SHM+ [33], and INSYDE 

(Event) model [129]; and 6) Models focused on theory: Format Model, Logical Data 

Model (LDM) [131]. Peckham and Maryanski [176] have again surveyed eight semantic 

data models (e.g., ER, TAXIS, SDM, FDM, RM/T, SAM*, Event, SHM+) and then, 
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based the comparison of the features of the data models presented, a continuum of the 

data models: 

Relational => 

R/MT (+ Enhanced Integrity) => 

FDM (+ Explicit Relationship) => 

ER (+ Explicit Relationship) => 

SDM (+ Entity Class) => 

TAXIS (+ Generalization) => 

EVENT (+ Dynamic Modeling) => 

SHM+ (+ Association, Classification) => 

SAM* (+ Special Purpose Types) 

As summarized in the previous section, if it is to support relational DDB design, a data 

model must be able to represent and capture database objects and their relationships and 

also to distribute transaction information and application knowledge. For our purpose 

of identifying useful modeling constructs and mechanisms, we will discuss semantic data 

models in two categories: one with static (structural) focus and the other with dynamic 

(behavioral) focus. Dynamic modeling means modelling the relationship between the 

data and the transactions on the data. The goal to provide a mechanism for behavioral 

abstraction similar to that of object-oriented programming languages. Furthermore, 

recent database development has progressed to building next generation databases, such 

as object-oriented databases [74J and knowledge-based databases [154, 31] (deductive 

databases [137,83, 83J, and active databases [189]). The object-oriented paradigm is the 
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common thread linking semantic data models, programming languages, object-oriented 

data models targeting object-oriented DBMS (OODBMS) and knowledge-based data 

models (knowledge representation) targeting knowledge-based DBMS (KDBMS). 

Although some surveys regard object-oriented and knowledge-based data models as 

semantic data models [124], we will discuss them separately because of their different 

techniques and design purposes. Our survey of these conceptual models aims at identify

ing useful modeling constructs and mechanisms for acquiring/representing DDB design 

inputs as well as facilitating the DDB schema design. 

2.2.1 Semantic Data Models with Static Focus 

In this subsection, semantic data models with a static focus will be discussed. We 

will first present the features of these models and then compare their differences with 

respect to our criteria for supporting DDB design. 

2.2.1.1 Comparison of Structural Features 

After surveying dozens of data models, the representative static models we chose 

to compare includes RM/T [59], Semantic Binary Data Model (SBDM) [3], Functional 

Data Model (FDM) [197], Semantic Data Model (SDM) [98], Entity Relationship Model 

(ER) [52], Extended ER Model (EER) [211], Entity Category Relationship Model (ECR) 

[162] Object Modeling Technique (OMT) [24], and Semantic Association Model (SAM*) 

[208]. Some models we surveyed but did not compare include models in [194, 179]. A 

comparison of structural features of these static data models is presented in Table 2.2. 
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Built on the previous survey work in [33, 111, 176], we synthesized the following model 

features for the basis of comparison. 

1. Research objective: The research objective of each model is defined as providing a 

general-purpose or special-purpose semantic data model. For instance, SAM* was 

developed for Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) applications. 

2. Modeling Philosophy (Relationship Representation): The modeling philosophies 

are classified as being centered around attributes or type constructors to inter

relate objects. The typical type constructors in many semantic data models are 

aggregation (e.g., built on component types) and grouping (e.g., built on the ex

isting types). In ER, the type constructor aggregation is called a relationship. 

The choices of emphasis (attribute-based or type-constructor-based) affects the 

language mechanisms that seem natural for manipulating semantic databases. Dif

ferent models based on different emphases yield dramatically different schemes for 

the same underlying applications. 

3. Aggregation Representation: Aggregation is a standard abstraction for any data 

model. Aggregation transforms a relationship between objects into higher-level 

objects [199]. For instance, in ER component objects are the attributes of the 

aggregate object defined. We consider this representation "implicit." We consider 

explicit representation of aggregation as the modeling of the "is-part-of' relation

ship. The reverse of aggregation is called decomposition which breaks down an 

object into several lower level objects. 
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Model Research Modeling Aggregation Additional 
Objective Philosophy Representation Abstraction 

RM/T General Tables Implicit 
SBDM General Attribute Implicit 
FDM General Attribute Implicit Generalization 
SDM General Classes Implicit Generalization 

Classification 
Subset 
Membership 

ER General Type Implicit 
EER General Type Implicit Generalization 

Subset 
ECR General Type Implicit Generalization 
OMT General Type Explicit Generalization 
SAM* Special Type Explicit Generalization 

Subset 
Membership 
Classification 

Model Schema Derivation Expression of 
Structure Inheritance Relationship 

RM/T Hierarchy Inheritance Predefined 
SBDM Network No User define 
FDM Either Function User define 
SDM Hierarchy Varied and User select 

Elaborate 
ER Network No User define 

EER Network Inheritance Predefined 
ECR Network Inheritance Predefined 
OMT Network Inheritance Predefined 
SAM* Network Both Predefined 

Table 2.2: Comparison of Structural Features of Static Data Models 
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4. Additional Abstraction: Besides aggregation, additional abstraction primitives are 

generalization/specialization, classification and membership relationship. Gener

alization is the means by which differences among similar objects are ignored to 

form a higher order type in which the similarities can be emphasized. This is 

the same as the "is-a" relationship. The reverse of generalization is referred to as 

specialization, which introduces a new object/entity/type by adding additional 

attributes to the existing generic object/entity/type. A subset relationship is also 

an is-a relationship except that every occurrence of the generic type may also be 

an occurrence of other types that are potentially overlapping subsets. Classifi

cation is a form of abstraction in which a collection of objects is considered a 

higher level object class. It represents an "is-instance-of' relationship. A mem

bership relationship is an "is-member-of' relationship. A relationship between 

member objects is considered a higher level set object. Criteria for set membership 

is typically based on the satisfaction of some predicates. An aggregation relation

ship provides a means for specifying a new object through the different component 

objects, whereas a membership relationship is the mechanism for defining a type 

whose value will be a set of objects of a particular type. The component objects 

are of the same type. 

5. Schema Structure: This is the structure provided by a data model; it has either a 

network or a hierarchical organization. 
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6. Derivation/Inheritance: This refers to the means by which repeated information 

within the database schema is handled. Repetition between types can be han

dled with derivation, through which the attributes of one object are computed or 

inherited from other objects. Inheritance can be thought of as a trivial derivation. 

7. Expression of Relationship: The modeling of relationship semantics, (e.g., degree, 

cardinality, existence constraints, inheritance) varies in different models. Some 

models predefine many constructs and some leave the responsibility to the designer. 

2.2.1.2 Synthesizing Structural Constructs for DDB design 

Because substantial diversity of modeling approaches exists among the data models as 

shown in Table 2.2, each model has different properties. In the following subsection, we 

evaluate data models according to the desired properties of a data model for supporting 

DDB design. Unfortunately, the desired properties may conflict and thus cannot be 

satisfied simultaneously. This forces us to choose among modeling approaches. 

Our evaluation criteria were developed to determine the capabilities of representative 

models for supporting DDB design. To support DDB design, the model must have 1) 

the general properties of semantic data models for acquiring application knowledge from 

end-users in the requirement analysis phase, 2) modeling constructs that will support all 

the design phases, including view integration, relational logical design and distribution 

design. The evaluation of the general properties of static data models are shown in Table 

2.3. The evaluation of properties of static data models for supporting DDB design are 

shown in Table 2.4. 
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General Properties of Semantic Data Models 
Model Naturalness Diagram Generality Flexibility 

Technique 
RM/T Weak No Yes Limited 
SBDM Weak Yes Yes Limited 
FDM Weak Yes Yes High 
SDM Strong No Yes Limited 
ER Strong Yes Yes High 

EER Strong Yes Yes Medium 
ECR Strong Yes Yes Medium 
OMT Strong Yes Engineering Medium 
SAM* Strong Yes elM Low 

General Properties of Semantic Data Models 
Model Formality Simplicity High Semantic 

Order Relativism 
RM/T High Medium No Weak 
SBDM Low High No Weak 
FDM Low High No Medium 
SDM High Low No Strong 
ER Low High No Weak 

EER Medium Medium Yes Medium 
ECR Medium Medium Yes Medium 
OMT Medium Medium No Medium 
SAM* High Low No Strong 

Table 2.3: Evaluation of General Properties of Static Data Models 
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Properties for Facilitating DDB Design 
Model Supporting Supporting Supporting 

View Relational Distribution Modeling 
Integration Design Mechanism Technique 

RM/T No Yes No No 
SBDM No Limited No No 
FDM Yes Implicit Limited No 
SDM Yes Strong Limited No 
ER Limited Yes No No 

EER Yes Strong Limited No 
ECR Yes Strong Limited No 
OMT Yes Strong Limited No 
SAM* Yes Limited Yes No 

Table 2.4: Evaluation of Properties of Static Data Models for Supporting DDB Design 

• General Properties for Supporting Requirement Analysis: Semantic data models 

are useful in solving a design dilemma when DB designers lack domain knowledge 

and application users usually lack the DB design expertise required to perform DB 

design. Important criteria for evaluating the general properties of a semantic data 

model include: 

- End-user understandability or naturalness: One of the goals of semantic data 

models is to produce a representation of the enterprise that closely parallels the 

user's perception. The model should minimize "semantic gaps" (the difference 

between the application structure perceived by the users and the database 

structure seen by the designer) in the users' ability to understand the meaning 

(or semantics) of the modeling constructs provided. If the user has difficulty 

understanding or misunderstands the modeling tools, then the advantages of 

semantic models are completely lost. Naturalness should allow ease of query 
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formulation and ease of specification and maintenance of the semantics of the 

modeling constructs. One impetus for the rise of semantic models was the 

awkwardness of manipulating a database on the physical and data structure 

levels; 

- Diagrammatic Technique: diagrammatic technique is useful for communicat

ing with users and providing graphical user interface for a design system. It is 

fundamental to work toward a user's understanding of what is actually going 

on at a very high level; graphics are helpful for that [35]. Although it has yet 

to be proved by experiments, type constructor-based data models seem to be 

more natural than attribute-based ones. 

Generality: Provides application-independent modeling constructs. 

Flexibility: Are relationships developed with all semantics (cardinality, con

straints) built in, as in SDM or SAM*? Or should the database designer have 

the option to specify the semantics of each relationship in an explicit way, as 

in ER? 

Formality: Are relationships complex or primitive in their structure? The 

Binary data model's minimal approach is in contrast with SDM, which offers 

built-in higher order relationships. 

- Simplicity: In terms of number of constructs. The developers of a model that 

provides for a small number of primary modeling concepts believe that offering 

a few powerful options results in a more straightforward modeling process. 
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- Expressive power: Are complex relationship between objects specified with 

ease [203] in terms of ternary relationships. 

- Semantic relativism: Ability to express the different aspects of the same in

formation depending on context; in terms of derivation and inheritance . 

• Modeling constructs for Supporting DDB design phases: 

- Supporting View Integration: Generalization constructs. 

- Supporting Relational Design: Transformation rules associated with SDM, 

OMT,and EER (details see Section 2.2). 

Supporting Distribution Design: Modeling Mechanisms include aggregation, 

membership, generalization and subset relationships. Although some models 

have mechanisms for supporting distribution modeling, no model has explicitly 

devised techniques for supporting distribution design. [21] uses the ER model 

to represent fragmentation schema only after the schema has been designed. 

2.2.2 Dynamic Focus: Thansaction Modeling 

Although research on the formulation of abstractions and support for relationships 

is fruitful in the realm of semantic data modeling, substantive results are relatively 

limited in dynamic modeling. Semantic data models that focus on the dynamic aspect 

provide facilities for structuring database manipulation primitives into transactions. This 

research area is known as conceptual transaction modeling [168]. Transaction modeling 

stems from earlier work on the design of programming languages with embedded database 

access mechanisms and the work of Abrial on data semantics in the context of SDBM [3]. 
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Early work on transaction modeling has diverse approaches. [71, 191, 26] use Petri Net 

and its extension to model transactions/events. [71] focuses on defining the grammar 

of Petri Net in modeling database operation sequences but has not explicitly modeled 

events with static objects. An event expresses a change of conditions, from the conditions 

which hold before (preconditions) to those which hold after (post-conditions). An event 

is described in terms of its preconditions and of the actions making the change. Event 

and transaction are terms used interchangeably in the literature. Yao et. al. [232] uses 

a functional data model query language, TASEL, to describe applications/transactions. 

[232, 191] derive transactions based on the static structure defined in FDM and ER 

models respectively. Rolland and Richard [188] define "c-objects," which are relations 

or decompositions of a third normal form relation into several relations from which 

properties identically evolve in the course of time. "e-events" and "c-operations" are 

also formally defined. These are concerned with the parallelism of transactions and 

concurrency control issues. Later research seems to be convergent when providing a 

unified approach for modeling both static data and dynamic events. The BIER (Behavior 

Integrated Entity Relationship) approach [78] decomposes dynamic processes into an 

elementary process which is bounded with one entity of a certain entity set and consists 

of elementary activities. The underlying data model is an extended ER model and 

elementary processes are graphically modeled by a Petri Net based graph representation. 

In the following, three representative dynamic models, TAXIS, Event Model, SHM+ [129, 

34, 26] and their associated design methodologies will be reviewed. Then, a comparison 

ofthese three models according to important features of conceptual transaction models is 
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provided. We will conclude this subsection by pointing out inadequacies of these models 

for supporting DDB design. 

2.2.2.1 TAXIS 

TAXIS is a language used for the design of interactive database systems. TAXIS is 

the result of an attempt to integrate tools for the design of information systems, such as 

data classes, transactions, scripts (user interfaces) and exceptions into a tight conceptual 

framework based on generalization/specialization hierarchies. Whereas the classification 

of objects yields data class definitions, the classification of activities yields transaction 

class definitions, which are similar to procedure declarations in programming languages. 

Generalization/Specialization hierarchies are used for both data and transaction classes, 

including exception handling. Multiple inheritance in the hierarchy is allowed. Aggre

gation is supported by the notion of property - a function which, when evaluated for an 

entity, returns one of its components or more vaguely, a related entity. In TAXIS, one 

is allowed to indicate IF-THEN-ELSE, CASE, etc. when specifying an action inside a 

transaction. Execution of a transaction proceeds by first evaluating all prerequisites of 

the transaction. However, each transaction models a database operation. If the designer 

wants to model complex processes that involve user dialogue or communication with 

other processes, he should use scripts instead of transactions. Scripts are basically ex

tended Petri Nets that have parameters, local variables, and state transitions. Each node 

of a script represents a state, and each transition represents an event that can change the 

state of the process being represented. Scripts are useful in enforcing dynamic integrity 
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constraints on transactions called sequences and in defining the format and the protocol 

of interactions with users. A script is expected to describe all possible execution histo

ries that an object can go through. Thus, TAXIS provides facilities for specifying what 

messages are acceptable when a certain state' is active and what new states should be 

activated when a certain message is received. 

2.2.2.2 Event model 

The static portion of an Event model is essentially a rich subset of SDM. The dynamic 

components include language constructs to support data manipulation as well as schema 

design and evolution. The event model assumes that the activities of an application are 

well defined, meaning static representation of the environment can be specified in terms 

of data usage. Process events and function lir,,':.r:: are used to model an application en

vironment's structure. Process events model application functions (unit of processing), 

while function links model the structural hierarchy (tree) of the process event. Commu

nication links (directed), which indicate the flow of information among process event are 

used to describe the activities (transactions) of an application environment. Selected 

sequences of communication links are formed into communication paths, which indicate 

specific invocation sequences of processed events. Each communication path has an or

dering. Two links that have the same ordering indicate a decision. Terms are associated 

with communication links and processed events in order to identify the general nature 

of information flow. 
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There are three kinds of terms: noun, descriptor and specialization terms. A noun 

term represents an atomic kind of information, a descriptor term describes a noun term 

and a specialization term defines a special case (subtype) of a noun term. Finally, 

annotations are used to informally record ancillary information gathered during database 

design. 

In the second phase of an Event design, the information captured earlier is mapped 

into object type definitions and application event definitions. The object type definition 

supports generalization by subtypes and aggregation by attributes. Subtypes are defined 

using predicates evaluated on attributes. Attributes have constraints: primary, ordered, 

single-valued or multi-valued. The Event definition of an application specifies a particular 

transaction in terms of parameters (types of objects), working subtypes (object subtypes 

the application event manipulates) and a collection of actions. An action is either an 

invocation of another application or an invocation of a primitive data operation (add, 

delete, update). In Events the actions of an application are structured using sequencing, 

selection/conditional and iteration control structures. Unlike other models, the Event 

description drives the process of describing objects (entities). 

2.2.2.3 SHM+ (ACM/PCM) 

ACM/PCM (Active and Passive Component Modelling) is a design methodology using 

SHM (Semantic Hierarchy Model) and its extension to model both static and dynamic 

aspects of an application. For the design and specification of structural properties of 

database applications, SHM+ provides objects and four forms of data abstraction for 
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relating objects: classification, aggregation, generalization and membership (it is called 

association in [34]). The principle of localization is used to design the hierarchies among 

objects step by step. Only one application object and objects immediately related to it 

by aggregation, generalization and membership relationship are considered at one time. 

The combined result of structure modeling is a conceptual schema of the application. The 

objects and structural relationships of a database objects are graphically represented in 

an "Object Scheme" are aggregation, objects. A structure specification language, Beta, 

is used for detailed specification of the objects. 

For the design and specification of behavioral properties of database applications, 

SHM+ provides primitive database operations on objects, three forms of control ab

straction with which to compose application oriented operations and two forms of proce

dural abstraction: actions and transactions. The three forms of control abstraction are 

sequence, choice, and repetition; these are behavioral analogs to aggregation, generaliza

tion and membership. Control abstractions are used to relate operations to form higher 

level, composite operations. Behavior modeling at the conceptual level involves identifi

cation, design, and specification of actions for each object. An action is designed from 

a single database altering operation (insert, delete, update) by providing the necessary 

invocation context. Before invoking the database operation, certain preconditions must 

be met and actions on other objects may be necessary. After the actions are invoked, 

a post-condition must be checked and the database operation is executed. For precon

ditions and post-conditions, exception handling must be designed. Transactions are the 

only way end users can alter the database. To ensure the semantic integrity of a database 
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application, there is a strict invocation hierarchy. Transactions invoke actions that are 

the only means of altering objects. Each action invokes a single database operation to 

alter a single object. A Behavior Scheme, which is an explicit graphical representation 

of the gross properties of a single action or transaction, is obtained by adding behavioral 

information to an object scheme. Using SHM+, structure and behavior specifications of 

an object are integrated to form an object class. The modular nature of abstractions 

aids semantic integrity and modification. 

2.2.2.4 Comparison of Dynamic Data Models 

As shown in Table 2.5, we compare these three representative dynamic data models 

according to the following transaction modeling features: 

• Research Objective: TAXIS has programming language focus, synthesizing seman

tic modeling constructs with control and typing mechanisms from imperative pro

gramming languages. In contrast, SHM+ and Event models aim at becoming the 

basis for database design methodology and thus develop control mechanisms that 

closely follow the structure of semantic schemata. 

• Modeling Philosophy: the transaction definition (process) that drives the definition 

of data or transactions on data schema that has been defined. 

• Static Data Representation: the abstraction mechanism for modeling static data. 

• Abstraction Mechanism: the definitions of aggregation, classification, membership, 

generalization/specialization are the same as for static data modeling. Localization 
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Model Research Modeling Static Abstraction 
Objective Philosophy Data Mechanism 

TAXIS Programming Transaction Objects, Aggregation 
Language on data Classes Generalization 
for Database classes Classification 
Applications Localization 

Event Combined Process subset of Specialization 
with driving SDM (subtyping) 
Info Analysis data def. 

SHM+ Integrated Transaction Object, Aggregation 
Structure on data Classes Generalization 
and Behavior classes Classification 
Design Membership 

Localization 

Model Pre/post Exception Control Schema 
Condition Handling Mechanism Structure 

TAXIS Pre-condition Script Sequence Hierarchical 
Selection 

Event Pre-condition Pre-condition Sequence Hierarchical 
Selection 

SHM+ Pre-condition Pre/Post Sequence Hierarchical 
Post-condi tion Condition Selection 

Repetition 

Table 2.5: Comparison of Features of Dynamic Data Models 
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refers to the independent modeling of properties of an application object. This 

concept is used to achieve modularity in programming languages. 

• Pre-condition/post-condition: the specification of the conditions to be met be

fore/after a database transaction/action is taken. 

• Exception Handling: the mechanism for handling errors and exceptional conditions. 

• Control Mechanism Method: used to relate operations to form higher level abstrac

tions. Sequence is the sequential execution of the component operations; selection is 

similar to "case" definition in programming languages; repetition means sequential 

processing of members in a set. 

• Schema Structure: the structure of the transaction organization as well as its 

associated static data structure. 

2.2.2.5 Evaluation of Dynamic Models for DDB design 

Based on the features discussed above, the following evaluation of these models takes 

into account the desired properties of a dynamic data model. The properties are catego

rized into 1) general transaction modeling capabilities and 2) mechanisms for supporting 

DDB design. The evaluations of these two types of properties are shown in Table 2.6 

and Table 2.7 respectively. 

• General Transaction Modeling Capabilities: 
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- Facilitating Requirement Analysis: The Event model design methodology 

bears some resemblance to many EDP systems analysis techniques. The in

tegration of this system analysis approach with methods of conceptual data 

modeling is a very desirable quality. 

- Flexibility / Naturalness: should support two modeling philosophies. It is 

natural that transactions can be derived from static data and static data can 

be derived from transactions. 

- Type Construction: The simple attribute restriction of the Event model for 

constructing type hierarchies is compared with more complicated taxonomic 

systems such as TAXIS and SHM+ which provide multiple inheritance. 

- Complementary Specification Techniques: This is related to the design flexi

bility allowed by the data model. It is desirable to have a graphical technique 

for gross design and a semiformal predicate based or a formal technique for 

detailed specification of database operations. 

- Consistent Structural and Behavioral Abstraction Mechanisms: Generally, 

structural and behavioral modeling are quite separate. It is desirable to 

have the modeling mechanisms be consistent. A distinctive contribution of 

ACM/PCM is that it provides a database transaction design and specifica

tion techniques that are fully integrated with structural design. 

Global View: The localization principle of SHM+ is a good idea because it 

does help the design process. The problem with SHM+ is that "an" object 
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or "a" transaction is nicely defined but how the total schema is formed from 

these objects and transactions has not been discussed . 

• Constructs and Techniques for Supporting DDB Design: 

- Acquiring/Representing Distribution Requirements: None of the models has 

modeling constructs for modeling distribution information. 

- Supporting View Integration: No mechanisms are provided. 

- Supporting Relational Design: Because of the hierarchical organization of 

these models, none of them explicitly considers or provides capability to derive 

rational schema design easily. 

- Supporting Distribution Design and Design Simulation: Because of the inabil

ity to acquire distribution information, the models are inadequate to support 

distribution design or design simulation. 

2.2.3 Object-Oriented Data Model 

Object-oriented data modeling is still being defined. Kim [124] in a seminal paper dis

cusses the core concepts of object-oriented data model as 1) object and object-identifier, 

2) attributes and methods, 3) class, class hierarchy and inheritance (single and multi

ple). In Kim's view, object-oriented data models are a subset of semantic data modeling, 

but semantic data models lack methods. The behavior of an object is encapsulated in 

methods. Methods consist of code that manipulates or returns the state of an object, 

objects communicate with one another through messages. Messages, together with any 
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General Transaction Modeling Capabilities 
MODEL Analysis Flexibility / Type 

Facilitation Naturalness Construction 
TAXIS Limited One-way Design Complex 
Event Process Model One-way Design Simple 

SHM+ Limited One-way Design Complex 

General Transaction Modeling Capabilities 
MODEL Complimentary Consistent Global 

Techniques & Abstraction View 
TAXIS Yes Limited No 
Event Yes Limited Yes 

SHM+ Yes Yes No 

Table 2.6: Evaluation of General Properties of Dynamic Data Models 

Properties for Supporting DDB Design 
MODEL Representing Facilitating Facilitating Facilitating 

Distribution View Relational Distribution 
Info. Integration Design Design/ 

Simulation 
TAXIS No No not intended No 
Event No No not explicit No 

SHM+ No No not intended No 

Table 2.7: Evaluation of Dynamic Data Models for Supporting DDB Design 
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arguments that may be passed with the messages, constitute the public interface of an 

object. 

Object-oriented data models are often oriented toward novel applications that must 

support complex domains such as software design, VLSI and printed circuit board design, 

and CAD/CAM. These applications are generally interactive and require highly dynamic 

database systems through which the user may control local behavior and dynamically 

modify the type structure. These applications often deal with larger objects than those in 

business applications, very long transactions, version control, nested transactions, etc. In 

addition, the development of object-oriented data models target two types of OOBMSs, 

one extending from relational databases: POSTGRES (UC, Berkeley), GENESIS (UT, 

Austin), EXODUS (U of Wisconsin) and PROBE (Computer Corporation of America) 

[177] and the other extending from object-oriented programming languages, such as 

Gemstone [61], and ORION [10]. 

In the following, object-oriented data models are reviewed to gain insights into the 

modeling mechanisms of object-oriented data models . 

• ODM [123] For CAD/CAM Applications: 

the fundamental goal of ODM is to provide modeling facilities that allow situa

tions arising in design applications (refinements, alternatives, and versions) to be 

modeled faithfully and to provide operations to manipulate design data easily and 

efficiently. The universe of discourse in ODM consists of templates and instances. 

Templates are descriptions of entity types and instances are descriptions of entity 

instances. Each template has a unique user-defined identifier. Each instance has 

-- ---------- ----------- - -------
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a permanent and unique system-defined identifier. A template is the classification 

of its instances. Templates and instances are all objects. Any ODM object has a 

set of properties and operations defined as part of the template of the object. The 

properties of an object at a given time determine the state of the object at that 

time. Operations of an object are intended for use in changing the state of the 

object. 

Operations also enforce constraints and p~ovide an application-oriented interface 

to the database. In ODM, subtemplates inherit the properties and operations of 

their supertemplates. A "creation" operation in ODM defines the assemblies of 

parts and supporting explosion refinements. There are type properties that do not 

change from one instance to another; there also are instance properties that are 

specified when the instance is created . 

• For Multi-media/Office Information Systems Applications: 

Multi-Media Data Model [227] is based on semantic nets and an ER diagram. Its 

constructs include Token Objects for Classes and Instances (instantiation, gener

alization, aggregation, attributes, methods), operation on Instances and its mech

anisms include Version Creation and control, Sharing token objects, Accessing 

objects, etc. The data model allows flexible definition and evolution of the schema 

that can present the composition of compound documents and capture the complex 

relationships among parts of compound documents. aggregation . 

• Converging between programming language and DBMS: 
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- Gemstone Data Model (GSDM) (Extending Smalltalk) [61]: Object, mes-

sage, class, instance variable and classes in a strict hierarchy are retained 

from Small talk. In addition, object identity, operation definition for types, 

associative access, declarative semantics, and object history (transaction time 

and event time) are added database capabilities. The advantage is that a 

single language can be used for general programming, data manipulation and 

system commands with excellent support for data and operation definition. 

- ORION (extending Common Lisp) [10, 125]: In addition the core object

oriented constructs, added capabilities include deletion of persistent objects 

(OID), dynamic changes to the database schema, predicate-based query ca

pability; composite objects (IS-PART-OF) and aggregate objects, and version 

control (version counts). Use of a set object for a database of persistent ob

jects and schema evolution (class and inheritance structure of the class lattice) 

is an important feature of ORION. 

- Iris [80]: The Iris data model is based on three constructs: 1) objects (literal 

or non-literal), properties of objects (functions), 2) types (classes) and type 

hierarchy, and 3) operations and rules (a declaration and an implementation: 

stored functions, derived functions, foreign functions, compound operations). 

The attribute concept is modeled in Iris by using functions whose values are 

derived from the relationships and their inverses. It supports inheritance and 

generic properties, constraints, complex or non-normalized data, user-defined 
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operations, version control, inference, and extensible data types. The roots of 

the model are in the DAPLEX and TAXIS languages. 

From the above review it can be seen that, object-oriented models are similar to 

semantic models in providing mechanisms for constructing complex data by interrelating 

objects. On the other hand, object-oriented data models differ from semantic models 

in that they support forms of local behavior in a manner similar to object-oriented 

programming languages [61, 25]. Semantic data models encapsulate structural aspects 

of objects, whereas object-oriented languages encapsulate behavioral aspects ("methods" 

or operations) of objects. This gives the database user the capability of expressing a wider 

class of derived information than can be expressed in semantic data models. We have seen 

the application of this "localization" concept in dynamic data modeling in the previous 

subsection. In addition, in a semantic data model, the inheritance of attributes is only 

between types where one is a subset of the other whereas in an object-oriented model the 

inheritance of a method can be between seemingly unlike types (multiple-inheritance). 

Despite these differences, the development of object-oriented data models will continue 

to overlap the development of semantic data models as we move to the next generation 

of database systems. 

2.2.4 Knowledge representation in Artificial Intelligence 

Knowledge representation is a central problem in Artificial Intelligence. The basic 

problem of knowledge representation is the development of sufficiently precise notation 

with which to represent knowledge [160]. The oldest knowledge representation scheme, 
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logical schemes, is strongly related to Codd's Relational Model. Logical schemes employ 

the notions of constant, variable, function, predicate, logical connective and quantifier in 

order to represent facts as logical formulas. From the view point of logic, a DBMS can 

be seen as a question-answering system that views facts (tuples) as axioms of a theorem 

and queries as conclusions of a theorem. Research is under way in deductive and active 

databases to extend the relational database system by combining a relational database 

with logic programming language such as Prolog [61] and incorporating the notion of 

rules into the database system [137]. 

Early research on knowledge representation focused on semantic networks and frames. 

In a semantic network, real-world knowledge is represented as a graph formed of data 

items connected by edges. The important relationship types of is-a and is-part-of are 

naturally modeled. Unlike semantic data models, semantic networks focus on object 

classes and mix schema and data. They do not typically provide convenient ways of 

abstracting the structure of data from the data itself. Frame-based approaches provide a 

much more structured representation for object classes and relationships between them. 

There are several rough parallels between the frame-based approach and semantic data 

models. The frame-based analog of the abstract object type is called a frame. A frame 

generally consists of a list of properties of objects in the type and a tuple of slots, which 

are essentially equivalent to the attributes of semantic data models. Frames are typically 

organized using an is-a relationship and the properties of a type are inherited by a 

subtype, but exceptions to the inheritance can also be expressed within the framework. In 

general, frame-based approaches do not permit explicit mechanisms, such as aggregation 
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or grouping for object construction. Scripts are designed to encode stereotypical event 

sequences. A script is a structural representation with basic elements such as entry 

conditions, roles, props, scenes and results. Roles are the elements of the system and 

props are attributes of the elements. Scenes represent the events that will occur. The 

application of a script for modeling transaction can be found in [26]. 

Although data models and knowledge representation schemes share the basic goal of 

naturally and directly describing real world entities, knowledge representation schemes 

are unique in being used for reasoning (inference), accessing information in the knowl

edge base, and matching (classification, confirmation, decomposition, and correction). In 

addition, knowledge representation schemes h(l.ve become the basis for large complex de

sign systems that are combined with an object-oriented programming environment. SES 

(System Entity Structure) is a hierarchical knowledge representation scheme that is used 

for a model-based and knowledge-based simulation environment called DEVS-Scheme 

[237, 238]. Frames and Rules-Associated System Entity Structure (FRASES) is used 

as the base for design automation of engineering design problems and for performance 

evaluation of resulting designs [110]. As DDB design often involves design evaluation 

and simulation, Zeigler's work sheds light on the modeling mechanisms to be included in 

a data model for our proposed methodology. 

2.2.5 Summary on Data Modeling 

In this section, we have reviewed the concepts of data modeling and many data models. 

We chose semantic data modeling over the relational data model because semantic data 
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models naturally express the structure of the application environment and thus simplify 

both database schema design and database usage. As evidenced in the experimental 

results in [16], semantic data models (represented by the EER model) led to better novice 

end-user performance (modeling correctness) than the relational model. The popular use 

of semantic data models in design methodologies and automated systems (to be reviewed 

in the next section) has strengthened this conclusion. 

Our initial intent was simply to choose an existing semantic data model for acquiring 

the DDB design inputs specified in Section 2.1 and for supporting DDB design. However, 

the evaluation of static and dynamic data models shown in Table 4 and Table 7 discour

aged taking this approach. No single data model satisfied all the properties desired for 

our purpose. We found abundant static modeling concepts that have emerged in the past 

decade but came to believe that the solution lies less in adding even further concepts 

(the known ones seem sufficient) than in carefully selecting among existing ones and 

extending of these to a extraction level tailored to DDB design support. Although the 

existing dynamic data models reviewed are inadequate in many aspects for supporting 

DDB design, they have provided a good foundation on which to build a data model that 

would meet our evaluation criteria. Our review of dynamic data modeling concepts in 

object-oriented data models and knowledge-based data models in Artificial Intelligence 

revealed many dynamic modeling concepts we could use. 

In the next section, the design techniques/tools used in single or in cross-design phases 

will be reviewed. Most of these are associated with semantic data models. We also 
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will attempt to identify techniques and concepts in existing tools that are useful for 

supporting DDB design. 

2.3 Design 'Techniques/Thols for CDB database Design 

Traditionally, centralized database (CDB) design can be divided into four phases: 

requirement analysis, conceptual design, logical design and physical design. Each phase in 

the design process is characterized by a set of design techniques which can be implemented 

in a software design tool (CASE tool). 

Physical design translates the previously defined logical schema into a physical storage 

structure (e.g., sequential, indexed sequential or hash files) and selects an access path 

as well as an index structure. DBMS technology has allowed database designers to 

concentrate on the first three phases, but there is current research focusing on refining 

the logical schema to improve performance, which is close to being a physical design 

issue. Carrying this to an extreme, [73] has proposed a model for combining logical 

and physical design resulting in a different design process. From the perspective of 

DDB design methodology, the following discussion will focus on design techniques in 

requirement analysis, conceptual design, logical design and logical schema refinement 

phases. 

Diverse design techniques and associated design tools have been developed for database 

designers who have varying database design expertise. Typically, techniques and tools 

are developed for use in one design phase, but some cross design phases. Ideally, a 

methodology should provide integrated support for all phases of the design process but 
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only a few methodologies and design systems have been developed for this purpose. In 

this section, we will review design techniques and tools for use in 1) the single design 

phase, 2) a cross-design phase and then 3) develop a complete design methodology that 

covers all CDB design phases. 

2.3.1 For Single Design Phase 

2.3.1.1 Requirement Analysis 

Requirement analysis entails the gathering and analyzing of a system's current and 

future data and processing requirements. Among many traditional information analysis 

techniques that are useful in this phase, are Business Systems Planning (BSP) released 

by IBM and complementary techniques, BIAIT (Business Information Analysis and Inte

gration Technique) and BICS (Business Information Characterization Study). The prin

ciples underlying these techniques are 1) establishment of a business-wide perspective; 

2) top-down analysis, bottom-up implementation, and 3) system and data independence. 

Various graphical software analysis and design techniques and tools such as Data Flow 

Diagram (DFD), Structured Analysis and Design Technique (SADT), Hierarchical Input, 

Process and Output (RIPO), and the Structured Chart [62,233] are often used as well. 

These techniques model the inputs and outputs of the processes involved in business 

processes. 

They also support the functional decomposition of systems to be developed. HIPO 

and the Structured Chart best portray the hierarchical structure of processes and are 

----- ---------
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easy to draw and maintain when processes change. DFD can document interfaces, data 

flow and data stores. SADT can present non-structural relationships between processes. 

Computer-aided techniques such as PSL/PSA (Problem Statement Language/Problem 

Statement Analyses) provide a formal language for specifying requirements and a method 

for generating a standard report. PSL is based on a general model with constructs 

such as Objects, Classes, and Properties of Objects, Property Value, and Relation

ships among Objects. PSL/PSA has system descriptions in the following aspects: sys

tem input/output flow, system structure, data structure, data derivation, system size 

and volume, system dynamics and system properties and project management. Other 

systems such as CADIS (Computer-aided Design of Information Systems), CASCADE 

(Computer-Aided System Construction and Documentation Environment), and CADES 

(Computer-Aided Design and Evaluation System) have similar information analysis tools. 

Natural language processing tools are proposed to analyze data collected from interviews 

or questionnaires [45]. 

Techniques for acquiring requirements include documentation review, observation, 

questionnaires and interviews. In a manual process, communication problems arise not 

only because of the imprecision and qualitative rather than quantitative nature of natural 

language. Also, unstated rules and application knowledge that the interviewees know are 

hard to acquire. ,This is an aspect of database design (requirement elicitation) that has 

a close relationship with knowledge acquisition. Simple and "natural" data models and 

associated techniques are used by database designers to communicate with end-users in 

order to clearly and explicitly specify user requirements [210, 212]. The use of semantic 
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data models with expert systems to collect user requirements is popular and often is 

combined with the view modeling design phase [207]. 

2.3.1.2 Conceptual Design: View Modeli~g and View Integration 

Conceptual design takes information requirements and forms a DBMS-independent 

conceptual schema. The main concern of conceptual design is the "representation" ofthe 

information that is both user-oriented and database-design-oriented. In the past decade, 

all conceptual designs have used semantic data models unanimously. Conceptual design 

includes two activities: view modeling and view integration [211,207, 162]. 

View modeling is the ordering of the usage and information structure of the real world 

from the view of different users and/or applications [207]. Tools for view modeling are 

based on semantic data models as well as the transaction models we presented in the pre

vious section. For instance, Information System Designer (INSYDE)[128] uses the Event 

model and provides a means for translating a set of user requirements into a Seman

tic Data Model (SDM) schema and a set of partially defined software procedures. The 

transaction modeling tool, Transaction Schema, is based on the ACM/PCM specification 

language [168]. 

View integration is the process of consolidating users' views and then forming a "com

munity user view," which is the entire information content of the database [65, 13]. Sur

veyed by Batini and Lenzerini [13], the preferred phase for integration is the conceptual 

design phase, where the use of abstraction mechanisms of semantic data models is very 
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helpful in comparing and conforming different perceptions of the application domain by 

different user groups. 

A comparison of representative view integration techniques is included in Table 2.8 

to represent a spectrum of approaches. The comparison is according to the data model 

used, input required, output generated, activities in the view integration process, and 

the mechanisms used for the representing interschema properties discovered. The in

tegration includes four activities: preintegration, comparison, conforming, merging and 

restructuring of schemata. In preintegration, the sequencing and grouping of schemata 

for integration has to be decided. In comparison of schemata, naming conflicts and 

structural conflicts will be detected and then conformed by renaming or transformation 

methods. Finally, the merging and restructuring of the temporary integrated schema 

is done according to principles of completeness, minimality and understandability. The 

interschema properties are specified by abstraction mechanisms, such as generalization 

and aggregation relationships. 

Among these processes, only the work of Yao has considered dynamic information 

(operations defined on transactions). The above-mentioned work on view integration 

does not explicitly take into account process-oriented information in developing the in

tegrated schema [13]. [219] considered database design to be an integration of processed 

modules. Thus, an expert system approach to schema integration is worth investigating. 

Example tools for view integration include one based on ECR [196] and INCOD [9] 

or DATAID [12]. [9, 12] provide a language to define transactions over the conceptual 

schema created. 
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Authors Data Input Output Actlvihes Interschema 
Model Mechanisms 

Batini & EER n Schemata, Global Schema Compare Subset 
Lenzerini Weight of Conform Generalization 

Schemata Merging 
Restructuring 

Elmasri ECR n Schemata, Global Schema, Preintegration Assertions, 
et. aI. Interschema Mapping, Compare Clustering 

Assertions Confirm attributes 
Merging 
Restructuring 

'Thorey SHM Applications, Global Structure, Merging, Aggregation 
& Fry Events Conflicts Restructuring Generalization 
Yao et. aI. FDM Views, Global View, Merging Remove 

Processing Modified Restructuring redundancy 
specs. processing 

specs. 

Table 2.8: Comparison of View Integration Design Techniques 

2.3.1.3 Logical Design 

In the logical design phase for a relational database, the conceptual schema (enterprise 

schema) is analyzed and a relational logical schema is produced, in the structure of 

tables (relations). In addition, subschemata which are external views of the database for 

different applications are also defined in the logical design step. 

Introduced by Codd's work [58J, normalization algorithms are often applied to ob-

tain relations in higher normal forms so that less update/insertion/deletion anomalies 

will occur during database operations. There are two major approaches to database 

normalization are based on functional dependency (FD): a decomposition approach and 

a synthesis approach. In the decomposition approach, an existing (tentative) schema is 

examined for anomalies and then modified usually by decomposing it in a lossless fashion 

to remove detected anomalies. The synthesis approach produces schemata that satisfy 

- _._. ------
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syntactic constrains like 3NF, which are known to ward off certain types of anomalies. 

Most of the techniques based on the synthesis approach use a minimal cover of the depen

dencies for design [17]. The assumption of a universal relation simplifies many theoretical 

problems but apparently does not hold in practice. 

Another prominent approach to relational logical design is based on semantic data 

models. The conceptual schema in ER can be translated into a relational schema in 3rd 

Normal Form (3NF) [220]. [29] is an expert system for translating the E-R diagram into 

databases (CODASYL and relational). The techniques and tools using these approaches 

often are a cross between conceptual and logical design phases. We will present these 

tools in the next subsection. 

2.3.1.4 Logical Schema Refinement 

For performance reasons, database design techniques for network and hierarchical sys

tems often make use of processing requirements to refine the logical schema [210]. Similar 

approaches are used in relational database design. Performance considerations and user 

requirements will guide the restructuring of the logical schema and some denormalization 

may occur as a result. The main purpose of denormalization is to reduce the number of 

tables that are needed to be joined for specific access needs, since any query involving 

three or more tables is a major activity that hinders the performance of DBMS [187]. 

Many researchers and practitioners use a trial and error approach or heuristics to improve 

the schema. Schkolnick in [28] considers denormalization of relational schema in 4NF 

by clumping schemes together, while Hevia et.al. in [16] develop a heuristic based on 
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a combination of functional dependencies and usage patterns. Schkolnick and Sorensen 

[192] provide an algorithm for denormalization, given the join graphs for a schema and 

a transaction set. They assume that all attributes are initially assigned to relations that 

are at least 3NF. Efficiency for the current query requirements could be increased by 

redundantly adding attributes, used together in a query, to an existing relation so that 

all attributes needed for that query would reside in a new relation, called a join relation. 

This is known as materializing the join. Then a set of program transformations can be 

derived so that a user will be unaware that the stored database does not correspond with 

the normalized schema. 

Teorey and Yang [213] proposed a relational schema refinement algorithm based on 

a process-oriented or usage view that could increase the database efficiency for current 

processing requirements and yet retain all the information content of the functional de

pendency or natural view of data. They suggest that the application of usage refinement 

should be applied before the physical design phase. Once the physical design starts, the 

logical schema is considered to be fixed and is thus a constraint on efficiency. The refine

ment provides an alternative logical structure to be considered during physical design 

and thus provides the physical designers with more feasible solutions to choose from. 

The denormalization process requires tradeoff analysis. The side effect of denormal

ization is duplicated data, an increase in the update and referential integrity cost, a 

potential lost of integrity and program transformation for all applications containing 

joins that are materialized [213,211]. In [213], a simple cost model is defined to evaluate 
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total cost for query, update and storage for the database schema, with or without join re

lations. Information needed include query and update transactions, their frequencies and 

hardware device characteristics, and stored data volume. Each query must be expressed 

in terms of basic relational algebraic operations such as selection, projection and join. 

An access method such as sequential or random access needs to be specified for a query 

or an update. If a join relation schema appears to have lower storage and processing cost 

and insignificant side effects, then it should be considered for physical design. 

[213] suggests that joins based on non-keys should be avoided. They are likely to pro

duce very large relations, thus greatly increasing storage and update costs. [187] identifies 

potential candidates for denormalization: 1) generalization; 2) binary relationship, one

to-one or many-to-many; 3) reference data, usually in a one-to-many relationship; 4) 

entities with composite keys; and 5) derived attributes. 

2.3.2 Cross Design Phases 

In this subsection, techniques and tools for cross design phases (transition between 

design phases) will be presented. These techniques and tools are dominated by the use 

of semantic data models. 

2.3.2.1 Transition From Requirement Analysis to Conceptual Design 

Work on this transition has been relatively limited. Chen [53] provides eleven rules for 

deriving ER diagrams from English sentences based on rules and definitions of English 

grammar. The SA-ER method [39] provides mapping from a Data Flow Diagram to 
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an ER diagram. The mapping involves translating design information from the Process 

Definition Language (PDL) to ER notation. The designers have to recognize the data

objects in the process specification and categorize the objects as entities, attributes or 

relationships. This method does not relieve the designer of responsibility for determining 

the semantics to be implemented in the database. However, the designer can be assured 

that all the data elements will be rendered in an ER diagram. Choobineh et.al. [54] 

describes an expert system which creates a conceptual schema by analyzing a collection 

offorms. Forms are structured collections of variables which are appropriately formatted 

to support data entry and retrieval. 

2.3.2.2 Transition From Conceptual Design to Logical Design 

The use of semantic data modeling and a relational model in successive stages has 

the advantage of the former's simplicity and ease of use and the latter's structure (and 

associated formalism). In order to achieve these advantages, it is necessary to transform 

the variety of semantic constructs into relations that can be easily normalized [211]. 

Design systems have been developed to this end. For instance, Automated Database 

Design (ADD) [19] converts a conceptual schema in Semantic Data Model (SDM) to a 

relational schema and then to a network schema. View Creation System [207] is an expert 

system for modeling user views (user perception of the real world). It automatically 

translates the information requirements specified by Entity-Relationship users into a set 

of fourth normal form relations representing a database view. 
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The Logical Design Methodology for Relational Database (LRDM) [211] produces a 

set of relations based on the data requirements modeled by the Extended Entity Rela

tionship model (EER). An object-oriented methodology for relational database design 

produces a set of relations (logical design) using Object Modeling Techniques (OMT). 

LRDM and OMT are two prominent techniques and their transformation techniques 

closely resemble each other. 

In LRDM, the EER model extends the ER model with additional semantics such 

as ternary relationships, optional relationships, and the generalization abstractions. In 

this model, view modeling and view integration guidelines have been provided. A basic 

transformation results in three types of relations: 1) entity relations, 2) entity relations 

with the embedded foreign key of a parent entity, and 3) relationship relation with the 

foreign keys of all the entities that are thus related. The transformation rules are 1) 

transform each entity into a relation containing the key and non-key attributes of the 

entity. If there is a many-to-one relationship between an entity and another entity, add 

the key of the entity on the "one-side" to the "many-side." The addition of a foreign key in 

a one-to-one relationship can be made in either direction. For efficiency, add the foreign 

key to the relation having fewer tuples. Every entity in a general hierarchy or subset 

hierarchy is transformed into a relation. Each of these relations contains the key of the 

generic entity. The generic entity relation also contains non-key values specific to each 

subtype entity. 2) Transform every many-to-many binary (or unary) relationship into a 

relationship relation with the keys of the entities and the attributes of the relationship. 

3) Transform every ternary relationship into a relationship relation. These candidate 
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relations are normalized by analyzing the FDs and MVDs associated with these relations. 

FDs are derived from the EER diagrams. 

The OMT technique uses three levels of representation [24]. The high level focuses 

on the logical abstraction of data; the middle level contains generic, DBMS-independent 

tables; the low level is the data definition languages of the target DBMS. The mapping 

between levels is mechanical. The high level representation models objects, generalization 

relationships, aggregation relationships, association (non-hierarchical) and qualification 

relationship. Qualification adds information about the "many-side" of a relationship. It 

improves the semantic accuracy and more visible navigation path. The transformation 

is similar in LRDM. Each object class is mapped directly to one table. A generalization 

has one super class table and multiple subclass tables. A many-to-many aggregation 

relationship is transformed to a table. Existence dependent aggregations are merged with 

an object table. Freestanding aggregations are stored in a separate table. Many-to-many 

association relationships must be externalized. The author of the OMT technique stated 

that the LRDM improved on the ER method, the OMT technique builds upon LRDM 

in that the OMT directly extends into the realm of programming. The OMT provides 

a consistent notation for database models and application programs. In addition, 3NF 

is an intrinsic benefit of object modeling. The stability of object IDs is particularly 

important for relationships since they refer to objects. The OMT model is particularly 

effective for large, complex database problems often found in science and engineering. 
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DesIgn DesIgn Techmque Data Model 
Process StatIc . Dynanuc 

Requirement BSP, BIAlT, DlCS 
Analysis DFD, SADT, HIPO 

PSLjPSA, CADIS 
CASCADE, CADES 
INSYDE Event 

DIStributIon 
Analysis 
'fransition: SA-ER (DFD to ER) 
R.A. toV.M Chen (English to ER) 

Choobineh et. al. 
(Form to ER) 
INSYDE Event 

VIew SBDM,FDM, ER, ECR, NjA 
Modeling EER, OMT, SAM* 
{Static} 
View TAXIS, SHM+ Objectsj classes NjA 
Modeling 
{Dynamic} Event SDM 
View Batini & Lenzerini Extended ER 
Integration Elmasri et. al. ECR 

Teorey & Fry SHM 
Yao et.al., FDM 

Transition: LRDM EER 
C.D. to L.D. ADD SDM 

OMT OMT 
VCR ER 

Logical Codd RMjT 
Design LRDM, ADD, OMT FD-based 

ERES, VCR FD-based 
Schema Teorey & Yang 
Refinement Schkolnick & Sorensen .. 
I TransItIon: 

L.D. to F.D. 
Fragmentation Hammer, 
Design Ceri et.al. [ 1982,83,84,87], 

Teorey, Chang & Cheng 
Navathe, Apers, 

Transition: Lee 
F.D. to A.D. 
Allocation Chu, Morgan & Levin, 
Design Irani, Laning, Mahmound, 

March, Jain, Sacca et.al., 
Gavish, Gavish & Pirkul, 
Gavish & Sheng, Apers 

Table 2.9: Summary of Existing Design Techniques/Tools 
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2.3.3 Summary of CDB Design Techniques/ThoIs 

The design techniques and tools discussed in this section are summarized in Table 2.9 

which also includes the summary of design techniques for distribution design. We have 

the following observations: 

1. No distribution analysis techniques were reported. 

2. There is apparently a clear separation between logical to fragmentation design. No 

transition techniques have been provided. 

3. The techniques for static data modeling in the conceptual design and transition be

tween conceptual design and logical design are many. However, the data modeling 

support for logical schema refinement, fragmentation design and allocation design 

are virtually absent. 

2.4 Complete Database Design Methodologies/Systems 

2.4.1 Complete CDB Logical Design Methodologies/Systems 

There are many methodologies/systems that cover the entire CDB logical design 

phases. We do not include a discussion of physical design, even though some methodolo

gies/systems do cover it. A comparison of five representative methodologies is presented 

in Tables 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12 and will be further discussed in the summary ofthis chapter. 

As DATAID-1 is included in a DDB design methodology DATAID-D, we have placed the 

DATAID-1 with the DATAID-D methodology (to be discussed in the next subsection) in 
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Table 2.12. It should be noted that some systems have included design phase transition 

techniques using either an expert system approach or an algorithmic approach. 

SECSI is an expert system for translating application descriptions in natural language 

to a semantic network and then to a set of relations [27]. AISPE (Advanced Industrial 

Software Production Environment) has a set of tools that allows the modeling of static 

and dynamic aspects using an Extended ER model and a Petri Net based formalism 

called PROT net [37]. The net and the ER diagram can be translated into a relational 

model which aims at integrating requirement specification and process simulation in the 

file of Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) systems [37]. 

DATADICT [118] is a documentation, analytical and design tool for logical database 

design. DATADICT adopts IBM's BSP, Yordon's Structured Analysis and Design, Info

com's Information Engineering, and Jackson Structured Programming. The data model 

contains entities and attributes. Tools include information repository (data dictionary), 

view modeling, view integration, and transaction creation. A transaction reference table 

is generated to facilitate physical design. 

Most design tools often offer interactive modeling capability based on semantic data 

models. For instance, Database Design and Evaluation Workbench (DDEW) [182, 183] 

is a graphics-oriented, workstation-based system which supports requirement analysis, 

conceptual, logical, and physical phases of CDB design. The most significant contribution 

of DDEW is the semantic integration of the user interface with the overall design process. 

An extended entity-relationship model (ER+) is used for conceptual design, as well as 

internally to capture the semantics of multiple target data models and to facilitate data 
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model translation. Associated with ER+ is a fairly low-level, navigational transaction 

language. Transactions can query and update entities and relationships. DDEW offers 

a choice of relational, network and hierarchical models for logical design. Within a 

framework of progressive refinement and iteration, the system allows alternative designs 

to be generated, displayed, manipulated, analyzed and transformed. The tools offered 

include 1) analyzers which produce reports: Schema Checker, Normalizer, the Logical and 

Physical Access Evaluation Tools and an Index Selection Tool. The View Analyzer looks 

for homonyms and synonyms and the View Integrator merges objects. 2) Transformers 

handle schema translation; 3) Heuristic tools: An ER Schema Synthesizer takes a set of 

FDs as input and produces a relational schema by normalization. The relational schema 

can then be transformed into a first rate ER schema. In DDEW, forms (formatted text 

structures) capture English requirements, functional dependencies, transactions, logical 

details of entities, physical details of entities (indexed files, instance counts, number per 

disk page), tool reports and English annotations, and graphic views of design diagrams. 

In [45], the DATAID-1 methodology is described. The qualifying aspects of the 

methodology are its generality and completeness, as it applies to two classes of DBMSs, 

and covers all the phases of database design. In the requirement analysis phase, a natu

rallanguage description of the database application is examined, filtered, and classified. 

Glossary information (data, operations, and events) is produced. In the conceptual phase, 

view modeling and view integration are performed to create a global data scheme, global 

operation schema, and global event architecture. The development of the logical and 

physical design for CODASYL and the relational database is by performance-directed 
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Design Design Methodology/System 
Process SEeS! AISPE 

Techmques Data Model Tecliruques Data Moaer 
Static Dynanuc StatIc Dynanuc 

RequIrement Natural Semantic ER PROT 
Analysis Language Net Net 
Distribution 
Analysis 
Transition Expert Semantic 

Rules Net 
View Semantic EER 
Modeling Net 
(Static) 
VIew PROT 
Modeling Net 
(Dynamic) 
View 
Integration 
Transition Expert Semantic Algorithms ER 

Rules Net 
Logical Translated Translated 
Design 
Schema Simulation PROT 
Refinerrent Net 

Table 2.10: Comparison of Complete CDB Design Methodologies/Systems (1) 
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Process DATADIGr 1J1J~W 

Techmques Data Moael Tecliillques Data Model 
StatIc DynamIC StatIc -DYnamIC 

ReqUlrement BSP Forms 
Analysis Yordon's 

Infocom 
DIstrIbutIon 
Analysis 
Transition 
View Entities/ Algorithms ER+ 
Modeling Attributes 
(Static) 
View Transaction Transaction 
Modeling Definition Language 
(Dynamic) 
VIew ER-based Interactive ER+ 
Integration Programs 
Transition Algorithms ER+ 
Logical Translated FD-based ER+ 
Design 
Schema 
Refinement 

Table 2.11: Comparison of Complete CDB Design Methodologies/Systems (2) 
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mapping. The translation of the global conceptual schema into the target logical model 

is carried out by selecting, step by step, the alternatives which are the lowest-cost (re

finement process). Choosing a method of translation that is oriented to minimizing 

logical accesses may require a denormalization process. Three tasks are important: 1) 

construction of logical access tables (quantitative parameters describing the logical ac

cesses of operations to data); 2) translation of hierarchies and multiple relationships into 

structures which contain only non-hierarchical entities and binary relationships; 3) con

sideration of partitioning of entities and replication of attributes in order to increase the 

efficiency of the most important operations. 

The tools provided by DATAID-1 include: NLDA, ISTDA, INCOD-DTE and Galileo. 

NLDA provides a natural language interface that is able to support requirement analysis 

and view design in a partially automated mode. A syntactic analyzer is based on a partic

ular type of dependency grammar and has been developed for Italian and English input. 

ISTDA (Interactive Schema and Transaction Definition Aid) allows users to define their 

requirements in terms of simple sentences and provides an output-oriented definition of 

transactions. These requirements are translated into SDL (Schema Definition Language) 

and TDL (Transaction Definition Language), two languages based on a conceptual model 

call C-B model (Cononical Binary Model). INCOD-DTE provides an integrated environ

ment for the definition of data, transactions and events. The data model is an extended 

ER model. Transactions are described at a conceptual level, a navigational level, and an 

executable level. Events are modeled through Petri Nets. View integration is achieved 
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through dialogue with users. Galileo is a high level conceptual language for the defini

tion of database applications. It has an object-oriented description of the database and 

a declarative definition of constraints. Typical users of the tools range from nonexpert 

users interacting in natural language (NLDA) to system programmers (in the case of 

Galileo ). 

DATAID-l lacks immediate mapping to traditional features of DBMSs. Also, tools 

for logical and physical design phases are not provided. The focus of the DATAID-l is 

on the conceptual design phase. 

2.4.2 DDB Design Methodologies 

2.4.2.1 Conventional Methodological Frameworks for DDB Design 

Most research on distributed database design focuses on distribution design and as

sumes a separation of CDB design tasks and distribution design. Consequently, research 

on a general distributed DB design methodology has centered on providing designers a 

methodological framework, by indicating relevant design problems, parameters required 

to solve each of them, and how each problem can be approached. Existing design tools 

and techniques for solving distribution design subproblems can be used within the frame

work. The general DDB design methodologies discussed in the literature, such as in 

[100, 21, 172, 45, 46], resemble one another and are based on the same assumptions. 

We have discussed the problems of design methodologies based on this methodological 

framework in Chapter 1 and it will be further illustrated in Chapter 3. 
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[47J realized the complexity of decision models for DDB design and developed DATAID

D by which the decision processes for selecting among design alternatives are based on 

simple heuristics rather than complex mathematical formulations and which therefore 

can be handled manually. The work on DATAID-D methodology is significant because 

it includes specific design techniques rather than just a framework. In what follows, we 

wHl present the DATAID-D methodology and then discuss the quality of the DATAID-D 

methodology as a general DDB design methodology. The discussion will provide insights 

into the development of a complete and general DDB design methodology. 

2.4.2.2 The DATAID-D Methodology 

The DATAID-D methodology follows the conventional methodological framework and 

is built as an extension of the DATAID-1 methodology described in the previous subsec

tion and adds two phases to it: 

• Analysis of Distribution Requirement: This phase is required in order to collect 

information about distribution, such as partitioning predicates for horizontal frag

mentation and the frequency of activation of each application from each site. Col

lection of distribution requirements is commenced after the structure of data and 

applications are known or after the conceptual design phase. The distribution re

quirements are represented by 3 tables: 1) a frequency table that gives the number 

of activations of each application at each site, 2) partitioning tables that indicate 

potential horizontal partitioning criteria and predicate selectivity, and 3) a polar

ization table that indicates how the partitions influence the locality of processing of 
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Access Paths 
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and relationship 
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at local sites 

Schema 
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L.D. to F.D. 
Frag. Horizontal: 
Design User select 
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'fransition: Heuristics 
F.D. to A.D. to minimize 
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Design Mapping to sites, 
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Table 2.12: Evaluation of DATAID-D Design Methodology 
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applications. A polarization value indicates the probability that a given fragment is 

accessed by a given application issued by a given site. Only those values deviating 

from a uniform distribution are indicated . 

• Distribution Design: The input for distribution design is a specification of data 

and applications produced by the previous design phase, which is in the form of 

a global database schema and logical access table. Global database schemes are 

described using a simple version of the ER model that includes only binary rela

tionships. Logical access tables indicate the types of database access operations 

performed by each application on each entity. They assume that all applications 

are potentially executable at all sites. Because the conceptual schema in DATAID-

1 was modeled by an EER model, it included generalization hierarchies and n-ary 

relationships. A transformation from EER schemata into simplified ER schemata 

is necessary before the distribution design. The distribution design in DATAID-D 

is divided into fragmentation design, non-redundant allocation, redundant alloca

tion, and reconstruction of local schemata. Fragmentation design is performed by 

selecting some of the predicates from the polarization tables and composing them 

into logically defined fragments. The designer then must select the most appropri

ate fragmentation criteria for each entity and validate that the partitioning itself 

is convenient. 

Non-redundant allocation is performed by mapping each fragment to the site where 

it is mostly used. The potential frequency of use of each fragment at each site is 

obtained as the summation of all transactions issued from that site or the product of 
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polarizations multiplied by frequencies of use of the fragment. It is thus possible to 

identify the site which accesses the fragment most frequently and hence allocate the 

fragment to that site. Redundant allocation is performed by selecting additional 

sites for each fragment with respect to the initial non-redundant allocation, using 

"greedy" heuristics. The reconstruction of local schemata will build local schemata 

from the final fragment allocation. The DATAID-D methodology suggests placing 

relationships at the site of the entities or fragments with the largest cardinality, so 

that few entity identifiers will have to be transmitted. 

A bottom-up approach for DDB design based on schema integration techniques [13] 

is included in DATAID-D. 

2.4.2.3 The Evaluation of DATAID-D Methodology 

The DATAID-D methodology diverges from the conventional DDB design framework 

in the logical design phase. However, we found as many problems with DATAID-D as 

with the conventional DDB design methodologies which aggregate non-integrated design 

techniques of CDB design and distribution design. Our observations are as follows: 

1. Distribution analysis is an add-on procedure and is not integrated with requirement 

analysis. Simple tables are presented for representing the design inputs but no 

techniques are provided to facilitate the acquisition of distribution information. 

2. The attempt by DATAID-D to provide a connection for CDB design and distribu

tion design is good but the transformation from conceptual design in EER back 

to a binary representation for fragmentation design seems to be an awkward and 
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duplicative effort. This is apparently a problem with non-integrated design tech

niques. In addition, only local logical schemata are produced (each one obtained 

by aggregating fragments allocated to a local site). No global logical schema is 

provided to facilitate query processing. 

3. It is not explained why the fragmentation and allocation design considers only en

tity objects and not relationship objects. From the discussion of EER and OMT 

techniques, we have shown that relationship objects also can be transfonned to a 

relation. There is no justification for the technique arbitrarily to allocate relation

ship objects after all entity objects have been allocated. 

4. The methodology does not separate the performance considerations for update and 

retrieval transactions. 

5. Vertical fragmentation is not an integral part of the methodology, although it was 

claimed to be. 

2.4.3 Summary on Design Methodologies/Systems 

CDB/DDB design methodologies/systems have been summarized in Tables 2.10, 2.11, 

and 2.12. In addition, we have the following observations: 

• All the design systems provide an interactive modeling user interface. The semantics

based approach used in these systems is note-worthy. 

• The transition between design phases is handled either by expert rules or automated 

algorithms. 
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• A prominent feature of AISPE is the use of transactions defined in PROT net for 

design simulation in refining logical schema. 

• The popular use of ER-based data models in these design systems is significant. 

• The absence of design techniques for distribution analysis is noted. The problems 

of lack of modeling support for distribution design and of non-integrated design 

techniques have been discussed in the previous subsection. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Requirement Formulation and Research Foundation 

This chapter presents a research framework that stipulates requirements for the de

velopment of a complete general DDB design methodology, the goal of this dissertation. 

The framework was formulated based on the literature review and enhanced by a case 

analysis of a real-world DDB design project for Picture Archiving and Communication 

Systems (PACS). The rationale for the proposed combined logical and fragmentation 

design process will be provided. The data modeling support and design techniques to be 

developed for the proposed process will be discussed further. Finally, based on the fore

going discussion, an architectural framework for a computer-aided DDB design system is 

proposed to guide the development of a methodology for facilitating design automation. 

3.1 Grand Summary of Literature Review and the Research Frame

work 

A complete summary of the literature review is presented in Table 3.1, which indi

cates the inadequacies of existing design techniques and data modeling support for DDB 

design that result from the conventional separation of the CDB and distribution design 

processes. 
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Table 3.1: Research Framework for DDB Design Methodology Development 
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It is obvious that this separation has come about because of the conventional DDB 

design methodological framework. A proposed design process that attempts to bridge 

the separation will be discussed in detail in Section 3.3. 

(B) Data Model Component: Existing modeling mechanisms, while abundant, are 

neither consistent throughout the entire design process nor complete in modeling DDB 

design inputs. 

1. Static data models strongly support CDB design tasks, especially from view mod

eling to logical design. However, dynamic data modeling support is limited in the 

view modeling phase and only the Event model has dealt with the requirement 

analysis phase. The transition from requirement analysis to conceptual design is 

limited to non-hierarchical, static data modeling. It would be better to have the 

transition include natural hierarchical relationships and distribution information. 

2. The distribution analysis and distribution design phases lack both static and dy

namic data modeling support. 

3. Modeling mechanisms for effectively acquiring DDB design inputs are found in 

some models, but no single model satisfies all our criteria (see Table 2.1-2.6 in 

Chapter 2). 

4. In the view modeling phase, some methodologies have integrated dynamic data 

modeling and static data modeling but allow only one-way design, which means 
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either that static data modeling is extracted from the dynamic data definition 

or the transaction definition is obtained after the static data modeling has been 

completed. It would increase design effectiveness if two-way design flexibility could 

be provided and a mechanism to maintain consistency between the static and the 

dynamic data modeling were included. 

(C) Design Technique Component 

Many design techniques are available for solving design subproblems in each design phase. 

However, these design techniques are not integrated and many design techniques require 

development. 

1. Design techniques are needed for distribution analysis and for transition between 

design phases if complete modeling mechanisms (abstraction constructs) are to be 

included. 

2. Prominent existing design techniques shown in the table (and tables in chapter 2) 

need to be integrated. 

Research is needed to overcome the inadequacies that have been observed and dis

cussed. These inadequacies will serve as the requirement specifications for developing a 

general DDB design methodology. In sum, it is required that an effective/efficient design 

process be devised, that the modeling mechanisms be consistent and complete for the 

entire DDB design process, and that the design techniques for solving design subprob

lems be integrated. In the following section, a real-world case analysis that confirms our 
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observations and further extends the requirements for the DDB design methodology is 

described. 

3.2 Case Analysis: DDB Design for Picture Archiving and Communi

cation Systems 

We found little literature reporting real-world DDB design projects at the time we 

undertook a DDB design project in 1989, because most DDBMSs were still in the re

search or prototyping stages and the announcement of commercial DDBMs was a recent 

event. Thus, the DDB design project we conducted and reported in [144, 140, 143] was 

exploratory toward understanding the problems of the conventional DDB design method

ological frameworks and formulating requirements for the development of a DDB design 

methodology. 

The DDB design project on Picture Archiving and Communication Systems (PACS) 

was conducted jointly by the University of Arizona and Toshiba Corp, Japan. The 

research site was the University Medical Center (UMC), a 300-bed hospital in Tuc

son. A Picture Archiving and Communication Systems (PACS) is a medical information 

management system aiming to totally computerize the acquisition, processing, storage, 

transmission, and manipulation of patient image data. The images are generated by such 

equipment as Computed Radiology (CR), X-Ray Computed Tomography (CT), Ultra

sound (US), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Nuclear Medicine (NM), etc. Each 

type of image has certain characteristics which are related to certain types of suspected 
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diseases. Each image, on average, contains 10 megabytes. Each examination of a patient 

involves a set of images. 

A distributed database system was proposed to manage the large amount of PACS 

image data and related graphical and textual data. The DDB was to support daily 

radiological transactions and also increase diagnostic accuracy by providing easy access 

and quick search of relevant data. DDB design was considered a viable alternative to 

centralized DB design due to the data characteristics (e.g., large volume of diverse image 

data, close relationship among image, graphic and textual data), transaction character

istics (e.g., local interest of image usage), performance requirements (real time response 

and high system throughput, system reliability and availability in a hospital environ

ment), and implementation considerations (e.g., sectional hospital budget structure and 

projected growth of data). These particular performance requirements made it difficult 

for a centralized DB to handle the workload in a hospital environment. The results of 

simulation modeling reported in [143] revealed that the DDB design was better than the 

CDB design. 

In designing the PACS DDB, the conventional DDB design framework was followed. 

We employed the DFD technique for requirement analysis, ER modeling for conceptual 

design, and FD approach to relational schema, and performance benchmarks for rela

tional schema refinement of the CDB design tasks. In performing the distribution design, 

we encountered problems in acquiring distribution design input. Because of the many 

decision variables under consideration, a simulation strategy was employed to obtain the 

initial DDB allocation design and then analytical models were applied to obtain a refined 
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design. It took a tremendous amount of programming effort to develop the simulation 

program. Following the conventional DDB design framework, we observed the problems 

described below and used them as a basis for formulating ideas on how to improve the 

conventional design methodological framework (a wish list). 

1. No distribution analysis modeling and design techniques were available in the lit

erature. We simply had to invent a way to acquire the input we needed, which 

eventually led to our initial attempts to develop a complete, general DDB design 

methodology. 

2. Acquiring the requirements was an intensive and long process. First, the designers 

were not familiar with the application environment, so a tremendous amount of 

time had to be spent communicating with the users (nurses, doctors, radiologists, 

film librarians, managers, etc.). The methods of communication to be adopted 

were extremely important to facilitate end-user specification of the design. This 

was the reason for using DFD and the ER model for this project. Second, because 

the distribution analysis was performed after the conceptual design was obtained, 

it required repeated interviews in order to acquire the distribution information. It 

occurred to us that integrating the requirement analysis and distribution analysis 

techniques would be more effective and save time. Had the two been integrated, 

all the design information needed for the entire DDB design life cycle could have 

been acquired in a relatively smooth process and would have saved substantial 

development time. 
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3. The modeling mechanisms available to us were fragmented and not integrated. Our 

designers had to draw on their experience in order to accomplish the transition of 

design schema between design phases, for instance, from DFD to ER and ER to 

relational schema. In addition, the decision to model an object as an entity or 

attribute required special effort because the real-world design was not like a text

book exercise where requirements are described in English sentences. It seemed that 

formal modeling of dynamic information would have helped in entities/attributes 

modeling and distribution analysis and facilitate distribution design. 

4. Although the designers on our team were all well-trained designers and had substan

tial mathematical backgrounds, we felt that the mathematical models had limited 

use in different design situations and were relatively difficult to use. Also, no single 

model is suitable for all design situations nor is able to model all the performance 

parameters that we needed to investigate. We found simulation modeling effective 

for dealing with the many interrelated design variables that had to be examined 

at one time but, building the simulation program was not an easy task and was 

time-consuming. It occurred to me that if the distribution analysis could have 

resulted in transaction descriptions that were ready for simulation, it would have 

simplified the simulation task and saved much time. In addition, we had to build in 

the heuristics for horizontal fragmentation and vertical fragmentation to limit the 

search space (without any modeling support!). The trial-and-error process took up 
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a lot of simulation time, making it obvious that it was important to develop a prac

tical and effective fragmentation strategy that would not complicate the fragment 

allocation design. 

5. Each design subtask in a manual process was time-consuming, tedious, and error

prone. Creating/maintaining the data dictionary, drawing and redrawing the pro

cess information and ER schema, integrating schema designed by different design

ers, and schema modification when user requirements are added or changed were 

big jobs. All the designers felt that a computer-aided DDB design tool that had 

integrated support for the entire DDB design life cycle was needed. 

The case analysis ofthe PACS DDB design project not only demonstrated the method

ological flaws of conventional DDB design frameworks, but also provided motivation for 

research and requirements for a complete, general design methodology. In this case anal

ysis, we demonstrated the importance of 1) formal modeling of distribution information; 

2) integrating distribution analysis with requirement analysis to save development time 

and facilitate distribution design and design simulation; 3) end-user design specifica

tions based on application semantics; 4) consistent modeling mechanisms throughout 

the entire DDB design process; 5) integrating design techniques to allow easy schema 

transformation among design subphases; and 6) computer-aided design tools. Points 1) 

to 5) have been discussed in Section 3.1. and are re-emphasized here. The provision 

of computer-aided design tools has always been our research objective and was demon

strated as being critical to the real-world complex system design of this case analysis. 

~~-------~---.-----.~~- --~ .. --- ---
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In Section 3.4, we will further discuss the architectural framework for a computer-aided 

DDB design system based on the requirements formulated from the case analysis. 

3.3 Semantics-based Approach for Combined Logical and Fragmenta

tion Design 

We have already discussed problems arising from the conventional separation of CDB 

design and distribution design. In order to achieve a complete general DDB design 

methodology, the aim of our Subgoal I was to investigate a design process that would 

overcome these problems. We were looking for answers to the following research ques

tions: 1) What is the nature of logical design and distribution design and what is their 

interrelationship? 2) What is the impact of logical design on fragmentation design and 

allocation design? 3) What design process is best suited to achieving a complete general 

DDB design methodology leads to maximum design efficiency for both logical and distri

bution designs? Discussion related to answers to these questions found in Chapters 1 and 

2 will be summarized and a complete rationale for combined logical and fragmentation 

design will be provided. 

3.3.1 Logical Design and Schema Refinement 

The relational logical design produces a logical schema in a structure utilizing tables 

that can be implemented in a relational DBMS. From an implementation point of view, 

a relation in the logical schema is often implemented as a file; that is, there is a corre

sponding collection oflinked subfiles in the storage schema. Traditionally, the theoretical 

------.--.-.-------
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basis for relational database is normalization theory [17, 65]. In Chapter 2, we outlined 

two major approaches to database normalization: the decomposition approach and the 

synthesis approach. These two design procedures both rely on normalization to remove 

design anomalies, but they neglect to consider the way in which a database is used. 

They facilitate update processing while penalizing query retrieval operations. Many re

searchers and practitioners, among which are [210], [192], [213], [187], and [73] have 

investigated the problem of relational database design relying totally on normalization 

and developed techniques to refine the logical schema based on performance consider

ations. As reviewed in Chapter 2, the design techniques range from a trial and error 

approach or heuristics to improve the schema to a cost model or algorithms to formally 

evaluate design alternatives. 

In the logical schema refinement or "performance-oriented" logical design process, 

"denormalization" may occur. Denormalization principle states: if two or more objects 

(relations) are very frequently retrieved together and are only very infrequently updated, 

and if full normalization would separate those objects, then the design should be denor

malized to bring the objects together [212]. For example, the 3rd normal form (3NF) 

removes partial key anomalies and anomalies caused by transitive dependencies. If the 

application semantic says that an Employee is assigned to a Room (Le., Employee func

tionally determines Room) and each Room has a telephone number (Le., Room function

ally determines Tel.), a possible 3NF representation is {(Employee, Room), (Room, Tel)} 

(Design-I). However, if the transactions show that the telephone number of each room 

seldom changes (update frequency is 0) and most retrievals access Employee, Room, and 
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Tel together, it may be more efficient to have a relation {(Employee, Room, Phone)} 

(Design-2) [73]. Design-2 will avoid the expensive join cost required of Design-l to exe

cute the transactions which access Employee, Room, and Tel together. 

As performance is a more critical consideration in a distributed database environment 

than in a centralized database environment, the "performance-oriented" logical design 

should be considered in DDB design. "Performance-oriented" logical design has to con

sider how the database is used, including transaction types, volume, frequencies, access 

type, etc. The same transaction information needed for the logical design is needed for 

the distribution design. One obvious problem of conventional separation of CDB design 

tasks from distribution design tasks is the repeated acquisition of design inputs. We 

will examine the nature of fragmentation design and fragment allocation problems next 

and further illustrate why the separation of logical and fragmentation design is ineffec

tive. Finally, we will discuss the proposed design process to achieve the maximum design 

efficiency for both logical and distribution designs. 

3.3.2 Interrelationsip of Logical Design and Distribution Design 

The purpose offragmentation design is to determine non-overlapping fragments which 

are logical units of allocation. It is desirable to partition relations into fragments. This 

is because application views are often a subset of a relation and therefore performance 

advantages (e.g., parallel execution of a single transaction, memory allocation, and con

current transaction processing) can be gained. 
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As described in Chapter 2, there are two strategies for fragmentation in the literature, 

vertical fragmentation and horizontal fragmentation. Vertical fragmentation (partition) 

groups attributes that have a high probability of being accessed together, and horizontal 

fragmentation groups records (tuples) of an entity that satisfy a given condition on 

attributes values. In other words, fragmentation design is mostly a logical design which 

clusters data items which then are referenced together based on affinity (Le., access 

rate). However, determining the extent to which the database should be fragmented is 

an important decision that affects the performance of query execution. A suitable level 

of fragmentation can only be defined with respect to the applications that will run on 

the database. For instance, if applications have conflicting requirements which prevent 

decomposition of the relation into mutually exclusive fragments, those applications whose 

views are defined on more than one fragment may suffer performance degradation. It 

might, for example, be necessary to retrieve data from two fragments and then take either 

their union or their join, which is costly. Avoiding this is a fundamental fragmentation 

issue. 

Determining an appropriate fragmentation design not only reduces both the complex

ity and costs of the allocation design process but also affects the quality of the fragment 

allocation design. Most importantly, we assume that the data allocation design (Le., 

combined fragmentation and fragment allocation design) has linear objective functions 

and constraints that are typical of cost-based design evaluations. As shown in [135], this 

assumption allows separation of the data allocation design into two linear steps (Le., 

fragmentation design and fragment allocation design) without creating possible conflicts 
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or inconsistencies in their solutions by incorporating interrelated design considerations 

into each other's design process. As such, the design solutions are readily integrated 

without solving them simultaneously. Based on this consideration, this research assumes 

the aforementioned condition and the availability of suitable fragment allocation design 

models, thus reducing our scope of distribution design to fragmentation design only. 

As outlined in Chapter 1, the fragments generated from the conventional DB design 

process are not appropriate units for allocation . 

• If the logical design produced relies mainly on normalization without taking trans

action characteristics into consideration, vertical fragmentation of such relations 

may further the degree of normalization, which in turn further penalizes the re

trieval operation. If horizontal fragmentation is applied to ill-designed relations or 

vertical fragments, it will probably result in more fragments than necessary . 

• If the logical schema has been refined or denormalized in the centralized database 

design, 1) vertical fragmentation applied to such schema may "denormalize" already 

normalized relations, and 2) horizontal fragmentation applied to the "denormal

ized" relations can produce fragments that are larger in size than necessary. 

These problems occur because conventional fragmentation design takes a set of re

lations as design input directly without knowing the "performance-oriented" design 

considerations that may have been incorporated into producing the logical schema. 

In addition, conventional fragmentation design methods do not differentiate types 

of transactions on these relations (retrieval or update). 
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3.3.3 The Rationale for Combined Logical and Fragmentation Design 

In addition to the ineffectiveness ofthe separation oflogical design from fragmentation 

discussed above, it is actually natural and more efficient to consider both logical and 

fragmentation designs together. 

From the viewpoint of physical design, relations and fragments essentially have one to 

one correspondence to physical files and subfiles. Both logical design and fragmentation 

design deal with the logical "clustering" of data items which determine the joins and file 

accesses that a query might use and thus affect the query performance of the database. 

As a result, the logical and fragmentation designs should be combined, whereas schema 

design for objects in update and retrieval-only transactions should be separated because 

design considerations for these two types of transactions are different. Normalization 

theories should be applied to maximize the performance of update transactions, and 

"denormalization" heuristics should only be applied where there is little danger of penalty 

on update transactions and integrity control. 

The "performance-oriented" logical and fragmentation design processes should be 

com bined to generate 1) a logical schema that preserves an accurate representation of 

real-world relationships while remaining oriented toward efficient database performance; 

and at the same time 2) a fragmentation schema which increases the data allocation 

design efficiency and maximizes the performance of both DDB update and retrieval 

operations. 
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Issues concerned with combining logical and fragmentation designs intertwine with 

the issues related to data modeling and design techniques discussed in the previous sec

tion. The first issue is integrated data modeling support for combined logical and 

fragmentation design. Transaction information is design input for both "performance

oriented" logical design and fragmentation design. Conventional design methods often 

assumed that database and. transaction information inputs are given (both qualitative 

and quantitative information). For instance, [46] requires that all candidate fragmenta

tion predicates (all possible ways of partitioning an object) and their allocation as well as 

distribution constraints be pre-specified by users. However, this is not a trivial task for 

the users. Data modeling support (both dynamic and static) to acquire the information 

needed for both designs in an integrated manner is called for. In addition, the data 

modeling support should facilitate the generation of vertical and horizontal fragments 

based on the application semantics represented by the modeling constructs. 

The second issue involves the design techniques to be developed for the com

bined logical and fragmentation design. Although refining global logical schema for 

performance reasons has been investigated by many researchers, refining fragmentation 

schema has not been dealt with. Furthermore, the fragmentation methods in the lit

erature [45,46, 7, 135] are mainly concerned with obtaining non-overlapping fragments 

based on attribute affinity, selection and/or projection predicates. They often do not 

distinguish update transactions from retrieval transactions, nor do they distinguish be

tween transaction access methods such as a random or a sequential processing of the 

tuples accessed. For instance, horizontal fragmentation will facilitate subset queries but 
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is not desirable in transactions that need to access all tuples in a relation. Design tech

niques must be developed to advance the existing fragmentation methods by considering 

the performance refinements of fragments according to transaction types, frequencies, 

volume, and access methods. 

To summarize, the design of logical and fragmentation schemata should be based on 

application semantics and should be oriented toward considering the transaction charac

teristics of an application in order to maximize the performance of a DDB design. 

3.4 An Architectural Framework for Computer-aided DDB Design Sys

tems 

In Section 3.1, we presented a research framework for the development of a general 

DDB design methodology based on the literature review. The requirements stipulated 

in the framework were enhanced/extended by the case analysis ofthe PACS DDB design 

project. Our discussion of the combined logical and fragmentation design process has 

further clarified direction research should take in order to develop a complete general 

DDB design methodology. Consistent and complete data modeling mechanisms (static 

and dynamic) and integrated design techniques must be developed if a combined logical 

and fragmentation design process is to effectively and efficiently solve the DDB design 

in an integrated manner. The proposed methodology must be oriented toward end-user 

design specifications and a computer-aided design mode. We have therefore formulated 

an architectural framework for a computer-aided DDB design system to guide the de

velopment of a complete DDB design methodology that is automation-oriented. An 
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automation-oriented design methodology must have data modeling mechanisms that can 

ideally support or integrate with those for various components in a DDB CASE tool. 

The architectural framework we developed combines all prominent approaches for 

DB/CDB design tool development summarized in Section 2.4.3: 1) a semantics-based 

approach that provides interactive modeling user interface; 2) automated algorithms 

or expert rules that guide schema design and schema transition; and 3) performance 

evaluation or design simulation that is integrated into the system. We call this ideal 

target DDB design system "Auto-DDB." The functional module/component in Auto-

DDB are as follows. 
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• User Interface Module: This module should manage the dialogue between Auto

DDB and the end-users during interactive modeling. The user interface should be 

designed as "user-friendly" as possible. 

• View Modeling Module: This module should provide two-way design flexibility 

by allowing designs to be edited, displayed, manipulated, and analyzed in both 

static and dynamic data modeling ( in graphical and/or textual forms) to create a 

user view. Graphical representation is good for high-level description and textual 

representation is good for detailed description as well as internal manipulation for 

schema transformation. A consistency control module should be provided to 

allow the static data modeling and dynamic data modeling to cross-reference and 

automatically maintain consistency between the two. 

• View Integration Module: In this module, dynamic and static data schemata 

designed by different domain experts and system users should be compared and in

tegrated into a unified, non-redundant global conceptual schema. View integration 

is a difficult process that requires many user "assertions." Mechanisms that can 

detect potential conflicts for users and suggest possible solutions to users should 

be incorporated into this module. 

• Combined Logical and Fragmentation Design Module: This module con

tains transformation rules to translate design information modeled in the static and 

dynamic modeling constructs into "performance-oriented" logical and fragmenta

tion schemata. (This dissertation aims at providing these transformation rules.) 
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• Allocation Design and Evaluation Module: Because no single decision model 

can model all the design situations, various simulation models and decision models 

for data allocation design and evaluation should be included for use in different 

design situations. In addition, since the selection of decision models is a difficult 

task for designers/users who lack substantial mathematical modeling background, 

the selection task should be automated, based on expert rules. 

As shown in Figure 3.1, the Allocation Design and Evaluation Module would in

clude a Model Management System to manage a Model Base which contains 

decision models and performance evaluation models to evaluate/simulate design 

performance. The User Interface Module interacts with users to obtain performance 

parameters and objective functions. The transactions modeled in the dynamic view 

modeling should be used directly as design inputs to the design simulation or eval

uation module. The output from this module will be an allocation schema which 

can be linked to an DDBMS for implementation . 

• Expert System Module: DDB design relies on application semantics/knowledge 

and often requires user assertions during DDB design processes. In supplement

ing algorithmic rules, an Expert System Module containing knowledge of DDB 

expert designers should be incorporated to provide intelligent support for all other 

models, especially for view integration and model selection for allocation design 

and evaluation. Advantages of incorporating an expert system component include 

formalization/computerization of DDB design expertise, provision of an evolutive 

knowledge base, ability to accept incomplete design input from users, capability to 
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justify and explain design results, and backtracking of any design step to change a 

specification or ask for an explanation [63, 207, 27] . 

• Design Repository Module: As a general CASE tool requirement, a tool should 

provide an information repository to allow design documentation as well as design 

backtracking and evolution. The Design Repository Module will be the informa

tion repository for Auto-DDB. To support database design iteration and progres

sive refinement, all the interim designs, cross-reference information, design deci

sions and design output will be stored/managed in the Design Repository Module. 

These include transaction specifications, conceptual schemata, the global concep

tual schema, logical schemata, fragmentation schemata, allocation schemata, and 

integrity constraints which are not mapped into the schemata. These integrity 

constraints will be enforced by either DDBMS or application programs. 

The design and implementation of each component will be a major research area in 

its own right. As an initial effort, this dissertation concentrates on the design and im

plementation of the shaded modules shown in Figure 3.1. Although designing the Model 

Base, the Model Management Component, the Expert System and the Design Repository 

components exceeds the research scope of this dissertation, the architectural framework 

implicitly stipulates that the data model component of the proposed methodology should 

ideally have the capability to be extended to support integrated modeling of all these 

DDB design modules. For instance, according to the Auto-DDB system architecture, the 

front-end modeling mechanisms must be consistent in that the development of the data 
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models for View Modeling Module and View Integration Module also consider the possi

ble use of such models for the Allocation design and Evaluation Module. In the backend 

of the CASE tool, the semantic data modeling mechanisms should be easily extended to 

support knowledge representation, model management, and metadata modeling. 

According to the requirements discussed in this chapter, the SEER-DTS design method

ology was developed. The development of the data model component of the SFER-DTS 

methodology is detailed in next chapter. The design techniques (the step-by-step pro

cedures of the proposed methodology) in a combined logical and fragmentation design 

process will be described in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Model Development: SEER and DTS 

This chapter details the development of a static semantic data model, SEER (Syn

thesized Extended Entity Relationship Model) and a dynamic semantic data 

model, DTS (Distributed Transaction Scheme) as the basis of our proposed method

ology. The considerations for these models development are described. We also discuss 

the model constructs and abstraction mechanisms of SEER and DTS and how they can 

be used to facilitate DDB schema design. 

4.1 Considerations for the Model Development 

The data model component of a database methodology is one that extracts and rep

resents information requirements as inputs to each design phase and also represents the 

database structure. The data model should also be able to enhance user comprehension 

and acceptance of the data structure represented. In Chapter 2, we reviewed many promi

nent data models, including static data models, dynamic data models, object-oriented 

data models and knowledge-based data models. We developed a set of criteria (model 

features, general modeling properties and properties for supporting DDB design) for 

evaluating these models. As summarized in Chapter 2, our initial intention was simply 
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to choose an existing semantic data model as the basis for our proposed DDB design 

methodology, but the evaluation of these models dissuaded us. No single model satisfied 

all our criteria, so we carefully synthesized elements of existing modeling mechanisms 

and thereby devised the desired mechanism. 

Because modeling features differ as do diverse modeling philosophies, we had make 

choices. How our decisions were made will be detailed in the following sections. 

According to the requirements formulated in Chapter 3, we developed a static data 

model, SEER (Synthesized Extended Entity-Relationship model), and a dynamic data 

model, DTS (Distributed Transaction Scheme). SEER was synthesized primarily from 

models of the EER family based on the models' end-user understandability, flexibility 

and strong support for relational logical design. DTS was developed employing concepts 

from existing transaction modeling as well as from object-oriented data modeling and 

knowledge-based data modeling discussed in Chapter 2. 

The separation of static and dynamic data modeling was inspired by existing dy

namic modeling techniques, such as TAXIS, Event, and SHM+. By extending the exist

ing modeling techniques, a consistency link between the two modeling SUbcomponents 

was developed. This architecture has advantages of 1) modularity: dynamic properties 

change more frequently than the static properties; 2) direct support for design simula

tion: transactions description can be used directly; 3) two-way design flexibility: from 

static to dynamic or dynamic to static data definition to insure completeness of data 

represented; and 4) both top-down or bottom-up design techniques can be allowed in 

the requirement/distribution analysis and view modeling/integration phases. SEER and 
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DTS together provide consistent and complete modeling mechanisms for the entire DDB 

design process. In addition, they are able to be extended as the basis for the integrated 

modeling of the computer-aided DDB design tool described in Section 3.4. 

In the next section, we discuss the development of SEER, its modeling constructs and 

its support for DDB design. In Section 4.3, the development of DTS will be discussed. 

4.2 Modeling the Static Structure - SEER 

In Table 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, we compared the structural features of prominent data 

models and evaluated their properties for general modeling properties and properties for 

facilitating DDB design. 

As to the structural features, we chose the type-constructor-based modeling philoso

phy over the attribute-based philosophy mainly because of modeling naturalness (end

user understandability). As our ultimate objective is to develop a complete general 

design methodology, fundamental abstraction mechanisms needed to be included. The 

explicit representation of aggregation mechanism in OMT were useful as were additional 

abstractions, such as classification and membership in SDMj subset, in SDM and EERj 

and generalization, found in most models. In addition, the accompanying diagrammatic 

technique would be an important property. However, some desired general properties, 

such as flexibility vs. formality and simplicity vs. semantic relativism were in conflict. 

ER is highly flexible but has less formalism while SDM has little simplicity but is rich in 

semantic relativism (in terms of derivation and inheritance). As a result, models such as 
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EER, ECR and OMT offered a good balance between two extremes: formality without 

flexibility or simplicity without semantic relativism. 

Most static data models have properties (e.g., abstraction mechanisms such as aggre

gation, generalization, subset) for supporting view integration. SDM, EER, ECR and 

OMT have direct transformation rules associated with relational logical design. SAM*, 

which models seven types of associations (Membership, Aggregation, Interaction, Gen

eralization, Composition, Cross-product and Summarization), has rich mechanisms for 

modeling distribution information. Unfortunately, existing lack associated techniques 

models for facilitating the DDB schema design. As has been mentioned, the work of [21] 

represents fragmentation schema only after the fragmentation design has been obtained. 

Based on this evaluation, SEER was synthesized primarily from models in the Ex

tended Entity and Relationship (ER) model family, such as EER, OMT, ECR and aug

mented with constructs (found in existing models) necessary for facilitating DDB design. 

The SEER constructs are graphically represented in Figure 4.1. 

As an extension of the ER model, SEER modeling is object-based (structurally object

oriented) and has three classes of objects: entities, attributes and relationships [52, 211, 

162]. Entities are the principal data objects about which information is to be collected. 

For DDB design purposes, we modeled the size of the entities in SEER. Entities can be 

distinguished by the "strength" of their identifying attributes. Strong entities have inter

nal identifiers that uniquely determine the existence of entity occurrences. Weak entities 

derive their existence from the identifying attributes of one or more "parent" entities. 

--- ------- - --- ---- -- -------------
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Attributes describe the properties of entities. There are two kinds of attributes, Le., iden

tifiers, which uniquely distinguish among the occurrences of an entity, and descriptors, 

which describe an entity occurrence. 

Relationships relate one or more real-world entities. In SEER, relationships are catego

rized into non-hierarchical or hierarchical relationships. A non-hierarchical relationship, 

called an association, relates one or more independent entities. (It corresponds to the 

relationships originally defined in the ER model.) Associations are described in terms of 

degree (number of entities participating in a relationship, e.g., unary, binary, ternary), 

connectivity (entity occurrence, e.g., 1 to 1, 1 to many, many to many), cardinality (the 

actual number associated with the "many" sided entity), and existence (existence of an 

entity in an association, e.g., optional or mandatory). 

SEER models four types of hierarchical relationships, synthesized from existing ab

straction mechanisms commonly used in database models, knowledge representation 

schemes and programming language constructs. In SEER, explicit aggregation, gener

alization, subset, and membership are modeled. Classification relationship, is implicitly 

modeled in the relationship between the entity type and entity occurrences. To recap, 

a genemlization is an (is-a) relationship that partitions an entity type (or class) into 

mutually exclusive subtypes (or subclasses). The reverse of generalization is referred to 

as specialization which introduce a new entity by adding additional attributes to the 

existing generic entity. A subset relationship is also an is-a relationship except that 

every occurrence of the generic entity may also be an occurrence of other entities that 

are potentially overlapping subsets. An aggregation (is-part-of) relationship combines 
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low-level objects into composite objects. The reverse of aggregation is called decom

position, which breaks down an object into several lower level objects. A membership 

relationship is an "is-member-of" and a special case of an aggregation relationship. The 

component/member objects in a membership relationship are of the same type. The 

criteria for set membership are typically based on the satisfaction of some predicates. 

The membership relationship was included to avoid "semantics overload" [111] ofthe 1-

M relationship modeling. 

To support DDB design, the modeling of hierarchical relationships was emphasized. 

Existing data models implicitly specify an aggregation relationship by using attributes 

in an entity, a one-to-one or a one-to-many relationship. SEER explicitly models aggre

gation relationships so that the natural decomposition of an object is made obvious in 

order to facilitate a vertical fragmentation design in which the decomposition abstraction 

mechanism is consistent with that used to structure transactions. Generalization/subset 

relationships can naturally represent "subtyping" of objects to facilitate horizontal frag

mentation. The distinctions between subset and generalization as well as aggregation and 

membership relationships allow the integrity constraints among subtypes and component 

objects to be explicitly modeled. 

The techniques associated with transformation of SEER modeling constructs to rela

tionallogical schemata stem from ideas in LRDM and OMT, but our transformation rules 

differ for objects in update and in retrieval only transactions for performance consider

ations. The transformation of the model constructs into a relational logical design and 
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the use of these constructs combined with DTS constructs for facilitating fragmentation 

designs will be detailed in Chapter 5. 

4.3 Modeling the Dynamic Aspect - DTS 

In Tables 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 we compared the model features ofthree prominent dynamic 

data models and evaluated their general modeling properties and properties for support

ing DDB design. Transaction/dynamic modeling stems from early work on the design 

of programming languages and, we found hierarchical schema structure and localization 

abstraction to be prevalent in these models. In modeling transactions, essential informa

tion to be specified includes: 1) static data: data objects involved in a transaction; 2) 

abstraction mechanisms for relating relationships among transactions; 3) pre-conditions 

or post-conditions for the transaction; 4) exception handling and 5) control mechanisms 

to order the execution of operations. 

DTS includes all the essential general transaction modeling mechanisms. In addi

tion, desirable qualities from existing transaction models were incorporated into DTS: 1) 

Event model was integrated with requirement analysis and provided a global view facil

ity; 2) consistent structural and behavioral abstraction mechanisms came from SHM+; 

and 3) all three of the prominent models in Table 2.6 provide graphical techniques for 

gross design and a semiformal predicate based on a formal technique for specification of 

database operations. Although three models have provided one-way design mechanisms 
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in opposite directions (either from static to dynamic or dynamic to static data defini

tion), we believe that it is more natural to provide two-way design flexibility and thus, 

a two-way design technique was developed for DTS. 

According to our research framework in Table 3.1, the mechanisms for supporting 

DDB design had to be developed because no existing transaction model we evaluated 

has such mechanisms. Employing techniques from knowledge representation, we devel

oped frame·based slots for capturing distribution information and describing transaction 

properties that facilitate DDB design. The DTS hierarchical structure permits end-user 

design specification and easy automation. Due to the object-oriented nature of DTS, 

there is inherent modularity, extensibility, and reusability of DTS objects for facilitating 

design simulation. In order to integrate requirement analysis with view modeling, the 

modeling of DTS was based on concepts of forms [54, 148]. Defined by Choobineh et. al., 

forms are structured collections of variables (data items) which are appropriately format

ted to support data entry and retrieval. In our view, forms are documents, reports, and 

queries used in any functional area of an organization. Using the concept of forms, DTS 

offers bottom-up, modular and integrated requirement/distribution analysis facility. The 

requirement/distribution analysis was made relatively easier because end-users would be 

able to anchor their analyses on the "forms" that they deal with on a daily basis. In 

addition, the DTS modeling also facilitates view integration and DDB schema design. 

We will first present the DTS constructs and the usage of these constructs in facilitating 

DDB design. The entire DTS modeling process for DDB design will be detailed in the 

next chapter. 
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Figure 4.2: DTS Graphical Representation and Corresponding SEER (Example 1) 

4.3.1 DTS Constructs 

DTS modeling employs a hierarchical structure. A transaction can be decomposed into 

several subtransactions, and a subtransaction can be further decomposed until atomic 

transactions are reached. An atomic transaction is one that processes only an attribute or 

attributes. In addition, aggregation relationships and generalization relationships can be 

specified among transactions. It is important to note that the definition of a transaction 

follows this hierarchical structure as well as the localization of software design principles. 

A DTS models a transaction described by the following properties (frame-based slots). 
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• Transaction-id. A transaction-iduniquely identifies a transaction. A transaction

id describes the operation type of a transaction (retrieve, insert, delete or update) 

and the focal object, which is the cursor object under modeling. For instance, 

in the transaction Retrieve Transcript, the focal object is Transcript, but in the 

transaction Retrieve Student, the focal object is the Student (see Figure 4.2). The 

operation type of both transactions is "Retrieve." A focal object is an application 

view of a real world object such as a form, a report, or a query in different appli

cations (e.g., Transcript) or the entities found in these forms (e.g., Student). Users 

can describe their transaction processing using a transaction-id without knowing 

pre-defined relations. 

The Insert operation is the same as the Create operation. The Update operation is 

the same as the Modify operation. The operation types Update and Delete imply a 

Retrieve operation; that is, you need to retrieve an object before you can modify or 

delete it. The operation type of a transaction is critical information for deciding the 

logical design as well as fragmentation design. The inclusion of the operation type 

in the transaction-id also facilitates the search for relevant transactions when the 

transformation rules are applied in the combined logical and fragmentation schema 

design process. This will be made clearer when we explain the transformation rules 

in Chapter 5. 

A focal object corresponds to or can be extended to represent any entity in any 

hierarchical/non-hierarchical relationship or association, but not an attribute in 

SEER. As shown in Figure 4.2, the object Transcript actually corresponds with the 
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entities and association relationship Enrollment in SEER, which has an attribute 

Grade. Student and Class in DTS have a 1-1 correspondence with the entities in the 

SEER schema. Generalization relationship under student is identical. (Rules for 

the DTS-to-SEER transformation will be detailed in Chapter 5.) The transaction

id also indicates whether this transaction is part oJ(ispartof) or is a (isa) specialized 

type of a parent transaction. As shown in Examples 2.1 and 2.2 (see Figure 4.1 

and Table 4.2), the transaction Retrieve Student is a part of Retrieve Transcript and 

Retrieve Grad-Student is a specialized transaction of Retrieve Student. 

• Transaction Access. To facilitate fragmentation design, the access key and access 

method of a transaction specify the volume as well as the searching pattern of a 

transaction. For instance, in Example 1, One(SSN) means SSN is used to retrieve 

one student. Three types of accesses are defined in DTS. Random access (denoted 

as One) selects one instance of a given object class. Sequential access (All) selects 

all or a large subset of instances of an object class. Boolean query accesses (Subset) 

selects a group of instances based on Boolean search criteria. The simple predicate 

for the subset access and the estimated sizes of the subsets should be specified. 

These predicates may form meaningful minterm predicates that are important in 

determining candidate minterm horizontal fragments. Horizontal fragmentation 

benefits transactions that access one or a subset of object classes (to be translated 

into relations) by leading to a smaller search space (Le., searching for a graduate 

student vs. the whole student body.) Fragmentation is generally not appropriate 

for sequential search transactions because additional disk seek time is required 
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to search for other fragments. We will explain later the rules for deciding the 

fragmentation schema when facing conflict between access patterns of different 

transactions . 

• Statistics. Statistics indicate the weight, frequency, and volume of each access 

to a transaction and model the locations where data (objects) are requested or 

sent. Here, we assume that the sites requesting the transactions are the same as 

the ones to which the results will be sent. Weight is specified to facilitate view 

integration and fragmentation design. A transaction can occur at a single site or 

at multiple sites. For example, Retrieve Grad-Student occurs only at Site-I but 

Retrieve Undergraduate occurs at Site-I, Site-2 and Site-3. If a transaction occurs 

at multiple sites, then total frequency as well as individual frequency at each site 

will be specified. Whether a transaction occurs at a single site or multiple sites 

will have an impact on decisions in logical as well as fragmentation design, taking 

into consideration minimizing join operations in a distributed environment. 

The volume and frequency of transactions are specified as design parameters for 

data fragmentation and allocation design. Transaction statistics can be inherited 

or aggregated in the DTS hierarchy. In Example 1, Retrieval Student has the same 

(inherited) frequency as Retrieve Transcript. That Retrieve Grad-Student has a dif

ferent frequency from Retrieve Undergraduate may cause a horizontal fragmentation 

on the transaction object Student. The aggregation of the frequencies of Retrieve 

Undergraduate and Retrieve Grad-Student is the frequency of Retrieve Student. 
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• Related Objects. Related objects are subordinate objects resulting from decom

position of the focal object of a transaction. Related objects can have cardinality 

of "many" or "one" in relating to the focal object; they allow users to think of the 

natural decomposition of an object and thereby facilitate fragmentation design. 

In Example 1 (Figure 4.2), Transcript is decomposed into related objects, Student, 

Class, and Grade. Related objects can be attributes, in which case they are indicated 

by -. The cardinalities of Class and Grade are both many. This means a student 

can have several classes and many grades (one for each class). This information is 

useful for the SEER conceptual schema design. Again, a hierarchical tree structure 

is noted. The related objects (except for the attribute objects) can become focal 

objects of other transactions and again have related objects. In Example 1 (Figure 

4.2), the related objects for Class are -Course-No, -Course-name, -Section-No, and 

-Instructor. Related objects which are attributes cannot be further decomposed . 

• Procedures. A procedure states integrity rules, pre-condition and exception han

dling and also provides control mechanisms for relating transactions. Procedures 

are specified by the IF-THEN phrase. An IF clause specifies precondition for 

database operations (user-defined integrity constraints or business rules); a "THEN" 

clause defines the actions or dependent transactions. A dependent transaction is 

a component transaction which is identified by an operation type and a related 

object. A dependent transaction can be an application transaction or an atomic 

transaction. An application transaction consists of one or more applications or 

atomic transactions. An atomic transaction affects only an attribute or attributes 



Transaction-LD.: Retrieve Student 
ispartof Retrieve Transcript 

Transaction-Access: One (SSN) 

Statistics: Volume (1k bytes) 
Site(frequency): Site-1(20), Site-2(30), Site-3(50) 
Total(frequency): Total(100) 

Related Objects: CSSN, -Name, -Major, Grad-Student, Undergraduate) 

Procedure: IF valid(SSN) 
THEN Retrieve -SSN AND 
Retrieve -Name AND 
Retrieve -Major AND 
(Retrieve Grad-Student OR Undergraduate) 

Table 4.1: DTS Textual Representation (Example 2.1) 

Transaction-LD. : Retrieve Grad-Student 
isa Retrieve Student 

Transaction-Access: inherited 

Statistic: Volume (1k bytes) 
Site(frequency): Site-1(15) 

Related Objects: CMinor) 

Procedure: IF -SSN exists 
THEN Retrieve CMinor) 

Table 4.2: DTS Textual Representation (Example 2.2) 
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of an object (an entity or a relationship in SEER), such as Retrieve Class and Re

trieve Grade. DTS modeling will terminate at the atomic transaction level. The 

control structure (And and Or and Repeat) in DTS corresponds to hierarchical 

relationships in SEER and allows dependent transactions to be related by aggre

gation, generalization/subset, and membership respectively, and to be processed 

by application programs in sequence, by selection, or by repetition. Generalization 

is specified by A Or B while Subset is specified as A Or B Or (A And B). The 

execution is also repeated when a focal object is related to a related object in a one

to-many aggregation relationship. In example 2.1 (see Table 4.1), the procedure 

Retrieve Student involves two dependent transactions Retrieve Grad-Student "Or" 

Retrieve Undergraduate, meaning Grad-student and Undergraduate are two subtypes 

of Student and will be accessed by selection. 

The Syntax of the DTS specification in BNF is as follows: 

4.3.2 DTS for Distribution Analysis and Design 

The essential information captured by DTS constructs includes 

• Static data/objects and their relationships: Focal objects and related objects are 

modeled; a relationship is captured by an aggregation or generalization transaction 

as well as by the cardinality specified in the related objects that make up the focal 

object . 

• Abstraction Mechanisms: Using the fundamental generalization and aggregation 

relationship to relate parent/child transactions, the structure of an abstraction 



<Transaction> ::= <Transaction-id> <Transaction-Access> 
<Comment> <Statistics> 
<Related-Objects> <Procedure> 

<Transaction-id> ::= "Transaction-id:" 
<Operator><Trans-Object>I<Operator> <Trans-Object> 
<Hierarchy-Operator><Parent-transaction> 
<Operator> ::= RETRIEVAL I INSERT I DELETE I UPDATE 
<Trans-Object> ::= <Entity-Object> I <Association-Object> 
<Entity-Object> ::= GENERIC OBJECT I AGGREGATE OBJECT I SET 
OBJECT ISPECIALIZED OBJECT I COMPONENT OBJECT I MEMBER OBJECT 
<Association-object> ::= ASSOCIATION OBJECT 
<Hierarchy-Operator> ::= ISPARTOF lISA 
<Parent-transaction> ::= <Transaction-id> 

<Transaction-Access> ::= <Access-type><Access> 
<Access-type> ::= RANDOHISEQUENTL~LIBOOLEAN 
<Access> ::= <Access-key> I QUERY PREDICATE 
<Access-key> ::= <Attribute> I {<Attributes>} 
<Comment> ::~ USER DESCRIPTION OF TRANSACTIONS 

<Statistics> ::= <Site-Statistics>1 <Total-trans-stats> 
<Site-statistics> 

<Total-trans-stats> ::= <Total-frequency><Total-volume> 
<Total-frequency> ::= TOTAL FREQUENCY AT ALL TRANSACTION SITES 
<Total-volume> ::= TOTAL VOLUME AT ALL TRANSACTION SITES 
<Site-statistics> ::=<Site-id><Volume><Frequency>I<Volume>{<Site
id><Frequency>} 
<Site-id> ::= SITE-ID 
<Volume> ::= "Volume:" VOLUME 
<Frequency> ::= "Frequency:" FREQUENCY 

<Related-Obj ects> :: = "Related Obj ects:" ASSOCIATION OBJECT 
ISPECIALIZED OBJECT I COMPONENT OBJECT I MEMBER OBJECT 
I <Attribute> I { <Attribute>} 

<Attribute> ::= (ATTRIBUTE) 

<Procedure> ::= "Procedure:" <if> <Condition> <Then> <Dependent 
-Transaction> I {Dependent-Transaction} 

<if> ::= IF <Then>::= THEN 
<Condition> ::= <Conjunctions of Assertions> 
<Conjunctions of Assertions> ::= {<Assertion> <Connector> 
<Assertion>} I <Assertion> 
<Assertion> ::= USER DEFINED PREDICATES OR TRIGGERS OR OPERATIONS 
<Dependent-Transaction> ::= {<Trans><Connector><Trans>} I <Trans> 
<Trans> ::= {<Transaction>} I { <Operator> <attribute>} 

I REPEAT <Dependent Transaction> 
<Connector> ::= AND I OR 

Figure 4.3: DTS Syntax in BNF 
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mechanism is modeled in the Transaction-id when isa or ispartof is specified and 

in Procedure when OR and AND are specified. 

• Pre-condition/post-condition, exception handling and control mechanisms: All 

modeled in the Procedure slot. Control mechanisms include selection, sequence 

and repetition. 

• Graphical technique and semiformal predicate based specification: DTS has graph

ical technique as well as semiformal predicate based specification. The DTS graph

ical notations are consistent with those of SEER. Specification can become formal 

when the DTS modeling is linked with a DDBMS. That is, a language syntax will 

be imposed on the specification of procedures so that the integrity rules/business 

rules, pre/post-conditions, control mechanisms and database operations can be 

directly enforced by the DDBMS. 

• Global View: DTS is used to delineate the decomposition of functional areas in an 

organization and transactions in a functional area. (See S-level DTS specification 

in Chapter 5.) 

• Consistent Structural and Behavioral Abstraction Mechanisms: It is evident from 

the above discussion that DTS and SEER abstraction mechanisms are consistent. 

Most importantly, distribution information (e.g., transaction sites, statics, transaction 

access types, etc.) captured by DTS are used to facilitate the conceptual design, as well 

as the logical and fragmentation designs. We highlight these capabilities of DTS in 
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the following"subsections. The rules and entire modeling steps are detailed in the next 

chapter. 

4.3.2.1 DTS for Integrated Requirement/Distribution Analysis 

Using the concept of forms, DTS offers a bottom-up, integrated requirement and 

distribution analysis facility, while SEER offers a top-down design facility. The require

ment/distribution analysis is made relatively easier because end-users are able to specify 

the entities and relationships among entities based on the "forms" that they deal with 

on a daily basis. The DTS template becomes an instrument for structured interviews 

in a manual process. Domain experts and system users at different functional areas are 

guided to provide distribution information necessary for DDB design according to the 

slots in the DTS frame, as detailed in the previous subsection. 

In addition, DTS provides a global view of all the transactions in an organization. 

In a DTS schema, the root note can be a system. A system is then decomposed into 

subsystems. A subsystem can be further decomposed into subsubsystems. A system or 

a subsystem will then have several transactions. Transactions can have subtransactions, 

etc. This allows the integration of the requirement analysis with the distribution analysis 

in a natural and efficient way. Users can specify the global view in a top down manner for 

future systems. Since the transactions are specified in a modular manner, old transactions 

can be aggregated to support a new system (functional unit). 
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4.3.2.2 DTS-SEER Consistency Link for Conceptual Design 

Due to the consistent modeling mechanisms in DTS and SEER, objects in DTS and 

SEER can be compared and cross-referenced to ensure the consistency, correctness, and 

completeness of the information acquired. As a result, two-way design flexibility can be 

provided; that is, transactions can be deduced from SEER schema and SEER objects can 

be derived from DTS specifications (DTS-to-SEER transformation rules will be detailed 

in Chapter 5). As mentioned in the previous section, focal objects and related objects can 

be extended to define entities or relationships in SEER. Related objects should be seen 

as the natural decomposition of focal objects. The control structure of DTS should be 

extended to define objects in a SEER generalization or in aggregation hierarchies. For 

instance, in example 2.1 (Table 4.2), the "OR" operator corresponds to a generalization 

hierarchy among Student, Grad-student and Undergraduate. Conversely, objects in SEER 

should be processed by transactions in DTS. SEER objects which are not processed 

by any transactions should be reexamined for the correctness and relevancy of their 

existence. 

Dynamic semantics in DTS can also be used to help resolve conflicts and restructure 

SEER schemata in the view integration design phase. Conflicts that may need to be 

resolved are likely to involve naming, type, key, dependency, constraint or integrity rules 

differences, and generalization/subset/aggregation inconsistencies. This is a very difficult 

research area in which DTS can be helpful by: 

• Resolving type/key conflicts and conceptual schema restructuring: Type conflicts 

arise when the same concept is represented by different types, e.g., entity, attribute, 
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or relationship types. For instance, A is modeled as an entity and A' is modeled 

as an attribute (or attributes) of entity B. One possibility is that there is a design 

error and one object (A' or A) should be renamed. (It should be noted that 

modeling a single attribute as an entity is not recommended. H it is not a design 

error and A and A' are actually the same concept, the type of the concept under 

examination can be determined by its transaction behavior. H the concept (object) 

in conflict is not accessed alone in any transaction and the relationship between A 

or A' and B is not many-to-many type, one concept (A or A') should be modeled 

as an attribute of the object B. Otherwise, A or A' should be modeled as an 

entity, and a relationship should be created between A and B if none already 

exists. In fact, if transactions that accesses A and B together are of the retrieval 

type, the determination of entities or attributes will make no difference to the 

relational design because the "denormalization" procedure will include them in 

one relation anyway. For instance, if a transaction, finding what Project a Research 

Assistant (RA) is working on, has high retrieval frequency, Project and RA will not 

be processed in update transaction even if Project is modeled as an attribute of RA, 

but Project and RA will be transformed into one relation in the subsequent schema 

design process. We will discuss this point in greater detail in Chapter 5. 

Key conflicts arise only when different identifiers are assigned to the same object 

in different SEER schemata. In the view integration process, the identifier that 

is more semantically expressive or more frequently used as the transaction access 

key should be chosen for the object. The same guidelines should be applied, to 
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obtaining the final, integrated conceptual schema when restructuring a merged 

SEER conceptual schema . 

• Modeling inter-schema properties: Different concepts.in different schemata may be 

related by inter-schema properties. Conventionally, generalization and aggregation 

of new relationships may be introduced as inter-schema properties. For example, 

in the admissions office of a university, Applicant is an entity modeled in the Ad

mission local schema. Student is an entity in the Registrar local schema. Using 

the conventional method, a relationship Become should be created between Student 

and Applicant based on the interschema property. If DTS modeling is being used, 

there would be <l: transaction (e.g., Admission) that processes Student and Appli

cant together. According the DTS-to-SEER transformation rules, a relationship 

between these two object would be created. In other words, transactions often pro

cess objects across local SEER schemata and hence readily discover inter-schema 

properties. In particular, subsets of the attributes of the same concept (entity or 

relationship) may be processed by different transactions. In this case, the same 

concept often has different names (e.g., synonyms) in different applications. Syn

onyms can be detected by comparing the attributes processed in transactions. The 

comparison of the subsets of the attributes may lead to a generalization or an 

aggregation relationship for that object. The use of DTS in the view integration 

process will be detailed in Chapter 5. 
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4.3.2.3 DTS for Combined Logical and Distribution Design 

DTS was developed to acquire the information necessary for combined logical and 

distribution design, such as the operation type of transactions, transaction sites and 

their frequencies and volume, etc. DTS also provides information necessary for some 

allocation design models (see Table 2.1) and can be directly used in design simulation. 

In particular, fragmentation design can be facilitated by DTS modeling in the following 

ways: 

• Facilitating vertical fragmentation: The modeling of DTS is based on forms and 

application "views" of objects. Comparing DTS's different "views" (subsets of 

attributes processed by different transactions) of an object is the basis for vertical 

fragmentation of that object. Heuristics based on "attribute affinity" are simpler 

to use in a manual process because the attribute affinity algorithms are difficult to 

use without computer-aided tools and the splitting algorithm has some limitations 

[172] . 

• Facilitating horizontal fragmentation: Few algorithms for horizontal fragmentation 

exist. The theory of fragmentation stresses the completeness and minimality prop

erties for fragmentation. These two properties are too expensive to compute and 

their specifications rely on application semantics. Researchers agree that comput

ers are not able to resolve some semantics issues involved in selecting "meaningful" 

minterm predicates. We rely on the transaction access information (e.g., Subset) to 

identify fragmentation candidates, based on predicates provided by the users. Due 
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to the localization of DTS modeling, it is relatively easier for the users to specify 

such predicates. 

In the next chapter, DDB design techniques and transformation rules based on SEER 

and DTS are detailed. 

- - .-----~---
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CHAPTER 5 

The SEER-DTS Methodology Development 

The SEER-DTS methodology developed to meet the requirements formulated in 

Chapter 3 incorporates the complete and consistent modeling mechanisms of SEER and 

DTS to provide input to the entire DDB design and facilitate DDB schema design. The 

methodology also includes "semantics-based" design techniques that allow end-user de

sign specification, seamless design schema transformations, and simplification of design 

tasks enforcing sound design principles. The semantics-based transformation rules offered 

by the SEER-DTS methodology are rooted in database theories, such as normalization 

theories, denormalization heuristics, and fragmentation principles (e.g. vertical frag

mentation based on "attribute affinity", horizontal fragmentation based on minimality 

and completeness principles and derived fragmentation based on foreign key concepts). 

It employs a design process in which requirement/distribution analysis and conceptual 

design are integrated and logical and fragmentation design are combined. Finally, it is 

directed toward design automation. 

We have detailed the SEER and DTS model constructs and how they can be used 

in the design process in the previous chapter. In this chapter, we will explain the step

by-step design techniques and transformation rules used in the integrated analysis and 
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( Performance-Oriented Design) 

Figure 5.1: SEER-DTS Design Process 

conceptual design (lAC) subprocess in Section 6.1, and in the combined logical and 

fragmentation design (CLF) subprocess in Section 6.2. The lAC subprocess and CLF 

subprocess are presented separately only to facilitate our discussion. For the sake of 

convenience, we call the lAC subprocess "Design Activity I" and the CLF subprocess 

"Design Activity II". As shown in Figure 5.1, Design Activity I has five design steps which 

all involve end-user design specifications. Design Activity II can be totally automated 

given the end-user specifications obtained in Design Activity I. 

The cost-based justification for the heuristic transformation rules will be provided in 

Section 5.3. The design verification of the SEER-DTS design methodology is illustrated 
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through a case study on the Student Information Systems at the University of Arizona, 

along with a prototype of the Auto-DDB described in Section 6.4. 

5.1 Design Activity I: Integrated Requirement/Distribution Analysis 

and Conceptual Design 

The SEER-DTS methodology offers two-way design flexibility for the designers/users. 

The design can start with DTS modeling (Entry from DTS) or with SEER modeling 

(Entry from SEER) as shown in Figure 6.1. Starting with DTS modeling, five steps are 

to be followed: 1) An "Enterprise DTS" which provides the global view of the system is 

specified; 2) each individual transaction (I-level transaction) in a subsystem is described; 

3) an I-level transaction is then transformed into a corresponding SEER diagram; 4) all 

the corresponding SEER diagrams in a subsystem is then integrated into a Subsystem 

SEER schema; and finally 5) all the Subsystem SEER schemata are integrated into an 

Enterprise SEER schema. Starting with SEER modeling, a Subsystem SEER schema 

will be created or modified and then Step 1 to Step 5 of "Entry from DTS" design will 

be followed. Users can go back and forth between these two entry points but consistency 

control procedures must be followed to maintain consistency between SEER and DTS. 

It will be made clear that the DTS modeling is the mechanism that integrates require

ment analysis, distribution analysis and conceptual design. Furthermore, although we 

focus on the requirement/distribution analysis and conceptual design in Design Activity 

I, identification of candidate fragmentation based on application semantics (data types, 

"views" , subset predicates) is performed at the same time. 
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Two data structures called "Vertical Fragment" (VF) and "Horizontal Fragment" 

(HF) will be used to identify vertical fragmentation and horizontal fragmentation along 

with their projection clause and selection predicate. VFs and HFs comprise a "Fragment 

Locality Reference List" (FLRL) for use as input to the fragment allocation design. 

• The structure of a VF is: 

Entity _ VF jd-number (primary key, attributes projected): {Transaction-id: Fre

quency (Site) }. 

Example: 

StudenLVF _1 (AI, A2, A3): {Retrieve Student-Loan: Site-I(80) } 

StudenLVF -2 (AI, A4, A5): {Retrieve Class-Roster: Site-2(50), Site-3(60) } 

• The structure of a HF is: 

Object/Entity_HF jd-number (relevant minterm predicate): { Transaction-ID: Site 

(Frequency) }. 

Example: 

StudentJIF _1 (type = Graduate): { Retrieve Student: Site-I (80) } 

StudentJIF -2 (type = Undergraduate): { Retrieve Student: Site-2(400), Site-3 

(500) } 

5.1.1 Entry from DTS 

The DTS design steps are described below. It should be noted that the modeling of 

DTS has two levels, S-level (System) and I-level (Individual). Specifically, S-level can 
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have several levels indexed by the lower case letter as s, s + 1, s + 2 ... levels. The levels 

of I-level DTS are indexed as i, i + 1, i + 2, etc. 

5.1.1.1 Step 1. Enterprise (S-Level) DTS specification 

In this step, the "global view" of transactions will be captured in the Enterprise 

DTS hierarchical specification. The step involves "clustering" of subsystems, which is 

traditionally a very difficult task in system analysis and design [92]. The SEER-DTS 

methodology allows users to specify clusters (subsystems) through abstraction mecha

nisms, aggregation or decomposition. The modeling of Enterprise DTS can be one level 

at a time (breadth first) or one subtree at a time (depth first). The DTS modeling mech

anism also allow flexible aggregation of old transactions into new subsystems (reuse) 

without affecting or duplicating existing transaction specifications. The procedures for 

creating an Enterprise DTS are as follows: 

1. Give the system or application a name as the root node, Le., SIS (Student Informa

tion Systems). 

2. Decompose the root node into subsystems (logical functional units), for instance, 

Registration subsystem, Financial Aid subsystem, etc. 

3. Describe a system or subsystem by filling in the S-level (system or subsystem level) 

DTS template. Only focal object and related objects need to be specified for the 

S-level transaction-ids; operation types are left out. A focal object is a system or 

subsystem unit. Related objects are the subordinate subsystems or subsubsystems. 

A "weight" or priority of subsystems should be specified to facilitate the integration 
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process. A tmnsaction access slot has a null value in the S-level DTS templates. 

The high-level interrelationship between subsystems or subsubsystems can be spec

ified in the procedure slot. The comment slot in an S-level DTS template is used 

for the detailed documentation of the system and subsystem functions, scope of 

the system, intended users of the systems, etc. 

4. The subsystems can be further decomposed into subsubsystems, if appropriate. 

5.1.1.2 Step 2. I-level Transaction Specification 

In this step, analysis focuses on a subsystem or a sub subsystem (a logical or functional 

unit, such as Registration subsystem), which is a leaf node of the Enterprise DTS. All the 

dominating current and future transactions (routine and ad hoc) of a subsystem will 

be modeled according to the 80/20 rule which states that 80% of the data volume in an 

application is processed by 20% of all the transactions [45, 172]. We can assume that 

more than one designer will be performing a design task and that anyone designer is 

responsible for analyzing one or several subsystems or subsubsystem. As a result, view 

integration is needed to resolve naming or structural conflicts in different schemata. The 

I-level transaction specification is accomplished in the following steps: 

1. Select subsystem or subsubsystem as the active node, e.g., Academic Record sub

system. 

2. Decompose the active node into severallevel-i (initial level) transactions accord

ing to existing forms, reports or queries collected for current or future processing. 

This may not be completely specified at a single time, transactions can be added on 
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at any time. It should be noted that the relationship between an S-level transaction 

and a level-i transaction is always an aggregation/decomposition relationship. 

3. Model a level-i transaction . 

• A form/report/query is the basis for a level-i transaction modeling. The 

transaction-id should be specified according to the operation type and the 

focal object. The focal object here is the name of a form or a report or a query, 

e.g., Transcript in Example 1 (see Figure 5.3) . 

• Ask the users (very likely clerical personnel) to specify the related objects in

volved in a transaction by looking at data elements in the form/report/query 

(the focal object) they deal with and to group these data elements into "en

tities" that are meaningful to them. For instance, users might look at all 

the data elements involved in the form Transcript and then decide the data 

elements can be grouped into related objects: Student, Class and Grade. The 

classification between entities and attributes can be iterative, but an effort 

should be made to avoid modeling entities with only one attribute. Users can 

look at a SEER Entity-Attributes List if one is available. Add appropriate 

operation types to the related objects to form dependent transactions. 

[Design Rule]: Always decompose the level-i transaction into several de

pendent transactions (level-i + 1 transactions), using aggregation relationship 

before modeling the generalization relationship. Some transactions can be spe

cialized, i.e., Retrieve Transcript can have two subtypes: Retrieve Grad- Student 

Transcript and Retrieve Undergraduate Transcript, which can be decomposed 
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separately. Alternatively, Retrieve Transcript can be decomposed first and Stu

dent then be allowed to have two subtypes: Grad-Student and Undergraduate. 

Semantically, the two designs are the same, but in order to be consistent with 

SEER modeling and facilitate fragmentation design, this methodology limits 

the level-i transaction to having a "decomposition relationship" with level-i+1 

transactions. Consistently modeling generalization/specialization relationship 

after aggregation/decomposition relationship standardizes the designs among 

different designers. The integrity rules of related objects in the permutation of 

aggregation and generalization hierarchies need to be specified in the procedure 

slot of an I-level DTS template. For instance, Class may have two subtypes 

Grad-Class and Undergrad-Class that are subject to rules such as: Undergrad 

Student cannot take Grad-Class . 

• If the focal object cannot be decomposed into meaningful related objects at 

an entity level, model all the data elements as attributes in one related object. 

In other words, repeat the level-i transaction as the level-i + 1 transaction. 

This is to help simplify the DTS-to-SEER transformation rules and facilitate 

automation . 

• Transaction statistics specification: Statistics are estimated average figures. 

The unit for frequencies should be determined according to the characteristics 

of the applications. It is very important to be aware that in many systems 

the retrieval patterns will change after conversion from a file-based or manual 
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processing environment to a database environment. For instance, the distri

bution of Class Rosters in a manual process probably will occur several times 

at the beginning of a semester. But in a database environment, this retrieval 

pattern on a daily basis is ad hoc. The frequencies are assumed to be those 

in a database environment. 

• Connectivity between a level-i object and a level-i + 1 object is either one-to

one or one-to-many. The parent level is always the one side. 

• Simple predicate specification: Transaction access type is important for deter

mining horizontal fragmentation as discussed in Chapter 4. When SUBSET 

is specified, minterm predicates involving the attributes of the related object 

should be specified. The selectivity (the number of instances selected over the 

total number included in the object class) of the predicate should be specified 

as well. 

[Design Rule]: There may be more than one transaction access type (One, 

All or Subset) for a transaction. The volume and frequencies should be spec

ified separately for each type of transaction access method. This will have an 

impact on the decision for fragmentation design. In addition, alternative keys 

for accessing records should be specified, if they exist. 

• When mintern predicates are generated, make an entry to the Fragment Lo

cality Reference List. 

4. Model an level-i + 1 transaction and its hierarchical relationships with level-i + 2 

objects: 
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• A dependent transaction of a level-i transaction (i.e., a level-i + 2 transaction) 

is selected as the active node. The related object of the level-i transaction is 

now the focal object, e.g., Student in Example 1 (see Figure 5.3) . 

• Add generalization, subset or membership relationships for the focal object, if 

they exist. For example, a generalization relationship exists between Student, 

Grad- Student and Undergraduate. In the procedure slot of the I-level DTS 

template, specify the corresponding relationship between the level-i + 1 trans

action and its dependent level-i + 2 transactions using OR, And and Repeat 

constructs. 

[Design Rule]: If the focal object in the level-i + 1 transaction has an at

tribute that has types of volume disparity, an aggregation relationship could be 

modeled to facilitate later vertical fragmentation. (Note: in a computer-aided 

modeling environment, the type disparity can be searched by the computer 

automatically; therefore, it is not necessary to take this step, but it is still 

better to have it conceptually represented.) For instance, the entity, Recom

mendation_Letter may have attributes such as Recommender and Date which 

are of alpha-numerical type and Scanned_content which is of image type. Be

cause of the volume disparity, the Scanned_content can be separately modeled. 

Obviously, Scanned_content need not be retrieved every time the information 

of Recommendation_Letter is retrieved. Many block transfers between main 

memory and secondary storage device be saved if the two entities are mod

eled separately. In a distributed environment, the savings may be even more 
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substantial (this will be discussed further in Section 5.3 in Theorem 3 and 

Theorem 4) . 

• The connectivity between the level-i + 1 object and level-i + 2 object in a gen

eralization or subset relationship is one-to-onej in a membership relationship, 

one-to-manYj in an aggregation relationship, one-to-one or one-to-many. The 

parent level is always the one side. The cardinality of the many-side objects 

should be specified . 

• The option of "inherited" can be specified in a dependent transaction to inherit 

properties of its parent transaction, such as frequency and access method. 

Conversely, a parent transaction can aggregate the statistics (e.g, volume or 

frequency) of its dependent transactions. 

5.1.1.3 Step 3. DTS-to-SEER Transformation: generate a corresponding 

SEER Diagram from an I-level transaction 

In this step, a SEER diagram is generated from an I-level transaction. The trans

formation rules define entities, weak entities, and attributes for relationships without 

ambiguity and thus reduce the probability for design errors to occur. DTS will also help 

prevent some errors in specifying connectivities of relationships. 

The transformation steps are as follows. 

1. Model a level-i + 1 object which has an identifier (key) specified as an entity. For 

instance, Student and Class in Example 1 (See Figure 5.3) or Xl and X2 in Figure 

5.4. Attach attributes of the level-i + 1 object to the corresponding entity created. 
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2. Model a level-i + 1 object which has no identifier of its own but has related objects 

in the level-i + 2 transactions attached to it as a weak entity. 

3. Designate a level-i + 1 object which has no identifier of its own and has no re

lated objects in level-i + 2 transaction attached to it as a candidate attribute(s) for 

relationships to be further defined in the following steps, e.g., Grade in Example 1. 

4. Create binary relationships (use a role name) for any two of the entities involved. If 

the connectivity of these objects to the level-i object is 1 and M, the Connectivity 

between these two corresponding entities will be I-M or M-M. If it is M and M, then 

it may be M-M or 1-1. If three binary relationships among three objects are speci

fied, check and to if there is a ternary relationship. Be careful of the "Connectivity 

trap." Three binary relationships are not equal to a ternary relationship. 

[Design RUle]: The weak entity often has a one-to-many or one-to-one relation

ship with the entity on which its existence is dependent. In other words, the strong 

entity or entities are usually the one side. If the existence of the weak entity de

pends on two entities, the weak entity which has an artificial identifier can form 

a ternary relationship with the two strong entities. Because this weak entity has 

hierarchical relationships attached, (otherwise, it would have been modeled as can

didate attributes for relationships according our design rules), this method would 

result in modeling simplicity and prevent logical design errors. 

Alternatively, if the weak entity has no (artificial) identifier or attributes but has 

aggregation relationships attached to it, it can then be replaced by its component 
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objects. For instance, a Consultation is created when a Patient visits a Doctor. 

Patient and Doctor both have a unique identifier so they are modeled as entities. A 

Consultation is an aggregation of many Consultation Requisition Forms (CRF), each 

of which describes the diseases the Doctor suspects the Patient of having and the 

studies that the Doctor orders. In this case, Consultation is a weak entity because it 

has a membership relationship below it. If a Consultation has an (artificial) identifier 

and other attributes, then a ternary relationship between Doctor and Patient will 

be created; otherwise, CRF will replace Consultation in the ternary relationship. If 

a CRF also does not have an (artificial) identifier, then all the attributes of the 

CRF will become the attributes of the relationship between Doctor and Patient. 

The choice of which way to model depends on what is more semantically natural 

to the user. Either way, subsequent SEER-DTS logical design rules will ensure 

the above two conceptual designs to have the same logical design according to 

the transaction characteristics. (Note: Conventional CDB design methodologies 

(e.g., LRDM) will produce different logical designs determined by the two different 

conceptual designs.) 

5. Attach candidate attribute(s) for relationships to appropriate relationships. (Le., 

Grade is an attribute of the relationship Enrollment between Student and Class.) 

6. Attach the generalization, subset, aggregation and membership relationships below 

a level-i + 1 object to the entity created (corresponding to the level-i + 1 object). 

7. Attach cardinality and existence constraints accordingly. 
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5.1.1.4 Step 4. Integration I: Generate Subsystem SEER Schema by inte

grating corresponding SEER diagrams generated 

A Subsystem SEER schema is generated by integrating corresponding SEER diagrams 

generated from an I-level DTS and/or the existing local SEER schema in a subsystem. 

The first step of integration is to select an integration strategy, which could be one shot, 

iterative (n-ary), binary, or ladder [13]. The tradeoff could be between the complexity and 

the number of iterations of the integration. From the perspectives of end-user oriented 

design and design automation, simplicity is critical, so the methodology adopts a binary 

ladder strategy for the integration process. 

The following procedures not only attempt to resolve naming and structural conflicts 

in the two SEER diagrams under consideration, but also identify candidate "views" for 

later fragmentation design. The use of DTS contributes significantly to view integra

tion. Naming differences include homonyms (e.g., same names are used for two different 

concepts) and synonyms (e.g., same concepts are represented by different names) [13J. 

Structural conflicts include key (identifier) conflicts, type (entity/attribute/relationship) 

conflicts and dependency/constraint conflicts. Key conflicts result when the same enti

ties have different identifiers modeled in different schemata. Type conflicts occur when 

the same concept is being modeled in a different type (entity/attribute/relationship) in 

different schemata. Dependency conflict is a difference in connectivity for the same rela

tionship in different schemata. Constraint differences are caused by conflicting existence 

constraints (optional or mandatory) on the same concept in different schemata. 
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Any change in object names or types resulting from conflict resolution should be 

propagated back to DTS objects to maintain consistency between SEER and DTS. After 

conflicts are resolved, the "superimposed" SEER diagram will be restructured to have 

the quality of understandability, minimality and completeness [13]. 

1. Detect Homonyms, Structural Conflicts and "Views": 

• Compare the entities in SEER diagrams DX and DY first. If two entities A 

and A' from DX and DY have the same name, they are possible homonyns or 

actually the same concepts. 

- Scan the attributes of A and A'. 
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- If the identifiers of these two entities are the same, "superimpose" the two 

entities and combine their attributes. Create a "view" on the "superim

posed" entity if their attribute sets are not the same. 

- If the identifiers of these two entities are not the same but have the same 

set of attributes, "superimpose" the two entities and select the access key 

of the DTS of higher frequency as the identifier. 

- If the identifier/candidate keys and the attributes are not the same (e.g., 

are homonyns), rename one of the two entities . 

• Once the entities are processed, compare the entities and attributes in DX 

and DY. If the same name is detected for an entity A in DX and an attribute 

A' of entity B in DYand the user asserts that they are the same concept, 

delete the attribute A' of entity B if a relationship RAE exists. Otherwise, 

delete attribute A' and create a new relationship RAE between A and B. 

(As explained in Chapter 4, the DTS modeling mechanism permits narrowing 

many design possibilities to the two just discussed.) 

• After the type conflicts are resolved, compare the relationships in DX and 

DY. If there are two relationships of the same name, first check whether they 

have the same degree of relationship and participating entities. 

- If they are in fact the same relationship, they should be "superimposed" 

and conflicts of Connectivity, cardinality and existence constraints will 

thus be resolved. As explained in the previous section, the cardinalities 

of aggregation relationships between parent and child DTSs help resolve 
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this conflict. User assertions still will be needed, though. The attributes 

for both relationships, if different, should be "unioned." 

- If the two relationships having the same name have different degrees of 

relationship but have overlapped participating entities and the same at

tributes, one of them is erroneous. Otherwise, the user should assert that 

they are indeed two different relationships and one of the two should be 

renamed. 

2. Detect Synonyms and "Views": 

• Scan the identifiers/alternative identifiers of the entities in both DX and DY. 

If the same identifier or candidate identifiers are detected for entities with 

different names A and B, they are possible synonyms. If A and B have the 

same set of attributes, they are to be superimposed; otherwise, user assertions 

are needed to determine whether A and B are the same concept. If they are 

the same concept but have different sets of attributes, "views" or hierarchical 

relationships should be created . 

• If more than one binary relationship exits between two entities or there is 

a ternary relationship among three entities, they are possible synonyms. If 

such entities have the same connectivity/cardinality/constraints, they are to 

be superimposed. If not, user assertion is needed. 
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• The detection of synonymous attributes will require the comparison of their 

domain, length, types, and definition in the data dictionary. In any case, user 

assertions are needed. 

3. Restructuring and Consistency Control: 

After naming and structural conflicts have been resolved, DX and DY are "su

perimposed" (or merged). Restructuring of the "superimposed" schema requires 

removing redundant or circular relationships. As explained in Chapter 4, inter

schema properties (relationships) should have been modeled in DTSs and they 

should have been "superimposed." Should the user want to add a new relationship 

to the superimposed diagram, care should be taken to make sure that there is a 

current or future transaction that processes this new relationship. In this case, a 

DTS should be defined for this transaction so that the consistency is maintained 

between SEER and DTS. 

• If there are three binary relationships and one ternary relationships exists for 

three entities, it is possible that one of the relationships is redundant. The 

redundant relationship should be removed. 

• The supertypes and subtypes in generalization/subset relationships or aggre

gate objects and component objects in aggregation relationships may be erro

neously reversed in DX or DY. These circular and erroneous representations 

should have been avoided if the DTS modeling rules had been followed. 
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4. There will be some DTS transactions which only operate on one entity and have 

very light transaction volume. For the sake of completeness, these trivial DTS 

should be specified but will not have an impact on the design, which will be based 

on "significant" or "dominating DTS" for performance considerations. 

5.1.1.5 Step 5. Integration II: Integrating Local SEER Schemata to a Global 

SEER Schema. 

In Step 5, SEER schemata for each subsystem will be integrated to become an Enter

prise SEER schema following a binary ladder integration strategy. This step is virtually 

the same as Step 4 except that two Subsystem SEER schemata are being integrated 

instead of two Corresponding SEER diagrams from two I-level DTSs. Step 4 is rel

atively simple because neither DTS will produce a very complex corresponding SEER 

diagram but usually will contain only several simple binary or ternary relationships. Step 

5 is rather complicated because as the number of attributes, entities and relationships 

increases linearly, the processing efforts required to resolve conflicts increases exponen-

tially. 

5.1.2 Entry from SEER Modeling 

5.1.2.1 Step 1. Subsystem SEER Schema Specification. 

The steps in designing a Subsystem SEER schema are as follows: 

1. Create real-world Entities and their sizes; 

2. Attach single-valued attributes to entities; 
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3. Make multi-valued attributes first to be entities; 

4. Specify associations and hierarchical relationships; 

5. Use "aggregation" relationship to explicitly indicate attributes of different types 

(e.g. image type vs. alpha-numerical types) 

Without DTS, the classification of entities and attributes and the definition of re

lationships could be difficult. The users can rely on the translations of some user re

quirement specification into SEER. Nouns are often translated into entities, adjectives 

or descriptive information are attributes. Verbs are often translated into relationships 

among different entities. SEER modeling follows guidelines extended from the guidelines 

for EER modeling . 

• Classify entities and attributes. Entities should contain descriptive information; 

if an object contains only an identifier, then the object should be classified as an 

attribute. Multi-valued attributes should be classified as entities whenever possible. 

If more than one value of a descriptor corresponds to one value of an identifier, the 

descriptor should be classified as an entity instead of as an attribute, even though it 

does not have descriptors itself. If attributes are only allowed to be single-valued, 

later design and implementation decisions are simplified. Attributes should be 

attached to the entities they most directly describe. Composite identifiers should 

be avoided as much as possible. Keep a composite identifier only when it is natural. 

Otherwise, make such an entity a weak entity or a relationship (if the components 

of the identifiers are all identifiers of other entities). If that is not the case, create 
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new entities using the component identifiers as identifiers. Then, in a subsequent 

step, define a relationship to represent this object . 

• Define associations and hierarchical relationships in SEER. Redundant relation

ships should be analyzed. Two or more relationships that are used to represent 

the same concept are considered to be redundant. Ternary relationships should 

be carefully defined; only when a concept cannot be represented by several binary 

relationships among the entities should a ternary relationship be defined. By defi

nition, a ternary relationship can be expressed by an FD involving the keys of all 

three entities and cannot be further decomposed. Generalization, subset, aggre

gation, and membership hierarchies should be identified as completely as possible. 

This will not only capture natural semantics and minimize redundant information 

but also facilitate distribution design. 

5.1.2.2 Step 2. Repeat Step 1 to Step 5 of "Entry from DTS" Design 

Static data modeling will not be complete without dynamic data modeling. The 

SEER created in the previous design has to be integrated into the corresponding SEERs 

generated from I-level transactions. Special attention should be paid to the consistency 

link procedures. This step is to ensure the completeness and consistency of information 

in DTS and SEER. 
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5.2 Design Activity II. Combined Logical and Fragmentation Design 

(CLFD). 

In Design Activity II, "performance-oriented" logical and fragmentation design will 

be generated according to the' operation types of transactions: Update or Retrieval 

(including Insert). This is because the design considerations for update and retrieval 

operations are different. For update operations, the design relies on "normalization" 

to remove update anomalies. For retrieval operations, the major concern is avoiding 

costly join operations. The logical and fragmentation design for objects in hierarchical 

relationships are according to the transactions information. 

The design has three stages: 1) objects (entities and relationships) in update op

erations are transformed into at least 3NF relations and fragments are created at the 

same time; 2) Marginal entities (entities which have relationships with the entities in 

the opposite operation type) are processed; and 3) the objects in retrieval-only opera

tions are transformed by applying denormalization principles. Our approach is to "play 

safe" by applying denormalization heuristics only when there is little penalty on update 

operations. 

5.2.1 Stage 1. Generate Relations and Vertical/Horizontal Fragmen

tation for Objects in Update Operations 

The primary objective oflogical design for objects in update operations to obtain rela

tions in at least 3NF. The eLF Stage-l transformation rules are based on normalization 

theory and thus have employed ideas from the LRDM methodology [211] and ADD [19]. 
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However, there is a great difference between the CLF Stage-1 transformation rules and 

LRDM or ADD in that the rules for transforming hierarchical relationships incorporate 

performance considerations. 

The design procedures are as follows. First, scan the focal objects for alllevel-i + 1 

transactions whose operation type is Update. Find the corresponding entities and/or 

relationships in the Enterprise SEER schema and mark them (virtually all entities in 

update operations). Second, follow the following transformation rules. (We call a relation 

transformed from an entity, an E-relation, from a relationship, an R-relation.) 

1. Apply normalization heuristics to entities in association relationships for logical 

design. The general rules are 1) transform every entity into an E-relation, 2) trans

form each many-to-many binary relationship into an R-relation, and 3) transform 

each ternary relationship into an R-relation. 

2. Apply fragmentation heuristics to the E-relations and R- relations created. 

3. Apply normalization and fragmentation heuristics to entities in hierachical rela

tionships at the same time. 

The Detailed Rules are as follows: 

1. Transform objects in association relationships: 

(a) Unary relationship: 

• 1-1: Create one E-relation using the pairing entity key as the foreign key 

(which means it references the primary key and it has the same domain) 

with delete and update cascade. 
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• 1-M: Create one E-relation and a foreign key with delete default and 

update cascade. 

• M-M: Create one E-relation and one R-relation. In the R-relation, two 

foreign keys with delete and update cascade are created. 

(b) Binary relationship: 

• 1-1: Create two E-relations using the key or keys of either E-relation 

as the foreign key of the other E-relation (when both are mandatory). 

Otherwise, the foreign key appears on the "optional" side of E-relation 

with "delete default" and "update cascade." 

• 1-M: Create two E-relations with a foreign key appearing in the E-relation 

on the M-side or the Optional side with "delete default." When the exis

tence is mandatory, delete and update operations are to be cascaded. 

• M-M: Create two E-relations and one R-relation with foreign keys "not 

null," delete and update cascade. 

[Design Rule]: If the 1-1 or I-M relationship involves a weak entity, the 

foreign key from the strong entity table in the E-relation created for the weak 

entity may be duplicated because the identifier of the weak entity is often 

from the strong entity. The duplication should be deleted. 

(c) Ternary relationship: Create three E-relations and one R-relation. The only 

difference is in the determination of the primary key for the R-relationj three 

foreign keys are created in the R-relation with update and delete cascade. 
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• 1-1-1: Use any two of the three primary keys from the E-relations as keys 

for the R-relation. 

• 1-1-M: the M-side key and either one of the one-side keys will be used 

as the key for the R-relation. 

• 1-M-M: the two M-side primary keys will be used. 

• M-M-M: three keys from the three E-relations will be used as the com

posite key for the R-relation. 

[Design Rule]: If a 1-1-1 or I-I-M relationship involves a weak entity, the 

R-relation for this ternary relationship will not be created, to prevent dupli-

cation. 

(d) Materialize the "views" of the object by creating a vertical fragmentation on 

the relations created. Make an entry to the FLRL. 

[Design Rule]: There could be different "views" on the same entity from differ

ent DTSs. If the attributes (excluding the identifiers or candidate identifiers) 

in different views are disjoint, projection operation corresponds to these sets 

of attributes should be recorded and "vertical fragmentation" for that entity 

should be entered into the FLRL accordingly. Also attach identifiers to each 

vertical fragment created. If the views have an overlapping subset, the cre

ation of vertical fragments will support the dominating application(s) which 

have highest frequency. A vertical fragment created should not contain too 

few attributes; it should no have such as just one key-attribute or one non-key 

attributes. (See Theorem 3 and 4 in the next section.) 
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(e) Create horizontal fragmentation on relations based on predicates for "Subset" 

access, if any. 

[Design Rule]: Horizontal fragmentation benefits "Subset" access. However, 

for transactions that have the "All" type of transaction access, many file 

accesses will incur in order to access different fragments. IT transactions of 

conflicting access types operate on the same object (transformed into rela

tions) and if the frequency of the "All" type transaction is enormously high, 

fragmentation should not be created. In other cases, fragmentation is desir

able. The same design considerations can be applied to a situation when two 

subset accesses are in conflict. (See Theorem 7 in the next section.) 

2. Aggregation relationship: 

• 1-1 Aggregation: IT the component object is the focal object of an level-i+ 1 

transaction or there is an association between the component objects and other 

objects, create an E-relation for the component object. These rules follow the 

1-1 association transformation rules. For instance, when Car is an aggregate 

object of Engine and Wheels, Engine has been accessed independently (as a 

level-i focal object) or has a certain relationship with other entities (level

i + 1 focal object), an E-relation for Engine should be created. Otherwise, an 

E-relation should be created to include both the component object and the 

aggregate object. 
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• I-M aggregation: Two E-relations are created. The member E-relation 

should have a foreign key. Transformation is the same as the 1-M binary 

relationship with both entities mandatory. 

• Create vertical fragmentation for attributes of different types (image, graphics 

types) to the appropriate relations that have created. 

3. Membership: Rules follow those for the transformation for 1-M binary relationship. 

4. Generalization relationship: 

• If a transaction is exclusively to process a supertype using access method 

"All", create N + 1 E-relations for the supertype and each of the N subtypes. 

• If no transaction is to process the supertype (common attributes) exclusively 

using "All" access method, N E-relations for each subtypes should be created. 

Each relation consists of common attributes of the supertype with special

ization attributes of each subtype. A vertical fragmentation (in which one 

fragment has specialization attributes and the other has common attributes) 

will be created for each of the N E-relations if "views" on the E-relations exist. 

• Apply horizontal fragmentation based on "Subset" access, if any. 

5. Subset relationship: The rules are similar to the generalization relationship, except 

for the overlapping subset. This means the integrity control will be different. 

• If there are transactions with exclusively "All" type of access method process 

the supertype and create N + 1 relations (one E-relation for the supertype and 
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one relation for each of the N subtypes). For instance, one relation is needed 

for the supertype graduate-assistant (GA), and one relation for each subtype 

(TA and RA). There will be two foreign keys (one is null able) for GA and one 

foreign key for TA and RA, respectively . 

• Otherwise, N E-relations should be created, each with the common attributes 

of the supertype and specialization attributes of each subtype. Horizontal 

fragmentation will be created for each of the E-relations for the subset and 

any overlapping subset. For instance, in TA relation, one fragment is TA only, 

the other is TA/RA and in RA relation, one fragment is RA only, and the 

other is RA/TA. A null able foreign key should be created for both relations, 

e.g., TA and RA relations. 

5.2.2 Stage 2: Handling "Marginal Entities" in Both Update 'Transac

tions and Retrieval 'Transactions. 

We have already defined marginal entities as objects which have relationships with 

objects involving opposite operation types (retrieval or update). An E-relation should 

be created for each marginal entity. The E-relation should include foreign keys from 

entities with which it has 1-1 or M-l relationships. Add keys for entities in a 1-1 or M-l 

relationships with the marg:nal entity as foreign keys. An R-relation should be created 

for a M-M or ternary relationship between/among marginal entities. 
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The design approach for marginal entities is rather conservative, and we try to avoid 

update propagation cost on data items replicated by "denormalization" as much as pos

sible. 

5.2.3 Stage 3: Generate Relations and Vertical/Horizontal Fragments 

for Objects in Retrieval-Only 'Transactions 

The entities that have been involved in any update transactions have been considered 

in Stage 1 and marginal entities and their relationships have been considered in Stage 2. 

The remaining objects should be involved in retrieval-only transactions. The creation of 

relations for these objects involve denormalization heuristics or materialization of "join" 

operations. It should be noted that the rules are restricted to "materializing" equi

join on the identifiers instead of non-key attributes to avoid a large volume of redundant 

storage. Join identifier domain is representative of query used in practice. In addition, the 

materialization of cross-product joins for entities involved in many-to-many relationships 

must be carefully considered under very restrictive conditions. We define an "MR-Join" 

as a relation which materializes the join of an E~relation in an M-M relationship with the 

R-relation transformed from the M-M relationship. The primary key is the identifier of 

the R-relation. The ordering of tuples and indexing of the MR-Join relation is done to 

facilitate the higher frequency and volume of the transactions. The relationship object 

should be joined with the entity having smaller size if other parameters are equal. This 

is to save storage for the virtually joined relations. 
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The rules consider how objects are processed in different transactions. In order to 

facilitate the rules, a transaction set is associated with each object to record what trans

actions have accessed the object .. 

[10-1 T ] One object (Ievel-i + 1 focal object or entity in the Enterprise SEER) in 

only one transaction: Create one relation with all the attributes of the object and 

foreign keys that are from the M-l or 1-1 relationship with other objects (which 

may have been involved in update transactions). Create another R-relation for the 

M-M relationship. Create horizontal fragmentation according to the Subset access 

predicates, if any. 

[10-MT ]: One object (Ievel-i+ 1 focal object or entity in the Enterprise SEER) in more 

than one transaction (a set of transactions). There are two possible situations . 

• Different access methods: when one object is involved in more than one re

trieval transactions with possibly different transaction access methods, com

pare the frequencies of transaction access method "All" and "Subset". If the 

frequency of "All" access transactions is not substantially higher than that for 

"Subset" access, create horizontal fragmentation according to Subset access 

predicates. (See justification in Section 5.3) 

• Views: vertical fragments based on views should be created for this object. 

[MO-1 T ] Many objects (Ievel-i + 1 focal objects or entities in the Enterprise SEER) in 

only one transaction: are involved in only one retrieval transaction, create relations 

according to the relationship of these objects. The procedure is a ladder strategy 
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for transforming (denormalizing) these objects. Steps and rules are to be taken in 

the following order: 

[Step 1 1 1-1 Relationship: Always start with 1-1 relationships. Create one E

relation that includes all the attributes of the two participating entities and 

relationship attributes, if any. Select an identifier to be used as the access key 

in this transaction. Other identifiers are candidate keys (or alternative keys) 

[Step 2 1 1-M Relationship: After objects participating in 1-1 relationships are 

transfonned, the 1-M relationship is considered. One relation will be created 

by including all the attributes of the E-relation created in Step 1 to be merged 

with the attributes of the M-side entity. The transformation procedure is the 

same as in Step 1 for entities in 1-1 relationship, but multiple attributes ac

cording to the cardinality of the M-side entity should be created. For instance, 

if an Applicant has three recommendation letters, then the attributes of the 

recommendation letters will be repeated and uniquely identified, as Letter_I, 

Letter 2, and Letter..3. 

[Step 3 1 M-M Relationship: First examine the cardinality of the relationship and 

the size of the participating entities. If the cardinality is not too large and the 

size disparity is not enormously large (specific parameters are given later in 

Section 5.3), a Join-relation should be created for the "join" of the E-relation 

resulting from Step 2 and the entity it shares with the M-M relationship. The 

join is on the identifiers of the M-M relationship. 
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[Step 4 ] 1-1-1 Relationship: Create one relation by including attributes of the 

resulting E-relation from Step 3 and the other two participating entities. Use 

the identifiers of the ternary relationship and the primary key of the resulting 

entity from Step 3 as the composite key. 

[Step 5 ] 1-1-M Relationship: The same procedure as Step 4, except that the 

attributes of the M-side entities will be repeated. 

[Step 6 ] 1-M-M or M-M-M Relationship: Same as Step 5 if the size disparity of 

the objects is not huge and the cardinality of the relationship is not large. 

Otherwise, create one relation for each participating entity and one for the 

relationship. 

[Step 7 ] Aggregation relationship: The consideration is the same as for 1-1 and 1-

M relationships. The component entities should be "joined" with the relation 

that the aggregate entity has been transformed to or joined into. 

[Step 8 ] Membership relationship: The same as 1-M aggregation is Step 7. 

[Step 9 ] Generalization or subset relationship: Transform the resulting relations 

from the previous steps to N relations according to the N entities (subtypes) 

participating in the generalization relationship or subset relationship. 

[Step 10 ] Create horizontal fragmentation according to the min term predicates 

that are obtained from the simple predicates for Subset access on objects that 

are "joined" in one relation. 

[Step 11 ] Vertical fragments based on attributes of image/graphical types on an 

object X should now be in the relation into which the object X is "joined". 
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[MO-MT ] M number of objects are always retrieved together in more than one retrieval 

transaction: This means the M objects have the same set of transactions, rules are 

the same rules as for the [MO-IT] situation, as if the objects were retrieved by 

only one transaction. In addition, if different access methods are involved in the 

transaction set for these objects, the same rule in [IO-MT] situation is applied: 

compare the frequencies of transaction access method "All" and "Subset", if the 

frequency of "All" access transaction is not substantially higher than "Subset" 

access, create horizontal fragmentation according to "Subset" access predicates. 

"Views" may also occur. 

Moreover, if the access keys of the N transactions are different, compare the trans

action priorities, retrieval frequencies, volume, and size of the objects in order 

to determine which transaction in the many-to-many relationships and ternary 

relationships among these M objects is to be supported. For instance, Class and 

Student are both accessed by Transaction Retrieve Class-Roster and Retrieve Student

Schedule. There is a many-to-many relationship between Student and Class. In this 

case, the cross-product join of these two E-relation will be large (supposing that size 

disparity is: 3000 vs. 200 and cardinality is: 6 vs. 100). If the Retrieve Class-Roster 

has a higher weight, frequency or volume than Retrieve Student-Schedule, then an 

MR-Join of the R-relation with the E-relation for Class can be materialized. The 

same design heuristics can be applied to entities in the ternary relationships. 
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[Marginal Relationships ]: after the Join-relations are generated according to the 

above rules, be sure to include foreign keys from relations in the marginal relation

ships (which have not been modeled up to now). For instance, Join-relation X has 

a 1-1 relationship (Marginal Relationship) with another Join-relation Y. X should 

include the key of Y as a foreign key and vice versa. If the relationship is I-M, then 

Y should include the key of X as a foreign key. An R-relation should be created 

for M-M relationship between X and Y. 
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5.3 Cost-based Justification of CLF Heuristic Rules 

In this section, theoretical justification for the combined logical and fragmentation 

design (CLF) heuristics is provided. The combined logical and fragmentation design 

rules outlined previously (in all three of the design stages) were aimed at improving 

retrieval performance without penalizing update operations, taking into consideration 

the physical database operations in a distributed environment. The rules were developed 

to ensure that the fragments generated from the design were "necessary" fragments 

according to transaction behavior in an application. When conflicts in access methods 

or views arise among transactions, some cost tradeoff considerations are embedded in the 

heuristics rules to resolve them. Therefore, the justification provided here is based on cost 

considerations. In Section 5.3.1, we will first present a cost model of distributed database 

transactions/operations. Sections 5.3.2 to 5.3.5 present the justification of the heuristics 

in Combined Logical and Fragmentation (CLF) design, based on a comparison with costs 

using a Conventional Best (CB) methodology under a given feasible non-replicated or 

fully replicated allocation schema. Section 5.3.2 discusses the use of denormalization 

heuristics in CLF; Section 5.3.3 justifies the CLF vertical fragmentation heuristics based 

on user views and data type disparity; Section 5.3.4 explains the horizontal fragmentation 

heuristic rules based on considerations of transaction access methods. The justification 

of our CLF design for generalization/subset design is provided in Section 5.3.5. 
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5.3.1 A Cost Model for DDB 'Iransactions 

In our cost model of the operating costs of DDB transactions, a transaction 

(T( nT, {FOj ,'vO j E nT}, r, ts )) is defined to include a set of relational operations, nT, 

(join, select, or project) each of which has a set of fragments (FOj) that the operation 

operates on, a transaction type, r (update,u or retrieval/query, q), and a transaction 

requesting site, ts. The notation for describing the cost model are provided in Table 5.1. 

The total cost (SCtotal) of executing a set of transactions in a DDB system is the sum of 

the cost for each transaction (denoted by RC(T)) weighted by their frequencies (freq(T)) 

over an assumed period. The cost of executing a transaction is the sum of the cost of each 

operation (RQT(Oj, FOj)) and the cost (D(T)) of decomposing the transaction into a set 

of operations according to a query processing strategy. The costs of retrieval and update 

transactions are different, as will be specified. Update transaction costs include cost of 

retrieving relevant data items and update propagation cost (PCT( OJ, FOj )), which is the 

cost of updating duplicated data items (in replicated fragments or others) under integrity 

control. 

SCtotal = }' RC(T) X Jreq(T) 
~T 

RC(T)= L RQT(Oj,Foj)+D(T) 
OjE!lT 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 
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II Notation I Description II 
CB Conventional Best DDB Design 
CLF Combined Logical & Fragmentation DDB Design 
GT A set of transactions on the DDB system. 
T A transaction T(fiT,{Fo·,VOj E fiT},r,t s ) 

fiT A set of relational operations for T 
O' J An operation involved in a transaction T 

Relational operations = {join(M), select( u), project(II)} 

FOi A set of fragments involved in OJ of a T 
r Transaction type of a transaction Tj r = {q, u} q: query u: update 
ts Request site of a transaction T 
S(Ii) Set of the sites where fragment Ii resides 
D(T) Cost of decomposing T into a set of operations 

according to a query processing strategy 
ATii Size of a tuple of fragment Ii 
B[j Size of fragment Ii 
SCtotal Total cost of executing transactions for a DDB 
Ireq(T) Frequency of a transaction T 
RC(T) Total cost of executing a transaction T over an assumed period 
RQ1(Oj,Fo·) Total cost of an operation OJ 
C/5(u,li) Cost of a select operation on fragment Ii 
C 1:1 (II, Ii) Cost of a project operation on fragment Ii 
C 1:1 (M, Ii, Ij) Cost of a join operation on fragments Ii, Ii 
SIC(fd Seek initiating cost for searching a fragment Ii 
TSC(fi) Track switching cost for searching a fragment Ii 
scan(f;) Cost of reading a fragment Ii into CPU 
write(f;) Cost of writing a fragment Ii back from CPU to disk 
Ca Cost of transmitting one byte from disk to CPU 
Te Size of a track extent (area) 
SEEK::' Cost (average) of a seek in the same file domain 
SEEKL Cost (average) of a seek in the different file domain 
ROT A verage rotation cost 
CommSj s· Communication cost per byte between sites Si and Sj 

Table 5.1: Notations for the Cost Model 
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Ifr=q 

c/r(a,fi) if OJ = a 

RQT(Oj,FOj) Ir=q= Cf[(IT,fd if OJ = IT 

C f[(I>4, fi, fk) if OJ =1>4 

if r = u 

where 

if OJ = a or IT 

and 

if 

In the following, cost for each operation in a transaction is defined. The cost for each 

operation (RQT(Oj,Fo;)) varies with respect to the transaction type (e.g., query or 

update) and the relational operation type (Le., select, project, join). For each operation 

type, cost differs according to the locations of the fragments required for the operation 

(e.g., the transaction site ts of T or a remote site Sr E S(Ii) where fragment fi exists). 

In the following, we detail the cost for each operation type under different situations of 

fragment availability. The assumptions about fragments used in the cost formulations 

are provided first. 

Definition Fragment Ii has ti tuples and includes a set of attributes, 

where the size of each attribute is kaiz ' \Ix = 1, ... , mj 



ATI. (the size of a tuple of fragment fi) = ~=l ka.",; 

B Ii (the size of fragment Ii) = ti x 2:~=1 kai'" bytes. 

Fragment Ij has tj tuples and includes a set of attributes, 

Aj = {ajl, ... ,ajn}, 

where the size of each attribute is kaj"" "Ix = 1, ... , nj 

AT!; (the size of a tuple of fragment Ij) = ~=l kaj",j 

B!; (the size of fragment Ii) = tj X ~=l kaj:r: bytes. 

1. If OJ = a (select): 
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For a select operation, there are two types of cost formula. If the referenced frag

ment is available in the requesting site, the local processing cost (LP'{(a,Ii» in

volves disk seek cost for the fragment in the disk unit (e.g., seek initiating cost 

((SIC(Ji» and track switching cost (TSC(Ji))) and the costs of transmission of 

the fragment from the disk unit to CPU and CPU processing (scan(Ji». The cost 

for the initial seek of a fragment (SIC(Ji), which corresponds to a physical file) 

is modeled to be that of average seek time (SEEKL) between file extents in a 

specific disk system. T SC(fi) includes short seek cost (SEEKS) and the average 

rotational delay over a short seek (ROT). TSC(Ji) depends on the size of the frag

ment (Bli) and the size ofthe file extent (Te). The short seek cost (SEEKS) is the 

seek cost in the same file domain where a file is allocated over several file extents. 

The transmission cost (between the disk and the CPU) for reading a fragment is 

- ----- ------------ ---
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proportional to the size of the fragment (B Ii). The CPU processing cost of a select 

operation is included in scan(Ji). 

If fragments are not available in the requesting site, remote processing (RPl'(a,/i)) 

which involves communication cost (Comm) between a remote site (some Sr E 

S(Ji)) and the requesting site (ts of T) is modeled. 

if Ii exists at site s, 
Let 

otherwise; 

and S(Ji,) = {s I xli = 1, Vs E N} 

be the set of sites where fragment Ii exists, 

where N: A set of network nodes in the DDB system. 

In a remote processing, a local processing in the remote site is conducted and the 

results are assumed to be transferred back to the requesting site. Hence, 

(local) if Ii is in the requesting site ; 

(remote) if Ii is not in the requesting site; 

and 

LP[(a,ji) = SIC(Ji) + TSC(Ji) + 8can(Ji) 

= SEEJ(L + (~~)(SEEJ(S + ROT) + Bli X Ca; (5.3) 

RP[(a,/i) = LP[(a,/i) + Bfi(T) X Commts,sr (5.4) 
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where 

B'ti(T): Size of selected tuples from a fragment in a remote site Sr. 

2. If OJ = II (project) after a select (and/or join): 

A project operation is assumed to follow a select operation or a join operation. The 

cost of a project operation is proportional to the size of the fragment that resulted 

from the preceding operation. Thus, 

m 

Cf[(II, h) = Cp X ti X I: kai:o , (5.5) 
x=l 

where 

Cp : A constant cost associated with a project operation; 

t~ : The number of selected tuples from the previous select or join operation; 

kai:o: The size of attribute aix of fi. 

3. If OJ =~ (assuming merge/sort join): 

For the join operation, only join on the primary key domain is modeled. We de-

fine the cost for "half-join" (which joins fragments or relations in a one-to-one or 

one-to-many relationship) and "cross-product join" (which joins fragments or reI a-

tions in a many-to-many relationship) separately to facilitate our discussion of our 

heuristics. A one-to-one (1-1) relationship means the mapping of the associated 

entity occurrences (tuples) in the relationship is one-to-one. A one-to-many (l-M) 

or many-to-one (M-1) or many-to-many (M-M) relationship means the mapping 
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of the associated entity occurrences (tuples) in the relationship is one-to-many or 

many-to-one or many-to-many, respectively. The actual number associated with 

the "many" side is called the cardinality of the relationship connectivity. Cardi

nality describes the constraint on the number of entity occurrences (tuples) that 

are related through a relationship. For instance, a College may have many depart

ments. Assuming a Department can only belong to a College, the Department in the 

one-to-many relationship may be constrained to a maximum number of 30. The 

cost for the join operation is calculated based on the assumption of a sort-merge 

join operation [212,213]. Detailed cost formulas are provided below. 

(1) Half-Join: 

(a) Assuming ti > tj, one-to-one or many-to-one relationship between fi, /j. 

(b) Assuming that fragment fj is sorted according to ils primary key. 

(c) fx is the half-join result of fi and fj and has ti tuples and (ai ~ aj) attributes. 

The size of a joined tuple is ATfi~fj = (AT!i + ATfj - kapi) 

where kapi is the size of primary key of Ii. 

A half-join operation whose cost function is (Cf[(M,/i,jj)) joins fragments or 

(relations) that have a one-to-one or a one-to-many relationship. The result of 

such an operation is a fragment (relation) with attributes of both fragments and 

tuples of the larger fragment (ti) (see the above definition). For example, if the 

total tuples in Department is 600, and in college is 25, the result of the half-joined 
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table will be 600. In this example, we know the total tuples of department will not 

exceed 30 (the cardinality of Department in the relationship) X 25 (the number of 

tuples in College), if joined on primary key. 

The assumption of a merge-sort join is needed because the large number of records 

processed often require an external sorting procedure, which entails much costly 

sorting and I/O operations. The sorting for Ii has a complexity oflog2 tj assuming 

an advanced sorting technique (such as quick sort) is employed. The I/O operation 

for joined fragment, lx, is quite significant and the cost is proportional to the size 

of the joined fragment. 

The following cases of fragment availability are noted: (We are assuming the site 

that is the shortest distance from the requesting site is selected as the remote site 

in cases were several replicas are available.) 

( a) If Ii and /j are both in the requesting site, 

then 

+sort(fj) + scan(/j) + SIC(fx) + write(fx) 

= SEEJ(L + (~~ )(SEEJ(S + ROT) + Bf,Ga 

+SEEJ(L + (~~ )(SEEJ(s + ROT) 

+ATfj(tjlog2tj) X Ca+ B/iCa 

+SEEJ(L + ti(ATN<lfj) (SEEJ(s + ROT) 
Te 

(5.6) 
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(b) If fi, fj are in the same site but not in the requesting site, then the cost of the 

join operation C fTt (M, Ii, Ii) has to include join processing cost at the remote 

site and communication cost for transmitting the joined fragment back to the 

requesting site. 

In this case, the communication cost for transmitting the joined fragment back 

to the transaction site is added to the join operation cost in the remote site, 

ignoring initial command and request transfer. 

(c) If Ii. fj are in different sites, none of which is the requesting site, and it is 

assumed that the fragments will be sent to the requesting site when Ii is at 

site Si and Ij at site Sj, the cost of the join operation C/~(M,/i,li) has to 

include communication cost for transmitting the two fragments back to the 

requesting site and the cost of local processing at the requesting site. 

(d) If Ii. Ii are in different sites, one of which is the requesting site, then the 

cost of the join operation C lfa(M, Ii, Ii) has to include communication cost 

for transmitting the fragment in the remote site back to the transaction site 

and the cost of local processing at the requesting site. 
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(2) Cross-Product Join: 

The cost of a cross-product join observes the following assumptions. 

(a) Assuming ti > tj, and a M-M relationship between Ii and fj. 

(b) Assuming the cardinalities of fi, and /j in the relationship are mi and mj. 

(c) Assuming the join result is ordered by the primary key of Ii-

(d) fx is the join result of Ii and fj and has ti X mj or tj X mi tuples and (aj ~ aj) 

attributes. The size of each joined tuple is ATfiM/j = (ATfi + ATfj - kapi). 

A cross-product join joins fragments or relations in a many-to-many relationship. 

The cross-product join (C fim (~, Ii, /j» is the most expensive operation if the size 

disparity between the fragment is large and cardinality of the fragments (e.g., mi 

and mj) is great (see the above definition). The result of cross-product join, fx, 

could be many times larger than that of fi and /j. So the cost formula is similar 

to that for a half-join operation except for the much higher cost of accessing and 

writing the much larger cross-product joined fragment. 

The following cases are noted: 

(a) If Ii and fj are both in the requesting site, then 

+sort(fj) + scan(/j) + SIC(fx) + write(fx) 

= SEEJ(L + (~: )(SEEJ(s + ROT) + Bf;Ca 

+SEEJ(L + (~ )(SEEJ(S + ROT) 



+AT/j(tjlog2tj) X Ca + B/jCa + SEEKL 

t'm '(ATf,l>4f ) + I J i i (SEEKS + ROT) 
Te 
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(5.10) 

(b) If fi and Ii are in the same site but not in the requesting site, then the cost 

of the join operation Cf{"'l (M,ji,Ii) has to include the join processing cost 

at the remote site and the communication cost of transmitting the joined 

fragment back to the requesting site. 

(c) If Ii and Ij are in different sites, none of which is the requesting site, and it 

is assumed that the fragments will be sent to the requesting site when Ii is at 

site Si and Ii at site Sj, the cost of the join operation C f{"'2(M,fi, Ij) has to 

include communication cost for transmitting the two fragments back to the 

requesting site and the cost of local processing at the requesting site. 

(5.12) 

(d) If Ii and Ii are in different sites, one of which is the requesting site, then the 

cost of the join operation Cf{m3(M, Ii, Ii) has to include communication cost 

for transmitting the fragment in the remote site back to the transaction site 

and the cost of local processing at the requesting site. 

(5.13) 
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4. If r = u (update), then 

(5.14) 

Update transactions involve update propagation, which concurrently updates all 

duplicated data items in replicated fragments or in unnormalized relations. Each 

update operation for a fragment involves local I/O operations (e.g., write(fi) and 

SIC(fi) and TSC(!i)). 

Assuming that message passing is ignored and that If, B II is the fragment and the 

size of fragment resulted from the previous retrieval operation, then the update 

propagation cost of Ii, PCT( OJ, Foj ), has the following formula. 

and 

PCT(Oj,FOj )= L (LPu(fi,sx)+Commt.,s",xBf!) 
s",eS(fi) 

LPu(!i,Si) = SIC(!i) + write(fi) + TSC(fi) 

B /,' 
= SEEKL + Bli X Ca + T~ (SEEKS + ROT). 

(5.15) 

5.3.2 Justification for CLF Heuristic Rules of Materializing Half-Joins 

The eLF design rules for objects (E-relations, or R-relations) in retrieval-only op-

erations involves the heuristics for materializing the half-join (1-1 or 1-M relationship 

between the objects). It should be noted that MR-join defined in Section 5.2 (which is 

the join of an E-relation with a related R-relation transformed from a M-M relationship) 

is a special kind of half-join. When the two objects are often retrieved together and no 
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update transaction is operating on them, the materialization of a half-join in the CLF 

design has advantages over the CB design. The justification for such materialization 

of half-join, based on the cost model, is described in Theorem 1. Relations or verti

cal fragments correspond with physical files, therefore are both treated as fragments. 

Transaction costs are discussed according to two scenarios: 1) under a fully replicated 

allocation schema, and 2) under a non-replicated allocation schema. Fully replicated 

allocation means a fragment is replicated in all sites. Non-replicated allocation means a 

fragment is allocated only to one site and no fragment is replicated. 

Under the fully replicated allocation, the benefit of the CLF design is a savings in 

the join cost for the fragments retrieved. Under the non-replicated allocation, the CLF 

design has the highest cost when the fx is not in the requesting site, and it will be shown 

that even this cost is still lower than that under the CB design. 

Theorem 1 Assume that the set of fragments under the Conventional Best (CB) design 

is 

FCB = {h, 12, 13, ... , fn} 

and both hand 12 are always accessed together by retrieval transactions, then the 

heuristic rule of the Combined Logical and Fragmentation (CLF) design to materialize 

half-join, resulting in the set of fragments 

FCLF = {ix, 13, ... , In} 



where 

will guarantee that 

[Proof] 

As assumed, 

Ix = fI M /2 (join on primary key) 

SCGB SCGLF 
total > total • 

{T I T(a, fI,q,ts) E GT} = ¢, 

{T I T(a,/2,q,ts) E GT} = ¢, 

{T I T(a,/l,u,ts) E GT} = ¢, 

{T I T(a,/2,u,ts) E GT} = ¢, 

RT = {T I T(M,fI,/2,q,ts) E GT} =I ¢, 

Rlr = {T I T(u,lx,q,ts) E GT} =I ¢, 

and RT = Rlr. 
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Here, RT is the set of transactions that access fI and /2 together. And Rlr is the set 

of transactions that access lx, which is the materialized half-join of fI and /2. There is 

no update transaction operating on II, /2 and Ix. 



The total transaction cost, scgPa" under the CB design is reduced to 

scgPa, = L RCCB(T) X Jreq(T) + L RC(T) X Jreq(T)j 
TeRT TeGT\RT 

the total transaction cost, scgfaf, under the CLF design is also reduced to 

scgfaf = L RCCLF(T) X Jreq(T) + L RC(T) X Jreq(T). 
TeET TeGT\RT 

From equation 5.2, we know 

VTERT 

and 

are dependent on the allocation of fragments. 

1. Under fully replicated allocation, 

VTE RT 

CJi(f>4,fI,h) = SIC(fI) + TSC(fI) + scan(fI) + SIC(f2) + TSC(h) 

+sort(f2) + scan(f2) + SIC(fx) + write(fx) 

= SEEI(L + (~~ )(SEEJ(S + ROT) + BflCa 

+SEEJ(L + (~)(SEEJ(S + ROT) 
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+ATh(tjlog2t2) x Ca+BhCa 

+SEEJ(L + tl(ATIt~h)(SEEJ(S + ROT) 
Te 

CI[cu, Ix) = SIC(fx) + TSC(fx) + scan(fx) 

= SEEJ(L + (~~)(SEEJ(S + ROT) + BI", x Ca. 
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Here Bit, B hand B I:r: are the size of fragments h, h and Ix respectively. Ac-

cording to our definition of "half-join," B I:r: is larger or equal to the sum of B 11 

From simple Linear algebra, we can see that 

then 

therefore, 

SCCB SCCLF 
total > total' 

2. Under non-replicated allocation, 

there are two scenarios to be considered: 

\IT ERr, 

\IT ERr; 
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(a) If /1,12, Ix are all in the requesting site, the proof will be the same as above. 

(b) If /1, 12, and Ix are ~ot all in the requesting site. 

VT E RT. 

There are three possible costs for C I'{(M, /1, h). From Equations 5.6, 5.7, 

5.8,5.9, the lowest cost occurs when /1,12 are in the same site but not in the 

requesting site. 

VTERT 

CIit(M,/1,h) = LP,{(M,/1,h) + tl(ATfl + AT/2 - J(apk) X Commts,sr 

= CI,{(M,/1,h) + Bf", X Commts,sr 

The higher cost for CI,{(a,Ix) involves remote processing. From Equation 

5.4, 

VT E RT. 

Because the join cost of iI and 12 (C I'{(M, iI, h)) is larger than the selection 

cost of Ix (LP1(a,Ix)), 

VT E RTj 

thus 

VT E RTj 



therefore, 

o 

SCCB SCCLF 
total > total' 
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Theorem 1 is true in all cases. Although storage cost is not as significant as join 

cost or transmission cost in a distributed database environment, applying the heuristics 

explained in Theorem 1 (materialization of half-join) will encounter a bounding condition 

when additional storage cost for the CLF design is considered for very large size disparity 

between fragments that are being "half-joined." When we materialize the half-join, the 

CLF design rules may require tuples on the "one-side" entity of the relationship to be 

repeated. An alternative design is to create multiple columns for the "many-side" entity 

of the relationship. In this case, the cost of this CLF design is less than the CB design. In 

order to determine the upper bound, we will only compare the higher cost of the two CLF 

design alternatives (e.g., repeating the tuples on the "one-side" entity) with the lowest 

CB design cost of all the alternatives. From equations 5.6 and 5.7, we know that under 

a fully replicated allocation schema, the additional storage cost for the CLF design will 

be the highest and communication cost occurred by the CB design will be the lowest. As 

a result, Theorem 2 considers only the fully replicated allocation schema to determine 

the upper bound for applying the heuristics for materializing a half-join discussed in 

Theorem 1. From Theorem 2, we know that the size disparity of the two fragment being 

"half-joined" should not be too great so that the cost for storing duplicated data items 

can be reduced. 
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Theorem 2 Assume that the set of fragments under the CB design is 

and if both II and h are always accessed together by retrieval transactions, then apply-

ing the heuristic rule of the CLF design to materialize half-join, resulting in the set of 

fragments 

FCLF = {Ix, 13, ... , fn} 

where 

fx = II M h (join on the primary key) 

will guarantee that 

SCCB + StorageCCB > SCCLF + StorageCCLF 
total total 

where 

StorageCCB = Cost of storing fragments under CB design 

StorageCCLF = Cost of storing fragments under CLF design 

if and only if 

Bf:r < C 1 N X L [(SEEJ(L+ (BT/I)(SEEJ(S+ ROT) + B/ICa 
gs X s TeRT e 

+SEEJ(L + (~~ )(SEEJ(s + ROT) + ATh(t21og2 t2) X Ca + B hCa) ] X 

freq(T) + Bft + Bh 



where 

cgs : Unit storage cost; Ns : Number of sites. 

[Proof] 

t:.cost = scgfa, + StorageCCB - (scgfJ + StorageCCLF) 

= scgfa,- scgf:J + (StorageCCB - StorageCCLF) 

= L (RCCB(T) - RCCLF(T)) X freq(T) 
TeRT 

+(StorageCCB - StorageCCLF). 

From Theorem 1, we know 

VTERT 

and 

thus, 

t:.cost 
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= L (Cfi(txJ,!l,h) - Cfi(a,/x)) X freq(T) + (StorageCCB - StorageCCLF). 
TeRT 

From equations 5.3 and 5.6 we know 



+SEEJ(L + (~~ )(SEEJ(S + ROT) + AT/2(t21og2 t2) X Ca 

+BhCa ] x freq(T) + (Bft + Bh - Bft,) X Cgs X Ns , 

where Ns is the number of sites. 

As assumed, 

C 1 N X )' [(SEEJ(L+ (BTIt)(SEEJ(S+ ROT) + BflCa 
gs X s rVtT e 
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+SEEJ(L + (~ )(SEEJ(S + ROT) + AT/2(t2!og2 t2) X Ca + B/2Ca)] 

xfreq(T) + Bfl + B/2' 

By simple linear algebra, we have 

o 

SCGB S CGB SCGLF S CGLF 
total + tor age > total + tor age . 

5.3.3 Justification for CLF Vertical Fragmentation Heuristics 

The CLF design heuristics stipulate that a vertical fragmentation should be created 

for different "views" and for image data. We will first define "simple join" as the join 

of two vertical fragments which are ordered on the same primary key and have a one-

to-one relationship. We then prove in Theorem 3 that the vertical fragmentation based 

on "views" and size disparity of data items in the CLF design is advantageous. We 

assume that if the allocation is according to user views, the cost of CLF design under 

non-replicated allocation will always be lower than that of the CB design because the 
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CB design will incur much higher communication cost. The upper bound for applying 

this heuristics under the process of storage cost is provided in Theorem 4. 

Definition fI = fy + fz if fI = fy rxl fz and it is a simple join. 

fy has t tuples and m attributes. 

fz has t tuples and n attributes. 

fI has t tuples and m + n - 1 attributes. 

B 111 (the size offragment fy) = t X L~=l kal/:r bytes. 

BIz (the size of fragment fz) = t X ~=1 kaz:r bytes. 

Bit (the size offragment fI) = t X (~=1 kal/:r + L~=l kaz:r - kapk) bytes, 

where kapk is the size of f[s primary key attribute. 

o 

Theorem 3 Assume that the set of fragments under the CB design is 

FeB = {fI, 12, /3, ... , fn} 

and the subsets (fy or/and fz) of fI are always retrieved separately by all transactions, 

then using the heuristic rule of the CLF design to apply vertical fragmentation on fI to 

obtain fy and fz based on the user views, resulting in the set of fragments 

- ---------------



where: II = fy + fz 

will guarantee that 

under a fully replicated allocation schema, 

scGB SCGLF 
total ~ total or scGB ,..., SCGLF 

total - total' 

[Proof] 

As assumed, 

RT = {T I T(a, fy,q, ts) E GT} ::I 4> 

or 

RT = {T I T(a,jz,q,ts) E GT}::I 4>. 

There are three cases to be considered: 

Case 1 When 

RT = Rfr = {T I T(a,fy,q,ts) E GT} ::I 4> 

and 

{T I T(a,fz,q,ts) E GT} = 4>, 
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from Theorem 1, we know that the total transaction cost, SC&PaI' under the 

CB design is reduced to 

SCfiPaI = L RCGB(T) X freq(T) + L RC(T) X freq(T)j 
TeRT TeGT\RT 
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the total transaction cost, scgfj{, under the eLF design is also reduced to 

scgf;J = L RCCLF(T) X freq(T) + L RC(T) X freq(T). 
TeR!r TeGT\RT 

Here 

and 

From equation 5.3, we know 

Since 

we have 

therefore 
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Case 2 When 

RT = Rr = {T I T(a,fz,q,ts) E GT} f </1 

and 

{T I T(a,jy,q,ts) E GT} = </1, 

the proof is similar to Case 1. 

Case 3 When 

RT = Rfr = {T I T(a, {jy,jz},q,ts) E GT} f </1, 

from Theorem 1, we know that the total transaction cost, scgfa" under the 

CB design is reduced to 

sc~fa, = L RCCB(T) X freq(T) + L RC(T) X freq(T)j 
TeRT TeGT\RT 

the total transaction cost, scgf!, under the CLF design is also reduced to 

scgPJ = L RCCLF(T) X freq(T) + L RC(T) X freq(T). 
Te RT TeGT\RT 

Here 



= SEE](L + (~~ )(SEE](S + ROT) + Bli X Ca; 

RCGLF(T) = Cfi(u,fy) + Cfi(u,fz) 

= SEE](L + (-i;)(SEE](S + ROT) + B'll X Ca 

+SEE](L + (~~ )(SEE](S + ROT) + B,z x Ca. 

Because B h ~ B'll + B,z; therefore, 

and 

o 

SCGB '" SCGLF 
total - total • 
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According to Theorem 3, the vertical fragmentation based on type disparity will be 

even more advantageous. For instance, suppose fy is the image fragment. As shown 

above, when fz is chosen, the difference between the cost for processing hand fz is that 

for processing f y , which would be very substantial. The fragmentation also will have 

the additional advantage of utilizing different communication channels. In addition, in 

the worst scenario where fy and fz are selected together, the simple join cost of the two 

fragments is negligible and the difference between Cf(u,M,fy,fz) and Cf(u,h) is at 

most one SEE](L as shown below. As the SEE](L cost is insignificant when compared 

to other costs considered (and for large data item in CB design, the cost will incur 

anyway), the vertical fragmentation is advantageous in most cases. 
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Cf(a,t>4,jy,fz) = SIC(Jy) + scan(Jy) + TSC(Jy) + SIC(Jz) + scan(Jz) + TSC(Jz) 

= SEEJ(L + BIlJ Ca + (k~:Y)(SEEJ(S + ROT) 

+SEEJ(L + BlzCa + (k~:z)(SEEJ(S + ROT) 

= SEEJ(L + Cf(a,ft). 

The storage cost of replicating the primary key(s) occurs when applying the vertical 

fragmentation heuristics in Theorem 3. Therefore, there is an upper bound that restricts 

the vertical fragmentation heuristics when storage costs of storing the replicated primary 

key for the vertical fragments are considered. The upper bound under fully replicated 

allocation is given in Theorem 4. As in Theorem 3, we assume that the allocation is 

according to user views and thus the cost of CLF design under non-replicated allocation 

will always be lower than that of the CB design, which incur higher communication costs. 

A fully replicated allocation will require As a result, we only consider the fully replicated 

allocation design where the additional storage cost in CLF design for storing a replicated 

primary key is propotional to the replication level (number of sites). In the proof of 

Theorem 4, we consider Case 1 and Case 2 in Theorem 3 where "user views" take place. 

Theorem 4 implies that vertical fragments should not contain only a primary key and 

one or a few attributes of small sizes. 

Theorem 4 Assume that the set of fragments under the CB design is 

FeB = {ft, 12, /3, ... , fn} 
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and a subset of fI (fy or fz) is always retrieved separately by transactions, then using 

the heuristic rule under the CLF design to fragment fI to fy and fz based on the user 

views, resulting in the set of fragments 

where 

will guarantee that 

under fully replicated allocation schema 

SCGB + StorageCGB > SCGLF + StorageCGLF 
total - total 

if and Only if 

, 1 SEEKS + ROT 
I~apk < -N L: (Bft - Bfy) X ( T + Ca) X freq(T) 

t X S TeRT e 

where K apk is the size of primary key attribute. 

[Proof] 

As assumed, 

Ry = {T I T(a,fy, q, ts) E GT} -:f ¢ or Rz = {T I T(a,fz, q, ts) E GT} -:f ¢j 
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and 

RT = {T I T(u,{jy,jz},q,ts) E GT} = <p. 

Here Ry is the set of transactions that operates on fragment jy, Rz is the set 

of transactions that operates on fragment jz, RT is the set of transactions that 

operates on both jy and jz. 

From Theorem 1, we know the total transaction cost, SCg!!" under the CB design 

is reduced to 

SCg!!, = )' RCCB(T) X jreq(T) + L RC(T) X jreq(T)j 
TtItT TeGT\RT 

the total transaction cost, scgfar, under the CLF design is reduced to 

scgtJ = L RCCLF(T) X jreq(T) + L RC(T) X jreq(T). 
TeET TeGT\RT 

We now consider Case 1 of Theorem 3, 

Because 

Ry = {T I T(u,jy,q,ts) E GT} i= <p and Rz = {T I T(u,jz,q,ts) E GT} = <Pj 

therefore, 

and 



Acost = SCf/lal + StorageCCB - scgfJ - StorageCCLF 

= }' (RCCB(T) - RCCLF(T» x Jreq(T) 
TtltT 
+StorageCCB - StorageCCLF 
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= }' (cJi(u,/l) - cJi(u,Jy)) x Jreq(T) + (BI1 - Bjll - Bj') x Ns 
rlItT 

= L [(SEEJ(L + (it )(SEEJ(S + ROT) + BI1 Ca - (SEEJ(L + 
TeRT e 

(iell )(SEEJ(S + ROT) + BIIICa)) 1 x Jreq(T) - t x J(apk x Ns 

SEEJ(S + ROT 
= }' (BII - Bill) x ( T + Cal x Jreq(T) 

rlItT e 

-t X J(apk x Ns. 

As assumed, 

1 S EE[(s + ROT 
[(apk < -t N )' «Bit - Bill) X ( T + Cal X Jreq(T). 

X s rlItT e 

By simple linear algebra, we have 

SCCB S CCB SCCLF S CCLF total + torage 2: total + tor age . 

The proof of the upper bound when considering Case 2 in Theorem 3 is similar. 0 

Under a fully replicated allocation design, the CLF design tradeoff consideration is 

between the storage cost for a replicated primary key (e.g., t X J( apk ) multiplied by the 

replication level, Ns (e.g., number of sites), and the cost saved in processing transactions 

based on user views, (e.g., ~TERT(B/I - Bill) X (SEEK,f./ROT + Ca) X Jreq(T». 
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5.3.4 Justification for CLF Heuristics on Horizontal Fragmentation 

The eLF design heuristics for horizontal fragmentation are based on the predicates 

for subset accesses in transactions. Theorem 5 proves that under "subset" access hori

zontal fragmentation is advantageous. However, transaction execution under a horizontal 

fragmentation will incur a cost of SEEJ(L j therefore, this is implicitly an upper bound 

condition for horizontal fragmentation. Theorem 6 demonstrates that fragmentation will 

not be beneficial for the "all" access type. When the access types are in conflict, fre

quencies of these transactions in conflict need to be compared to resolve the conflict 

(see Theorem 7). The rule of thumb is that unless the frequency of the the "all" type 

transaction is very high, horizontal fragmentation based on "subset access" will usually 

be beneficial (under the upper bound, of course.) 

Definition 12 and 13 are horizontal fragments of iI or 

when iI's attributes = h's attributes = !3's attributes 

and h's tuples = 12' tuples + 13 's tuples. 

Theorem 5 Assume that the set of fragments under the CB design is 

FeB = {iI, 12, 13, ... , fn} 
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and the subset of of II {Jy or fz} is always retrieved separately by transactions, then 

using the heuristic rule under the CLF design to horizontally fragment II to fy and fz 

based on the "subset" access, resulting in the set of fragments 

FCLF = {ly, fz, 12, 13, ... , fn} 

where 

fl = fy U fz 

will guarantee that 

SCCB SCCLF 
total ~ total' 

[Proof] 

As assumed, 

Ryz = {T I T(a,{fy,fz},q,ts) E Gr} = cP, 

Ry = {T I T(a,fy,q,ts) E Gr}::J cP, 

and 

Rz = {T I T(a,fz,q,ts) E Gr} ::J cPo 

From Theorem 1, we know the total transaction cost, SCgfa" under the CB design 

is reduced to 



SC&?al = )' RCfB(T) X freq(T) + )' RCfB(T) X freq(T) + 
~ ~ 

L RC(T) X freq(T)j 
TeGT\{R".,R.} 

the total transaction cost, sc&fJ, under the eLF design is reduced to 

sc&faf = )' RCfLF(T) X freq(T) + )' RCfLF(T) X freq(T) + 
~ m. 

L RC(T) X freq(T). 
TeGT\{R".,R.} 

Case 1 Under fully replicated allocation schema, 

RcfB(T) = Cff«(1,It), 

RCfLF (T) = c ff «(1, fy)and 

Because It = fy U fz 

and B 11 = B II/ + B I., 

from equation 5.3, we know 

therefore, 
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o 

and 

SBCB SBCLF 
total > total' 

Case 2 Under non-replicated allocation schema, 

and 

From the previous case, it is obvious that 

and 

SBCB SBCLF 
total > total' 
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Theorem 5 discussed the CLF horizontal fragmentation design based on "subset" 

access. The CLF design heuristics also consider the "all" access type of transactions 

where the fragmentation will not be beneficial. 

Theorem 6 Assume that the set of fragments under the CB design is 
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and hand h are always retrieved together by transactions, then using the heuristic 

rule under the CLF design to combine fragments hand h into fx based on the "all" 

access pattern, resulting in the set of fragments 

where 

will guarantee 

[Proof 1 

As assumed, 

FCLF = {fx, 13, ... , fn} 

fx = it u h 

SCCB SCCLF 
total 2: total· 

Rl = {T I T(O",fl,q,tS) E GT} = ifJ, 

R2 = {T I T(O",h,q,ts) E GT} = ifJand 

Rx = {T I T(O",{h,13},q,ts) E GT}:I ifJ. 

From Theorem 1, we know the total transaction cost, SC~~I' under the CB design 

is reduced to 



SCgfa, = L RCCB(T) x Ireq(T) + L RC(T) x Ireq(T)j 
TeRz TeGT\Rz 

the total transaction cost, scgfJ', under the eLF design is reduced to 

SCt~tJ = L RC~LF(T) x Ireq(T) + L RC(T) x Ireq(T). 
TeRz TeGT\Rz 

Case 1 Under a fully replicated allocation schema, 

Because Ix = 11 U 12 and 

from equation 5.3, 

Hence, 

and 

SBCB SBCLF 
total > total' 
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Case 2 Under a non-replicated allocation schema, 

assume h is in the requesting site and /2 is not in the requesting site, then 

o 

and 

From the previous case, it is obvious that 

and 

SBCB SBCLF 
total > total· 

Theorem 7 explains the considerations of the CLF design when transactions have 

conflicting access types (both "all" and "subset"). The CLF design will create horizontal 

fragments when both access types of transactions exist if, and only if, the frequencies of 

the "all" type of transactions are not extremely high, as proved below. 

Theorem 7 Assume that the set of fragments under the CB design is 

FCB = {h,/2,h,···,fn} 

If there are transactions with both "subset" and "all" access types on h, then using 

the heuristic rules under CLF design to fragment h to fx and f y , resulting in the set of 

fragments 



where 

will guarantee 

if and only if 

[Proof] 

FCLF = {/y,fz,i2,/3, ... ,fn} 

fI = fy U fz 

SCCE SCCLF total ~ total 

L SEE[(L X freq(T) < 
TERti 

L [BIz X Ca + ~ X (SEE[(S + ROT)] X freq(T). 
TERtlJ 

As assumed, 

Rti = {T I T(a,fI,q,ts) E GT} f. 1> 

and 

RtlJ = {T I T(a,fy,q,ts) E GT} f. 1>. 
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Here Rti is the set of transactions that have the "all" type of access and and RtlJ 

is the set of transactions that have the "subset" type of access method. The total 

transaction cost under CB design, SCg!!I' is 
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SCfiPa, = I: RCfB(T) x freq(T) 
TeRIl 

+ I: RCfB(T) x freq(T) 
TeRIII 

+ I: RC(T) x freq(T)j 
TeGT\{RIl,RIII } 

the total transaction cost under eLF design, sCfitf, is 

scfiraf = I: RCfLF(T) X freq(T) + I: RCfLF(T) X freq(T) 
TeRIJ TeRIl 

+ I: RCfLF(T) X freq(T) + I: RC(T) X freq(T). 
TeRly TeGT\{RIl,Rly} 

A cost = SCGB SCGLF 
U total - total 

As assumed, 

= } [RcfB(T) - (RCfLF + RCfLF)] X freq(T) 
TV(,J 

+ } [RcfB(T) - RCfLF(T)] X freq(T) 
T~y 

= - I: SEEKL 
X freq(T) 

TeRIl 

+ I: [B fz X Ca + ~ X (SEEKS + ROT)] X freq(T). 
TeRI II 

I: SEEKL 
X freq(T) < 

TeRIJ 
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L [Bfz X Ca+"'i: x (SEEKS + ROT)] x freq(T). 
TERfJl 

By simple linear algebra, we have 

scGB SCGLF 
total ~ total' 

o 

In the proof of Theorem 7, it has been shown that the CLF design consideration is 

between the additional cost for accessing fragments needed by the "all" access type of 

transactions (e.g., l:TERfl SEEK Lx freq(T) ) and costs of accessing unnecessary tuples 

retrieved by the "subset" access type of transactions 

(e.g., l:TERfJl [Bfz X Ca+ ~ X (SEEKs + ROT)] X freq(T)). Because SEEKL is a 

relatively insignificant cost, as long as the frequencies of the "all" type of transactions 

(Jreq(T)) is not too high, the horizontal fragmentation based on "subset" access is 

advantageous in most cases. 

5.3.5 Justification for Heuristics of the CLF Design for Generalization 

Relationship 

According to Theorem 5, the logical design for generalization/subset relationships in 

the CLF heuristics can be justified. For instance, separate relations should be created 

for subtypes of Student: Undergraduate and Graduate. According to a traditional method 

(CB Design), a relation for Student and two relations for the specialization attributes 

of Grad-Student and Undergraduate are created. If Grad-Student and Undergraduate are 
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accessed separately, the creation of just one relation for Student will result in additional 

cost, as proved in Theorem 5. In addition, if the specialization attributes are not to 

be accessed separately, the creation of relations for the specialized attributes for Grad

Student and for Undergraduate will incur additional cost, as proved in Theorem 3. The 

advantage of creating two relations for Grad-Student and Undergraduate student for a 

generalization relationship is proved in Theorem 1. There will not be any additional cost 

because Grad-Student and Undergraduate are in fact separate entities. The justification 

for the logical design for the Subset relationship is similar to the justification for the 

generalization relationship. 
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5.4 Verification: Case Study and Aut~DDB Prototype 

In order to verify the feasibility of the SEER-DTS methodology for practical use and 

for automation, a case study was performed [167,217] and Auto-DDB subsequently has 

been prototyped in 1991 [209, 236]. The research site for the case study was on the 

campus of the University of Arizona. The target system was the Student Information 

Systems (SIS). The unit of analysis was the application of the SEER-DTS methodology 

by novice DDB designers in a manual design mode. Novice DDB designers are defined 

as designers who have neither prior DDB design experience nor substantial DDB design 

knowledge. The design output from the SIS case study was used as input to the Auto

DDB prototype. Functionalities of Auto-DDB were incrementally developed according to 

the testing of the SIS case. In the following subsection, the SIS case study and the Auto

DDB prototype will be described. Our intention is to illustrate the verification of the 

SEER-DTS methodology; for a full report on the SIS DDB design and implementation, 

please refer to [167, 217] and for detailed implementation of the Auto-DDB prototype, 

please refer to [209,236]. 

5.4.1 A Case Study: SIS DDB Design Using the SEER-DTS Method

ology 

The objective of this case study was to obtain feedback from a real-world design 

case that would lead to improvement of the SEER-DTS methodology. The research 

question for the case study was: Is the SEER-DTS methodology feasible in a real-world 
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DDE design situation? What difficulties would novice DDE designers encounter when 

performing the design task using the SEER-DTS methodology in a manual design mode? 

Our propositions were: 

1. The SEER-DTS methodology should facilitate DDB designers in requirement anal

ysis, distribution analysis and conceptual design; 

2. The novice DDB designers should be able to generate logical and fragmentation 

designs in a manual mode. 

5.4.1.1 Unit of Analysis and Site Selection 

The unit of analysis was the application of the SEER-DTS methodology by novice 

DDB designers in a manual mode. Two students (novice DDB designers) from an Ad

vanced Database Management class at the University of Arizona were selected to con

duct the design. They were taught the SEER-DTS methodology and worked under the 

close supervision of the author. They were allowed to ask any questions regarding the 

methodology at any time. Due to time and resource constraints, a single-case study was 

performed. 

Site selection for the case study took place at a time when new database design 

technologies for managing the multi-media data in the Student Information System at 

the University of Arizona were under investigation. The administration was interested 

in a distributed database design that had been recommended by a Computing Advisory 

Committee after a preliminary investigation. This coincidence gave us an opportunity 
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to undertake a real-world DDB design case study. Such as opportunities were hard to 

come by. 

SIS was the repository and retrieval system for student information and was used by 

a variety of offices across the UA campus. The system was managed by the University's 

Center for Computing and Information Technology (CCIT) and was a centralized, file

based system using IBM CICS (Customer Information Control System) for its on-line 

processing. Files were implemented in VSAM. Database systems were being consid

ered for use to meet many user requirements, including decision support. A problem 

that the administration hoped to solve by adopting database technology was the diffi

culty of achieving integrated management of the large-volume scanned image data with 

alpha-numerical data as well as the real-time retrieval of the student-related information. 

Performance was the major design objective. 

5.4.1.2 Design Process 

The designers followed the SEER-DTS methodology. A total of 18 interviews were 

conducted with nine functional units. After an initial interview with the director of the 

SIS system, the Enterprise DTS was formulated. Organizational charts and forms asso

ciated with several subsystems were obtained. DTS templates were used for distribution 

analysis. DTS modeling was based on the forms collected and interviews with clerical 

personnel in each functional unit. The data dictionary of the current CICS system was 

also obtained and used to help with the design. The requirement/distribution analysis 

and conceptual design took about four months. 
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A simplified design of the SIS is included in Appendices D.4 to D.6. The design solu

tions presented in Appendix D.7 were output generated from the Auto-DDB prototype. 

The actual design output from this case study was obtained manually and is described 

in [167,217]. 

5.4.1.3 Data Collection and Finding 

The data collected included 1) all the interim documentation of requirement analysis, 

distribution design, conceptual design and combined logical and fragmentation design; 

and 2) subjective feelings reported by the two designers as well as difficulties encountered 

during the design process. 

The findings related to our propositions were: 

• DFDs were used in the initial stage of the design to help familiarize the designers 

with the application environment. However, the designers felt the DFDs were not 

directly useful for the DDB schema design. A major problem was translating from 

DFDs to SEER schemata. If a CASE tool such as Auto-DDB could have been 

provided, end-users could model the application semantics for the schema design 

directly. This would save time and eliminate many design errors resulting from 

designers' conceptual misunderstanding of the application semantics. 

• The DTS modeling was found to save time in conducting interviews. 

• It was found that Aggregation and Generalization were frequently used in the 

design schema. Membership and Subset relationships were rarely used. 
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• Most of the development time was spent in the distribution/requirement analysis. 

The SEER conceptual design was made relatively easy because of the DTS model

ing. Logical design and fragmentation design followed the design steps previously 

described, but the manual design mode, although feasible, was tedious and chang

ing designs was very time-consuming. CASE tools were felt to be strongly needed, 

in particular for aggregation of old transactions into new transactions. Such a 

CASE tool should include a "copy" function or reuse of DTS objects. 

5.4.2 The Auto-DDB Prototype 

Design automation has been our research objective, and we were encouraged by the 

findings of our case analysis of PACS DDB design project and the case study on SIS, 

which found that CASE tools are strongly needed for DDB design. A prototype Auto

DDB was developed to verify the feasibility of DDB design automation based on the 

SEER-DTS methodology. 

The View Modeling Module, View Integration Module and Combined Logical and 

Fragmentation design Module depicted in Figure 3.2 (the Auto-DDB architecture), which 

automate the entire SEER-DTS design process and design rules shown in Figure 5.1, 

has been implimented using an algorithmic approach. The prototype was implemented 

as an interactive Microsoft Visual Basic application. A total of approximately 25,000 

lines of code have been written in Visual Basic. The design and implementation of the 

prototype is detailed in [209,236]. The design output from the SIS case study was used 

to test the functionalities of the Auto-DDB prototype. A major problem that we are still 
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trying to solve is the "automatic graphical display" of the Corresponding SEER diagram 

transformed from DTS, Subsystem SEER and Enterprise SEER schemata. This is a 

major research problem in computer graphics and it still requires much research effort. 

To provide for interactive modeling, the Auto-DDB prototype contains a SEER graph

ical editor, a DTS graphical editor and a DTS textual editor, whose user interfaces are 

shown in Figures 5.6-5.7 respectively. Some other examples of forms used for user design 

specifications in the Auto-DDB prototype are included in Appendix C. 
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Figure 5.6: SEER Graphical Editor 
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Figure 5.7: DTS Graphical Editor 
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CHAPTER 6 

Empirical Validation 

The SEER-DTS design methodology, developed with the objective of overcoming con

ventional DDB design methodological flaws and resolving DDB design problems in an 

integrated manner, has been evaluated by comparing results of its effects with those of 

conventional design methodologies. In Chapter 5, we provided cost-based justification 

that the performance of logical and fragmentation design generated by the SEER-DTS 

methodology is better than that generated from a conventional design process, given the 

same conceptual design schema and distribution information. In this chapter, we present 

a DDB Design Methodology Validation Model (hereafter, the DDB Validation Model) that 

includes all the variables to be examined for the validation of the SEER-DTS methodol

ogy (including human factors, task characteristics and degree of design automation). An 

experiment designed according to the DDE Validation Model was conducted to compare 

the SEER-DTS methodology and a Conventional Best (CB) methodology that aggre

gated the best design techniques in each design phase of the conventional DDB design 

process design outcome. In Section 6.1, prior empirical research on DB design is reviewed 

and the DDB Design Methodology Validation Model is discussed. In Section 6.2, the 

experimental design for the evaluation is presented. In Section 6.3, the data collected are 
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analyzed and the results of the experiment are interpreted. Observations and limitations 

of the experiment also are discussed. In Section 6.4, further studies that could extend 

this experiment are explored. 

6.1 DDB Design Methodology Validation Model 

The purpose of empirical evaluation is to provide insights into the design issues of 

DDB design methodology (e.g., issues related to the development of methodological 

components) and feedback for the further development and refinement of the SEER

DTS methodology. The absence of empirical studies on DDB design methodologies in 

the literature led us to develop the DDB Validation Model to systematically evaluate 

the SEER-DTS methodology. Prior database design research on variables that affect the 

requirements determination, database modeling or schema design results [149, 184, 146] 

can be summarized in three categories: studies that compare a classical model with 

another classical model, studies that compare a relational model with a semantic data 

model, and studies that compare two semantic data models. In the first category, the 

Lochovsky and Tsichriitzis study [146] found the relational model better, the Brosey and 

Schneiderman study [36] concluded that the hierarchical model was better, and the Dur

ding et. al. study [76] concluded that there was an interaction between the performance 

using a data model and the underlying semantic structure of the application (task). In 

the second category, the Shoval and Even-Chaime study [198] showed that the quality of 

database schemata designed using normalization was better than that of schemata de

signed using Information Analysis (IA), that normalization required less time to perform 
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than IA and that analysts preferred normalization. The authors suggested, however, 

that the IA model may be more suitable for complex tasks. In the study by Batra et. al. 

[16], it was shown that the EER modelled to better end-user performance (design cor

rectness) in conceptual representation tasks but was not perceived as significantly easier 

to use than the relational model. In the third category, Liu Sheng and Riga [103, 145] 

compared two centralized database design methodologies, one based on SOM (the Sys

tem Object Model) and the other based on the EER model. No significant differences 

between the performance levels (accuracy, speed, user perception) of the two groups in 

the experiment were found. 

The disparate results of the above studies suggest that the design results (e.g., cor

rectness, ease of use, etc.) depend not only on the design methodology employed but also 

on the characteristics of design tasks and the designers themselves. Depicted in Figure 

6.1, the DDB Validation Model includes the factors (e.g., characteristics of designers 

and design tasks) found in these studies on CDB design methodologies. Because many 

researchers and practitioners have advocated the importance of computer-aided design 

tools for DDB design (see Chapter 3), Design Mode (the degree of automation) is also a 

variable that requires investigation. Certainly, the interrelationships among the variables 

depicted will entail much future research. 

In the following, we will explain each variable in the DDB Validation Model. 
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6.1.1 Design Methodology 

As detailed in Chapter 2, we consider a design methodology to consist of three com

ponents: data model, design technique and design process. Design methodologies differ 

as their methodological components vary. Data models, which are abstractions of the 

real world data object and relationships, are used to extract and represent the semantics 

(structure, constraints and operations) of data in the design process. A design process 

consists of a series of design phases, which vary in number and in order of presentation. 

Design processes obviously have an intrinsic relationship with the data model being used. 

Design techniques used to solve design problems within a design phase or a cross design 

phase, are closely related both to the design process employed and the data models used 

in a design methodology. The methodological variables of the SEER-DTS methodology 

to be examined include features and constructs of SEER and DTS as well as rules for 1) 

consistency between SEER and DTS modeling; 2) DTS to SEER transformation, and 3) 

combined logical and fragmentation transformations. 

6.1.2 Design Mode 

The design mode to be employed depends to some extent on the degree of automation 

of the process (automated, semi-automated or manual). The tools provided to implement 

a methodology vary in design and functionalities. DDB design in manual and automated 

design modes can be compared to determine the effects of automation on the outcomes 

of a DDB design methodology. That Design Mode is included in the DDB Validation 
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Model clearly reveals the need to study the interrelationships between CASE tools and 

design methodologies. 

6.1.3 Design Task 

The characteristics of design tasks have been manipulated in earlier studies to deter

mine the "applicability" of a design methodology [198,36]. Results in [76] suggested that 

the ease of using a model depended on the inherent structure of data in an application. 

Attribute variables of the Design Task of concern in the literature include application 

types (business record processing, multi-media applications, or CAD/CAM engineering 

applications), the nature of the task (e.g., representation vs. elicitation or discovery of 

design inputs) [16], and the complexity of the task (involving many entities and high

degree relationships) [16, 198]. For DDB design, we speculate that the environment in 

which the tasks are performed also may be important. This is concerned with the orga

nization structure (centralized or decentralized), the proximity of the physical location of 

functional units within an organization, and the organizational climate (stable or rapidly 

changing). 

6.1.4 Designer 

User characteristics have been studied extensively in MIS research. In a survey by 

Reisner [184], users were classified into programmers and non-programmers for a study of 
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data manipulation. Rockart and Flannery [186] developed a detailed end-user classifica

tion. In the current era of end-user computing, this classification is useful for methodol

ogy development. Another user classification includes experts vs. novices. The attributes 

of a designer that we think might have an impact on the outcome of a design methodology 

include a designer's abilities (analytical and mathematical ability, ability to learn things, 

etc.), level of database design knowledge and experience (for end-users or experts), appli

cation knowledge (for end-users or analysts), and attitude (interest in database design, 

open-mindedness to new approaches, motivation, etc.). In an automated design mode, 

a designer's familiarity with the CASE tools provided and the tools' user interfaces also 

may affect the effects of the design methodology in use. Nowhere in the literature has 

any study of what variables have a strong correlation with the dependent measures yet 

been reported. 

6.1.5 Design Outcome 

Comparisons of design methodologies center on questions such as which methodology 

yields better results (correctness) and which is easier to use. Other dependent measures 

discussed in the literature include performance, understandability, extensibility, integrity, 

and development time [24, 210]. Understandability is defined as the degree to which 

end users, database architects and designers, remain comfortable with the structure of 

database after a period of time. Integrity measures the extent to which the database can 

guarantee that correct data is stored. We deem understandability to be crucial to mea

surement for ease of use, and consider integrity and reproducibility part ofthe correctness 
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measure. Extending these CDB design measures, the Design Outcome of a DDB design 

methodology in our model explained below includes design effectiveness (completeness 

and correctness of schema design), design quality (logical and fragmentation design per

formance and extensibility) and efficiency (development time), and user-perceived ease 

of use . 

• Design Effectiveness: Design effectiveness is measured by the completeness and cor

rectness of the DDB schemata generated (conceptual, logical and fragmentation). 

Completeness is defined as the degree to which a schema contains the elements 

needed to model or represent the target system that the distributed database is 

designed to support. Correctness refers to the "closeness" to a "gold standard" 

solution of an actual solution attained by a designer using a given methodology. It 

should be noticed that a sufficient condition for the completeness and correctness of 

a DDB conceptual schema is the completeness and correctness of the requirement 

analysis and the distribution analysis. A sufficient condition for the complete

ness and correctness of logical and fragmentation design is the completeness and 

correctness of conceptual design . 

• Design Quality: Two aspects are of importance. 

- Logical and Fragmentation Design Performance: A good logical and fragmen

tation design should 1) increase the design efficiency in data allocation design 

and 2) increase performance of both update and retrieval operations in terms 

of storage/transmission cost as well as response time when a DDB design is 
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implemented. This aspect relies on theoretical proof. Empirically, the logical 

and fragmentation design generated by different methodologies can be used as 

inputs to a range of allocation models and then measure the time/computing 

resources used by each allocation model to obtain, respectively, an optimal 

allocation design. In addition, the performance of a DDB design can be mea

sured by calculating the response time and communication cost for typical 

transactions in simulation programs. 

Extensibility for Incorporating New Data and Processing Requirements to 

Allow Design Evolution: Extensibility of a DDB design can be examined by 

measuring the change in the performance of a DDB design when new data 

requirements or new applications are added and by the ease of changing the 

design to include the new data requirement . 

• Development Time/Efficiency: The development time taken to complete a require

ment/ distribution elicitation task or schema design task (conceptual or logical or 

fragmentation design) . 

• User Perceived Ease of Use: The ease of use of a methodology is determined by the 

level of physical and mental effort required of a designer to complete a requirement 

elicitation task or conceptual/logical/fragmentation schema design (representation 

task). As mentioned, understandability is part of ease of use. 
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6.2 Research Design for Evaluating the SEER-DTS Methodology 

According to the DDB Design Methodology Validation Model, many validation studies 

can be designed by manipulating the different factors described. The research strategy 

for each validation study can vary from a controlled experiment to field experiments and 

case studies [60, 8]. 

In accordance with the research objective of this dissertation, our immediate interest 

was to compare the effects of using the the SEER-DTS methodology, performed by 

non-expert DDB designers, with outcomes resulting from use of some other comparable 

methodology. In the following subsection, the research question, the hypothesis, the 

research strategy, and the research design of the study will be detailed. 

6.2.1 Research Question 

The research question for this evaluation is, Given a typical business application, does 

the SEER-DTS methodology, when performed by non-expert DDB designers in an au

tomated design mode, produce better DDB design outcomes than a conventional DDB 

design methodology (Conventional Best) which aggregates the best design techniques for 

solving each design subproblem in the design process assumed by the conventional DDB 

design methodological fmmework? Non-expert DDB designers are designers who under

stand some CDB design concepts but have no prior DDB design experience or substantial 

mathematical modeling knowledge. 
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6.2.2 Hypotheses 

Based on our discussion in the previous chapters, we hypothesized that the SEER-DTS 

methodology, when performed by non-expert DDB designers in an automated process, 

would produce better design outcomes in terms of effectiveness, efficiency, and ease of 

use than the Conventional Best methodology. Three major hypotheses corresponding to 

these three outcome measures were stated. Hypothesis 1 (effectiveness) also includes two 

propositions because of our special interest in understanding the effects of SEER-DTS 

methodology on distribution analysis and design. We therefore separate the hypothesis 

on design effectiveness into HIA and HIB. 

[HI 1 The SEER-DTS methodology is more effective than the Conventional Best Method

ology. 

[HIA 1 The SEER-DTS methodology will produce better DDB designs in terms of 

the correctness and completeness of the requirement analysis and conceptual 

design as well as logical design. 

[HIB 1 The SEER-DTS methodology will produce better DDB designs in terms 

of the correctness and completeness of the distribution analysis as well as the 

correctness of the fragmentation design. 

[H2 1 The SEER-DTS methodology will require shorter development time. 

[H3 1 The SEER-DTS methodology will be perceived as easier to use. 

------------------
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Hypotlleses HI and H2 were based on the fact that SEER-DTS has both static and dy

namic data modeling mechanisms to facilitate DDB design. As the SEER-DTS method

ology integrates the requirement analysis with the distribution analysis, it is hypothesized 

that it will reduce duplicated efforts in requirement analysis and distribution analysis and 

thus shorten the DDB design development time for the entire life cycle. Hypothesis H3 

is based on the fact that SEER and DTS both offer semantic modeling constructs and, 

in addition, DTS allows users to perform distribution analysis in a semantics-based and 

localized fashion. Furthermore, users are guided by the DTS-to-SEER transformation 

guidelines for conceptual modeling, which should reduce confusion and design errors. 

It is therefore hypothesized that the users should encounter less frustration using the 

SEER-DTS methodology. 

6.2.3 Research Strategy and Experimental Design 

Due to the nature of database design, an ideal experimental setting for answering our 

questions can only be a real-world application environment where the requirement and 

distribution analysis process can be conducted and the performance ofthe design can be 

observed over an extended period. However, due to time constraints and considerations 

of control over extraneous variables, the research strategy we adopted was a laboratory 

experiment. The main advantages of a laboratory experiment are its high internal va

lidity, precise definition and manipulation of independent variables over a feasible range, 

and control for nuisance variables or extraneous variables. 
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In addition, because a design methodology contains several components (data model, 

design technique and design process), an ideal research design for the experiment would 

be a factorial design so that the effects of interactions among the methodological compo

nents could be observed. The simplest design incorporating the three attribute variables 

of each component appeared to be a 3x3x3 factorial design. However, the complexity of 

a large experimental group associated with such a design, encompassing all the combina

tions of multiple independent variables, would have been very difficult, if not impossible, 

to handle. For this dissertation, we therefore examined only one independent variable, 

the Design Methodology as a whole. 

Based on the above considerations, the experimental design, according to the frame

work of the DDE Methodology Validation Model, is depicted in Figure 6.2. 

The independent variable is the Design Methodology. The Design Mode, Designer and 

Design Task are control variables and the dependent variable is the Design Outcome. The 

experimental design employed Two Groups, Randomized Subjects and Post test

Only Design [8], which is one of the simplest yet one of the most powerful of all 

experimental designs [60, 8]. 

6.2.4 Pilot Study 

Prior to the experiment, a pilot study was conducted in order to 1) validate/fine tune 

the experimental design and operationalization of the independent/dependent variables, 
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2) discover extraneous variables (and thereby controlled in the experiment), and 3) ex

amine the effectiveness of the experimental instruments as well as the reliability of the 

outcome measures. 

The four subjects who participated in the pilot study were randomly assigned to a 

treatment group (two for each group). The major feedback was that, due to the long 

list of attributes for each entity, the completion of the design task took too long. As 

a result, the design task was revised to list fewer attributes for each entity. Other 

feedback included suggestions on clarifying the language description in the instruments 

(see Appendix D), elimination of redundant questions in the questionnaires and more 

instructions on using the CASE tools provided. 

Based on this feedback, the operationalization of independent, control, and dependent 

variables as well as the experiment's procedures and controls were put in final form. 

6.2.5 Independent Variable: Design Methodology 

The independent variable was the design methodology. There were two treatments, 

one was the SEER-DTS methodology and the other was the Conventional Best (CB) 

methodology (or the EER-VH methodology). The Conventional Best methodology was 

composed of the best design techniques available in a conventional design process; it 

was based on the EER model and aggregated the design techniques of LRDM [211J 

and fragmentation techniques. The EER model is an extension of ER model that has 

been empirically tested in [16J and demonstrated to have led to better performance 

by novice designers than the relational model. In the literature [24, 16J, it is said that 
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Data Model SEER-DTS Conventional Best 
Component Methodology Methodology 

Static SEER : ER Family EER : ER Family 
Model (Type-constructor-based) Same 
Features Network schema structure Same 

Formal relationship representation Same 
Explicit aggregation Implicit aggregation 

Static Strong, week entities Same 
Modeling Association up to ternary Same 
Constructs Size of objects Not modeled 

Hierarchical relationship: Hierarchical relationship: 
Generalization, Subset Generalization, subset 
Aggregation, Membership 

Diagrammatic notation same 
Dynamic Model DTS N/A 
Consistency Link DTS <->SEER N/A 

Table 6.1: Comparison of Experimental Treatments (Data Model component) 

LRDM was a formal and widely accepted modeling technique. Therefore, the EER model 

[211] was selected as the representative data model and LRDM as the design technique 

for the logical design. The view integration described in [212] also was included in 

the process. The design process followed the conventional separation of the CDB and 

distribution design. For the fragmentation design, we selected the representative vertical 

fragmentation technique developed by Navathe, et. al. 1984 [163] (see Appendix A) and 

the horizontal fragmentation technique described by Ceri, et. al. 1982 [44] and by Apers, 

1988 [7] (see Appendix B). These two design techniques are most commonly cited and 

have been presented in several seminal DDB textbooks, such as by Ceri and Pelagatti, 

1984 and by Ozsu and Valduriez, 1990 [172]. 

The comparisons of data model components/features/constructs, design techniques, 

and the design processes of these two treatment methodologies are depicted in Table 
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Design SEER-DTS Conventional Best 
phase Methodology Methodology 

Requirement SEER and DTS EER 
Distributio:p. SEER and DTS N/A 
Analysis 
Transition DTS->SEER N/A 
View Modeling SEER->DTS EER 
View Integration DTS->SEER No dynamic component 
Transition SEER Transformation LRDM 

rules 
Logical Design (Combined Logical and LRDM 
Schema Refinement Fragmentation Design Not included 
Transition Transformation Rules: N/A 
Fragmentation Semantics-based) Mathematical Models 

Table 6.2: Comparison of Experimental Treatments (Design Technique Component) 

6.1, Table 6.2, and Figure 6.3. It is clear that the major differences between these two 

treatments demonstrate that we met the subgoals we set out to achieve for the SEER-

DTS methodology, specifically: 1) Data Model Component: dynamic data modeling is 

accomplished and there is a consistent link between the static and dynamic components; 

2) Design Process Component: requirement/distribution analysis and conceptual design 

as well as combined logical and fragmentation design process are integrated; 3) Design 

Technique Component: semantic-based design techniques were developed for integrated 

design transformation. As has been explained, the interaction of these components of a 

design methodology will not be measured by this experiment, but the main effects of the 

design methodology will be evaluated. 
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6.2.6 Control Variables 

The Designer, Design Mode and Design Task were controlled in this study in the 

manner described below. 

6.2.6.1 Subjects: Non-expert DDB Designers 

A homogeneous selection strategy was applied to select subjects who were to be the 

non-expert DDB designers. Subjects were solicited from among MIS graduate students, 

including Master's and Ph.D. students of the MIS department at the University of Ari

zona. Those selected must have taken formal database classes, such as MIS53lb, Intro

duction to Database Systems, or MIS696g, Advanced Database Systems, to control for 

subjects' familiarity with relational DB design concepts. All the subjects were expected 

to have had no or little prior experience in DDB design. Twenty-two subjects were re

cruited (four participated in the pilot study). The subjects recruited were asked to fill 

out a pre-experiment questionnaire (see Appendix D.l: Subject Profile Questionnaire) 

that inquired as to their design experience (both centralized and distributed database), 

experience with CASE tools as well as experience with window-based graphical user in

terfaces, system analysis design capabilities, attitude towards new design methodology, 

motivation, etc. 

The information collected from the Subject Profile Questionnaire was intended to be 

used for later analysis of covariance, so that any initial differences between the two groups 

into which the subjects would be divided could be statistically controlled. This was 

because our sample size was not large enough to achieve the total effect ofrandomization. 
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The subjects were assigned to one of two groups according to a flip of the coin. Eleven 

subjects were in each group. Two subjects in each group had been used in the pilot study 

and the data collected from one of the two subjects in each group were included in the 

final analysis because the designs were complete and there were almost no differences in 

the treatments and controls of the pilot study and the experiment. One subject from 

each group was not available on the day the experiment was scheduled due to family 

emergency. The data analysis was based on nine subjects from each group. 

The answers to Questions QO-Q7 in the Subject Profile Questionnaire had discrete 

values, therefore frequency counts and X2 (chi-square) test were used to find significant 

differences between the two groups. For example, as shown in Table 6.3, there were 

five Master's students and four Ph.D. students in both the EER-VH and the SEER

DTS groups. The "row percentage" indicates the proportion (in %) of Master's students 

(55.6%) and Ph.D. students (44.4%) who participated in the experiment. The frequency 

distributions (regarding the educational level) between these two groups were the same. 

The degree of freedom (D.F.) was equal to (J( -1) where J( is the number of categories, 

e.g., 2 - 1 = 1. Due to X2 = 0, the level of significance (0 = 1.0) or probability of the 

null hypothesis that there was no difference between these two groups being true was 

100%. For Q6, the subjects in both groups had "no" previous DDB design experience; as 

a result, the X2 could not be obtained (because the value in the other category is 0). The 

results displayed in Table 6.3 show that there were no statistically significant differences 

between these two groups in respect to QO-Q7. 
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QO: Educational Level EER-VH SEER-DTS Row 
(# of subjects) (# of subjects) % 

Master 5 5 55.6% 
Ph.D. 4 4 44.4% 

x'<! = 0.0, D.F. = 1, Pearson a = 1.0 

Ql: Formal Courses Taken EER-VH SEER-DTS Row 
Introduction 4 4 44.4% 

Advanced 5 5 55.6% 
x'<! = 0.0, D.F. = 1, Pearson a = 1.0 

Q2: Database Usage EER-VH SEER-DTS Row 
Experience 4 4 44.4% 

Very Experience 5 5 55.6% 
x'<! = 0.0, D.F. = 1, Pearson a = 1.0 

Q3: Semantic Modeling EER-VH SEER-DTS Row 
No 0 1 5.6% 
Yes 9 8 94.4% 

x'<! = 1.05882, D.F. = 1, Pearson a = .30348 

Q4: Dynamic Data Modeling EER-VH SEER-DTS Row 
No 8 8 88.9% 
Yes 1 1 11.1% 

x'<! = 0.0, D.F. = 1, Pearson a = 1.0 

Q5: Relational Design EER-VH SEER-DTS Row 
FD or SB 1 2 16.7% 

Both 7 5 66.7% 
Neither 1 2 16.7% 

X:t = 1.0, D.F. = 2, Pearson a = .60653 

Q6: DDB Design Experience EER-VH SEER-DTS Row 
None 9 9 100.0% 

Q7: DDB Knowledge EER-VH SEER-DTS Row 
None 2 1 16.7% 
Little 6 7 72.2% 
Some 1 1 11.1% 

X:t = .41026, D.F. = 2, Pearson a = .81454 

Table 6.3: Subject Profile Analysis (1) 
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The answers to Questions Q8 and Q9 were reported on a scale of 1 to 7, continuous 

value. Due to the small sample size (n < 30 where n is the number of samples) and the 

continuous value of the measurement, the small-sample inferential procedure, t-test, was 

used to find the significant differences between the means of the two treatment groups. 

The degrees of freedom for the t-test are the number oftotal subjects in the two groups 

minus 2. In our case, the number of degrees of freedom was (n - 1) = 18 - 2 = 16. 

In Table 6.4, the means and standard deviations (8 value shown in parenthesis) of each 

group with respect to measures of Questions Q8 - Q19 (see Appendix D.1) are presented. 

The t-value (or t-ratio) was obtained by dividing the observed difference between two 

means by the standard error of the difference between two means (expected difference 

between the two means when the null hypothesis was true). For example, for Q8, with 

t-value = 2.28 and D.F. = 16, the estimated probability of the null hypothesis being true 

was 0.037 (p < 0.05), which indicated that the difference was statistically significant. For 

Q9 - Q19, the results oft-tests showed that there were no statistical differences between 

these two groups. 

As indicated in the Table 6.3 and 6.4, a fair degree of randomization seemed to have 

been achieved. The only statistically significant difference between the two groups were 

in the subjects' DB design skills (Q8), which was used as a covariate later because a 

correlation test showed that the subjects' DB design skills correlated with the outcome 

measures. We will further discuss this in Section 6.3. 
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Variable Mean (s) T 2-tail 
EER-VH SEER-DTS Value Prob 

Q8: DB Design Skills 4.8889 3.2222 2.28 .037* 
(1.537) (1.563) 

Q9: DDB Design Expertise 6.7778 6.5556 .97 .346 
(.441) (.527) 

Q10: Relational DB Knowledge 4.1111 3.1111 1.67 .114 
(1.269) (1.269) 

Q11: Math Capability 2.4444 2.7778 -.76 .457 
(.882) (.972) 

Q12: General Design Capability 2.4444 2.0000 1.32 .207 
(.726) (.707) 

Q13: Interest in Design 2.1111 1.3333 2.00 .063 
(.928) (.707) 

Q14: Attitude and Learning Capability 2.2222 2.1111 .21 .837 
(.972) (1.269) 

Q15: Computing Hours per Day 3.0000 3.1111 -.26 .796 
(.707) (1.054) 

Q16: CASE Experience .7778 .5556 .68 .509 
(.833) (.527) 

Q17: Graphical Window Experience 1.6667 2.4444 -.90 .389 
(1.118) (2.351) 

Q18: Belief in CASE 2.8889 1.7778 1.56 .147 
(1.965) (.833) 

Q19: Learning CASE Capability 2.3333 2.0000 .71 .490 
(.866) (1.118) 

I n = 18, D.F. = 16, * : p < 0.05 

Table 6.4: Subject Profile Analysis (2) 
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6.2.6.2 Automated Design Mode: CASE tools 

The Design Mode controlled for in this experiment was an automated design mode. 

The CASE tools that implemented these two methodologies were provided: Auto-DDB 

automated the SEER-DTS methodology and EER-VH computerized LRDM and both 

vertical and horizontal fragmentation algorithms (see Appendix A and Appendix B). The 

development of the CASE tools was not a small undertaking and it took two man/years 

to accomplish. Moreover, the design of the tools presented a possible threat to the 

experiment, so we carefully controlled this variable by providing the same graphical 

user interface and the same diagrammatic notations for SEER and EER models. Both 

CASE tools were implemented in a Microsoft Window environment and were run on 

the same hardware platform. Users were guided by graphical windows, bottoms, pull 

down manuals, warning messages, and help facilities. Auto-DDB and EER were written 

in Visual Basic and the fragmentation algorithms were written in C. The separation of 

LRDM and the fragmentation design tools was done according to the conventional DDB 

design framework. The similarity of these tools can be seen from the sample design 

solutions in Appendix D.5 and D.7. Because the designers' familiarity with the CASE 

tool might have affected the design outcome, we further controlled for this factor by 

allowing the end-users to take as much time as necessary to learn the tools. The length 

of time taken may have been affected by their previous experience with other types of 

CASE tools and their familiarity with a window-based computing environment. This 

point will be further discussed when we discuss the experimental procedures. 
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6.2.6.3 Design Task 

The task assigned was to design a simplified version ofthe Student Information System 

case study we had conducted and described in Chapter 5 (see Appendix D.5). The SIS 

study is a typical business data processing application which has multi-media data types. 

The task was designed to emulate a real-world situation as closely as possible. As a 

real-world database design is not a trivial task, the design task designed was relatively 

complex in terms of interrelationships among objects to be modeled. However, due to 

considerations of development time in a laboratory experiment, the task was simplified 

based on feedback from the pilot study. The nature of the task was a "representation" 

task in contrast to an "elicitation" task. 

A description of the design task is in Appendix D.5. The task had been evaluated by 

a panel consisting of three DDB design experts. The subjects were required to read and 

understand the task description before they performed their design tasks. This was to 

exclude the possible confounding of the designers' confusion over the task descriptions 

and the treatments. 

6.2.7 Experimental Setting and Procedures 

The experiment was conducted at the University of Arizona off-campus MIS Decision 

Lab, in a room which had five IBM PCs with Windows 3.1 running on a local area 

network. The appropriate CASE tools were installed on these PCs and each designer 

was assigned to a PC station. There was a laser printer (Laserjet II) linked to the LAN 

so that the designers eQuId, at any time, print out their designs. The subjects in each 
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experimental session were asked to read and follow the experimental procedures described 

in Appendix D.2.1 (for the EER-VH group) or in Appendix D.2.2 (for the SEER-DTS 

group). The steps of the experiment's procedures as well as the control for extraneous 

variables in each step are described below. 

[Step 1 ] Lecture session (1.75 hours): 

Each group was given a lecture on the DDB design methodology assigned. Subjects 

received instruction on the data model, design techniques, and design process of 

these two methodologies. The training materials had been reviewed by a panel 

of four distributed database experts to ensure that the training was not biased 

in favor of either of the two methodologies. In addition, an observer was present 

at the training sessions to guard against any training biases. The subjects were 

asked to voice any questions they might have. The objective of the Lecture Session 

was to allow the subjects to gain a clear understanding of the design methodology 

assigned. Each design methodology was represented through the use of a sample 

design task (see Appendix D.4). 

[Step 2 ] Hands-on session (time varies): 

A CASE tool demonstration followed the Lecture Session, after which the subjects 

were asked to play with the CASE tools practicing on sample design tasks with 

the sample solutions provided. Each subject was allowed to take as much time as 

needed to become familiar with the methodology and the CASE tbols designated. 

Several trainers assisted the subjects in clarifying questions about the training 

material and the use of CASE tools. Only when the subjects felt comfortable with 
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the methodology and the CASE tool were they allowed to start the next step. The 

aim of this session was to rule out the extraneous variable of the diverse learning 

speeds of subjects. 

[Step 3 1 Performing the design task (suggested time: 2.5 hours): 

Once the subjects had finished the Hands-on Session, they were given a design task. 

They could ask any questions they had regarding clarification of the design task 

description before starting to execute the DDB design task. They were allowed 

to use all the training materials in performing the design task. Most importantly, 

they were required to use the methodology learned and associated CASE tools 

to perform the design task. They also could continue to get assistance regarding 

questions about the CASE tool. (Time taken for questions and answers was de

ducted from the actual design development time.) This ruled out the CASE tools' 

confounding the effect of the design methodology on the design outcome. The ex

periment setting required the subjects to be placed in the same room, but because 

the start time of the design for each subject was different, competition among the 

subjects and the time pressure from peer designers were minimized. 

[Step 4 1 Post-test Questionnaire (about 15 minutes): 

The subjects filled out a post-test questionnaire after they completed the experi

ment. 
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6.2.8 Measurement of the Design Outcome 

The dependent variable was the Design Outcome. The following outcome factors were 

measured in association with the hypotheses for this experiment . 

• Effectiveness: The effectiveness of the design methodologies was measured by the 

following two items: (A grading scheme for these measures of both methodologies 

is included in Table 6.5.) 

Completeness/Correctness of Requirement Analysis and Conceptual Design 

and Correctness of Logical Design (CLD): The Completeness and correct

ness of the requirement analysis was measured by the entities (strong and 

weak) and their identifiers/descriptors identified. As the EER-VH group had 

no method for handling integrity constraints corresponding to the procedure 

modeling in the SEER-DTS methodology, the modeling of integrity rules was 

not graded. Modeling correctness was measured by the number of associa

tion relationships and hierarchical relationships identified among entities with 

varying degrees, connectivities, and cardinalities. The correctness of logical 

design was measured by the number of correct relations produced according to 

each methodology. As the design transformation rules were embedded in the 

CASE tools for both methodologies, the correctness of the logical design de

pended on the design inputs provided. In order not to compound errors in the 

requirement/distribution and conceptual design that had been transmitted to 

the logical design, the logical design was not graded. 
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- Completeness/Correctness of Distribution Analysis and correctness of Frag

mentation Design (FD): The completeness and correctness of distribution 

analysis was measured by the number of inputs necessary for fragmentation 

design using each methodology. Because of the use ofthe CASE tools, the cor

rectness of the fragmentation design using the SEER-DTS methodology was 

dependent on the correctness of DTS modeling while the fragmentation design 

using the Conventional Best methodology was dependent on the correctness 

oflogical design and distribution analysis (e.g., Attribute Usage Matrix and 

Application Frequency Matrix and predicates for horizontal fragmentation). 

In our measurement, the logical design errors found in using the EER-VH 

methodology were not compounded by fragmentation design errors. As a 

result, the fragmentation design was graded mainly according to the com

pleteness and correctness of the fragmentation design inputs . 

• Development time/efficiency (in quarters of an hour): 

Development time was measured in quarter-hours from the starting time to the 

time the design task was completed. Time taken up for questions and answers was 

deducted. In a real-world case, the database development time would primarily be 

spent eliciting user requirements and distribution information, which could take 

months or a couple of years. The development time measured in this experiment 

(which took into consideration feedback from the pilot study) could only indicate 

whether or not the development time required for a "representation" task differs 

significantly between these two automated methodologies. 
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• Perceived ease of use and user confidence (on a scale of 7): Questions PIO, PI I and 

PI2 in the posttest questionnaire were intended to give a subjective measurement of 

the degree to which an individual felt comfortable (or free of physical and mental ef

fort) when performing the task using the assigned methodology. Items were ranked 

on a scale ranging from I ("very comfortable/easy") and 7 ("not comfortable/easy 

at all"). Question PIO inquired about the use of the data model. Question Pl1A, 

Pl1B, Pl1C inquired about the ease of use of the techniques in the requirement 

analysis, conceptual design, and distribution analysis, respectively. Question PI2 

inquired about the efficiency/perceived ease-of-use of the entire design process. 

6.2.9 Grading 

The design solutions produced by all the subjects in both groups were independently 

graded by two raters. The sample solutions (for the SEER-DTS group) for the design 

task are included in Appendix D.6. The grading scheme in Table 6.5 was designed to 

provide maximum consistency of scoring between the two methodologies. The raters 

were provided with the grading scheme and supporting explanations of its components. 

The scheme was developed primarily from the analysis of errors found in the solutions 

produced by subjects in the pilot study. Different concepts of the schemata produced 

were evaluated separately and different scores were associated with different concepts 

to be evaluated according to the difficulty involved in modeling these aspects. Partial 

scores could be awarded, based on a rater's perception of the severity of the errors . 

-----_._--------- . - ... ---.---
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EER-VH Group 
CLD Entity (Week and Strong) : (2) x [13] 

Identifier: (I) x [14] 
Descriptor: (0.5) x [29] 
Binary Association: (4) x [9] {Connectivity: (2), Cardinality: (1) } 
Ternary: (6) x [1] {Connectivity: (3), Cardinality: (I)} 
Attributes for relationship: (3) x [5] 
Generalization: (3) x [2] 

Total Scores: 118 
FD Vertical: 15 {AU matrices: (0.5) x [16], AF matrix: (2) x [1], Frag: (5) x [1] } 

Horizontal: 15 {Primary: (8) x [1], Derived: (3.5) x [2] } 
Total Scores: 30 

SEER-DTS Group 
CLD Entity (Week an Strong) : (2) x [13] 

Identifier: (I) x [14] 
Descriptor: (0.5) x [29] 
Binary Association: (4) x [7] {Connectivity: (2), Cardinality: (1) } 
Ternary: (6) x [1] {Connectivity: (3), Cardinality: (1) } 
Attributes for relationship: (3) x [5] 
Generalization: (3) x [2] 
Aggregation: (4) x [2] {Connectivity: (2), Cardinality: (I)} 

Total Scores: 118 
FD Vertical: 15 {DTS Views: (2.5) x [4], Type: (2.5) x [2] } 

Horizontal: 15 {Primary: (8) x [1], Derived: (3.5) x [2]} 
Total Scores: 30 

Notations: 
0: weight/score for each construct 
{}: division of the weight in 0 over different concepts evaluated 
[]: number of constructs modeled for the design task 

Guidelines: 
(1) Missing entities/relationships/attributes: deduct points as specified above 
(2) Redundant Relationship: -2 
(3) Entity <-> attribute: -2 
(4) Equivalent modeling but result in redundant relations: -1 

Table 6.5: Grading Scheme 
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The final scores given to a subject by the two raters were averaged. The overall inter

rater reliability was measured using the Cronach's a coefficient, which was found to 

be 0.91. This level was much higher than the commonly considered acceptable level 

of 0.75 (highest level: 1.00), meaning that grading between the two raters was fairly 

consistent/reliable. 

6.3 Results and Interpretation 

6.3.1 Manipulation Checks 

Checks on experimental manipulations were included in the post-experiment ques

tionnaire. Questions PI-P3 were checks on the training (overall training, the Lecture 

Session, and the Hands-on Session, respectively) provided to the designers. Questions 

P5-P7 were checks on the users' perceptions regarding the design task and the clarity 

of the design task description. Questions P8-P9 were checks on the clarity of the expla

nation of the experiment's procedures and the appropriateness of the experiment's time 

frame. Question P4 and Questions P13-P17 were checks on the user's perception and 

evaluation regarding the use of the CASE tools. The results of the manipulation checks 

were as follows. T-tests were used for finding significant differences between the two 

groups. The results are shown in Table 6.6, where the notations used and interpretation 

are the same as for Table 6.5. No significant statistical difference between these two 

groups was found for any of the checks. All the manipulations appeared to have been 

successful. 
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Variable Mean (8) T 2-tail 
EER-VH SEER-DTS Value Prob 

PI: Overall Training 3.0000 4.0000 -1.20 .248 
(1.500) (2.000) 

P2: Lecture Section 2.2222 3.0000 -1.02 .321 
(1.302) (1.871) 

P3: Hand-on Session 2.7778 4.1111 -1.51 .152 
(1.856) (1.900) 

P4: CASE Tool easy to learn 2.5556 3.5556 -1.41 .179 
(1.130) (1.810) 

P5: Design Task 2.5556 2.4444 .14 .892 
(1.509) (1.878) 

P6: Task Description 2.7778 2.6667 .14 .888 
(1.716) (1.581) 

P7: Design Task 2.7778 3.8889 -1.77 .096 
(1.202) (1.453) 

P8: Design Steps 2.3333 3.2222 -1.03 .318 
(1.581) (2.048) 

P9: Time Spent 3.5556 4.2222 -.65 .525 
(1.878) (2.438) 

P13: CASE Tool Correct 2.5556 3.1111 -.59 .561 
(1.944) (2.028) 

P14: Confidence 2.7778 3.4444 -.85 .405 
(1.202) (2.007) 

P15: CASE Restrict DM 5.0000 4.4444 .89 .395 
(.707) (1.740) 

P16: CASE Useful 2.5556 2.6667 -.12 .903 
(1.878) (1.936) 

P17: Without CASE Tool 4.1111 4.2222 -.11 .923 
(2.147) (2.108) 

I n = 18, D .F. = 16 

Table 6.6: Manipulation Checks 
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Variable Mean (8) I T 2-tail 
EER-VH SEER-DTS I Value Prob 

P10: Data Model 2.1111 2.3333 -.32 .754 
(1.269) (1.658) 

P11A: Requirement Analysis 2.6667 1.8889 1.23 .237 
(1.581 ) (1.054) 

P11B: Conceptual Design 3.0000 2.7778 .32 .756 
(1.500) (1.481) 

P11C: Distribution Analysis 3.3333 4.0000 -.73 .476 
(1.500) (2.291) 

P12: Design Process 2.8889 2.7778 .14 .892 
(1. 764) (1.641) 

T: Development Time 12.0000 9.1111 3.44 .003** 
(1.225) (2.205) 

CLD: Conceptual/Logic Design 90.5556 109.5556 -4.31 .001** 
(12.249) (5.003) 

FD: Fragmentation Design 18.0000 28.3333 -3.33 .007** 
(8.617) (3.536) 

n = 18, D.F. = 16, **: p < .01 

Table 6.7: Effects of Methodologies Means, 8, and T-test Results 

Checks on the user profiles in the pre-experimental questionnaire had shown that the 

two groups were similar except for their DB design skills (Q8). However, DB design 

skills did not have a statistically significant correlation with the ease of use measures 

(see Table 6.9) but were shown to statistically correlate with the design outcome, FD 

and CLD. Therefore, the DB design skills (Q8) was treated as a covariate in analyzing 

the effects of treatments in respect to the FD and CLD measures (see Table 6.8). 
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6.3.2 Results 

T-tests were first applied to find statistically significant differences between the two 

means of the two treatment groups for each outcome measure (see Table 6.7). The 

notations and interpretation of the figures are the same as in Table 6.4 and 6.6. 

As shown in Table 6.7, there were no statistically significant differences between the 

two groups (p > 0.05) with respect to Questions PlO , PllA, PllB, PllC, and P12. 

As a result, Hypothesis 3, which assumed that the SEER-DTS methodology would be 

perceived to be easier to use, was rejected. In other words, there were no statistically 

significant differences between the subjects' perceptions of ease of use of the methodology 

in terms of data models, design techniques used in requirement analysis, distribution 

analysis and conceptual design, and overall design process. 

Because 1) statistically significant differences were found between the two treatment 

groups in terms of completeness and correctness of the conceptual/logical design (CLD) 

and fragmentation design (FD) as well as the development time (T) and 2) Q8 (DB design 

skill) was found to have correlation with CLD and FD, analysis of variance, ANOVA tests 

were run for covariate Q8 to determine the main effects ofthe independent variable on the 

design outcomes. In ANOVA (analysis of variance), as in the t-test, a ratio of observed 

differences over error term is used to test hypotheses. The ratio, called F-mtio, employs 

the variance (a2) of group means as a measure of observed differences between/among 

groups. Under a true null hypothesis, we would expect the F-mtio to be approximately 

equal to 1, meaning that the variance between/among groups is the same as variance 

within groups [8, 153, 166]. According to the F-mtio computed and the number of degrees 
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of freedom (D.F.), we should be able to determine whether the ratio is great enough to 

enable one to reject the null hypothesis at a predetermined level. The number of degrees 

of freedom for total variance equals n - 1; in our case 18 - 1 = 17. The results of the 

ANOVA tests are shown in Table 6.8. 

Hypothesis lA, which assumed that the SEER-DTS methodology would be more 

effective in terms of completeness and correctness of requirement analysis/conceptual 

design and relational design, was strongly supported (see t-test result in Table 6.7 and 

ANOVA test result in Table 6.8). The SEER-DTS group generated better conceptual 

designs than the EER-VH group (SEER-DTS Mean = 109.56, EER-VH Mean = 95.56; 

F-ratio = 10.75, p<.Ol). 

Hypothesis 1B, which assumed that the SEER-DTS methodology would be more effec

tive in terms of completeness and correctness of distribution analysis and fragmentation 

design, was also strongly supported (see Table 6.7 and 6.8). The SEER-DTS group gen

erated better fragmentation design than the EER-VH group (SEER-DTS Mean = 28.3, 

EER-VH Mean = 18.00; F-mtio = 5.82, p<.05). 

Hypothesis 2, which assumed that the SEER-DTS methodology would be more effi

cient in terms of development time, was supported (see Table 6.7 and 6.8). The SEER

DTS group took less time (in quarter-hours) to generate design solutions than the EER

VH group (SEER-DTS Mean = 9.11, EER-VH Mean = 12.00; F-mtio = 13.16, p<.Ol). 



Outcome Main Effects Covariate (Q8) 
Time (T) F = 13.175 

(p = .002)** 
CLD F = 10.754 

(p = .005)** 
FD F = 5.827 

(p = .029)* 

I
n = 18, D.F. = 17 
~: p < .05 **: p < .01 
T: Development Time 
CLD: Conceptual/Logical Design 
FD: Fragmentation Design 
Q8: DB Design Skill 

F = .453 
(p = .511) 
F = 8.329 

(p = .011)* 
F = 6.065 

(p = .026)* 

Table 6.8: Effects of Methodologies: ANOVA with Covariates Results 

6.3.3 Interpretation of results 
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The results of this study showed that the SEER-DTS methodology (compared with 

the Conventional Best methodology in an automated design mode and performed by 

non-expert DDB designers) produced better design outcomes in terms of effectiveness 

and efficiency. Both methodologies were perceived as very easy to use (in terms of data 

models, modeling techniques and design processes) but this measure had no significant 

effects. We ascribe the effectiveness and efficiency of the SEER-DTS methodology to 

the DTS modeling. First, the DTS models the entities and their related attributes in 

a localized fashion (transaction by transaction), which contributed to the completeness 

of the requirement analysis. There were many missing entities in the design solutions 

of the EER-VH group. (The entity Applicant and its subtypes were found to be missing 

in 5 out of the 9 design solutions of the EER-VH group). The DTS guidelines for 

strong entities, weak entities and attributes for candidate relationships contributed to 
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the correctness of conceptual design. The DTS-to-SEER transformation contributed to 

. the completeness and correctness of modeling relationships among entities because the 

methodology requires the designers to examine possible relationships in each transaction. 

The SEER-DTS methodology dictates that identical relationships be superimposed so 

that there would be no redundant relationships. 

There were many missing relationships as well as redundant relationships in the design 

solutions provided by the EER-VH group. Ternary relationships and the connectivities of 

binary relationships as well as attributes of the relationships were frequently erroneously 

modeled in the EER-VH group. 

The DTS modeling, which combines the distribution analysis with the requirement 

analysis, contributed to shorter development times for the SEER-DTS group. After the 

logical design, the subjects in the EER-VH group had to go back to the description of 

the design task to find relevant information for distribution analysis. 

An explanation for the lack of significant differences in the perceived ease of use 

between these two groups is that both design methodologies are semantics-based and 

require equally small mental effort. Table 6.7 shows that DTS and SEER were viewed 

as almost as simple and natural as EER (Mean = 2.33,2.11 respectively). Although not 

to a statistically significant extent, the SEER-DTS methodology was perceived as easier 

to use than the Conventional Best (EER-VH) methodology for requirement analysis 

(Mean = 1.89,2.67 respectively) and conceptual design (Mean = 2.77, 3.00 respectively). 

However, the SEER-DTS methodology was perceived as slightly less easy to use than 

the Conventionally Best methodology (Mean (s:standard deviation) = 4.0 (2.29), 3.33 
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(1.50) respectively) for distribution analysis. This result could be because the users in 

the SEER-DTS group were required to learn a new modeling concept (e.g., DTS) and a 

more elaborate model of the EER family (e.g., SEER) in a fairly short amount of time. 

It could also have been caused by the software problem in DTS discussed below. 

6.3.4 Observations 

The following discussion does not relate to the hypothesis testing but is pertinent to 

our future studies. Observations during the experiment suggested that there could be 

some possible correlation between ease of use and other manipulated variables. Table 

6.9 shows that the ease of use was correlated with relational DB knowledge. In addition, 

some subjects felt more confidence in their design solutions when they felt the design 

methodology assigned to them was easy to use. Interestingly, some subjects who felt 

the design methodologies were hard to learn and did not show much confidence in their 

design solutions achieved very high scores. This led us to run an correlation test between 

ease of use and the effectiveness measures. The coefficients of these items were negative 

(see Table 6.10), which means that the easier a methodology was perceived to be by 

a designer, the worse the design solutions (in terms of CLD and FD measures) that 

designer generated. One implication may be that ease of use and effectiveness of a 

design methodology cannot be achieved simultaneously. Since providing more design 

guidelines to ensure design correctness might make designers feel more restricted, this 

requires much further research. 
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PIO PllA PllB PllC Pl2 
Q8 .0657 .0678 .4008 -.0297 .03527 
QIO .0784 .0952 .4929* -.0077 .2621 
Pl4 .6624** .5374* .3514 .8384** .6141** 
*: p < .05 **: p < .01 
Q8 : DB Design Skill 
QI0 : Relational DB Knowledge 
P14 : Confidence 
PI0: Data Model (ease-of-use) 
P11A: Requirement Analysis (ease-of-use) 
P11B : Conceptual Design (ease-of-use) 
P 11 C :Distribu tion Analysis (ease-of-use) 
P12: Design Process (ease-of-use) 

Table 6.9: Correlation Between Q8, QI0, P14 and Ease of Use 

Time Concept uaI/Logical Fragmentation 
PIO -.2732 -.1664 -.2397 
PllA .0231 -.6865** -.6012 
PllB -.1402 -.2824 -.3203 
PllC -.4411 -.1170 .0074 
Pl2 -.2703 -.2742 -.1861 
*: p < .05 **: p < .01 
PI0: Data Model (ease-of-use) 
PIIA: Requirement Analysis (ease-of-use) 
P11B : Conceptual Design (ease-of-use) 
P11C :Distribution Analysis (ease-of-use) 
P12: Design Process (ease-of-use) 

Table 6.10: Correlation Between Ease of Use and Efficiency and Effectiveness 
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Another important observation related to feedback regarding CASE tool design was 

that most subjects preferred the graphical editor to the textual editor. For instance, 

when using the DTS textual editor, designers lost track of the transaction levels and 

often had to go back to the DTS graphical editor. 

6.4 Limitations and Further Research 

This study had the inherent limitations of a laboratory experiment. Questions of 

external validity must always be raised regarding research of this type. For the "Two 

Group, Randomized Subjects, Posttest-only" design, the threats to external validity 

were intemction of selection and treatment and intemction of setting and treatment [60, 

8]. Due to our selection criteria (e.g., non-expert) and the subject pool (e.g., U of A 

students), the results cannot be generalized to expert DDB designers, nor can they be 

generalized to real-world designers. In addition, the results cannot be generalized to 

elicitation types of tasks and manual design mode or to other types of CASE tools (e.g., 

non-window-based ). 

The following limitations threaten the study's internal validity. First, because only 

twenty designers were available, the experimental design provided limited degrees of 

freedom for testing the hypotheses. Whenever possible, future research should employ 

a larger number of experimental teams and thereby achieve greater degrees of freedom. 

With a larger subject pool, factorial design could be implemented to examine the effects 

of different components of a design methodology. 
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Second, the subjects were not explicitly rewarded for timely performance. (It was 

observed during the experiment that most Ph.D. student subjects appeared to spend 

more time going over their design solutions and trying to ensure the correctness of the 

design.) Studies with extrinsically motivated participants (such as individuals in a real

world on-job situation) might produce different results. 

Third, the CASE tools provided in this experiment were prototype versions and there

fore not adequately user-friendly. Several software bugs were detected during the exper

iment and designers had to wait for them to be removed. Although this down time 

was deducted from the total development time calculated, the subjects might have been 

frustrated by such delays. Although software bugs occurred with both groups and were 

quickly fixed, the effect on the outcome measures was not clear. 

Fourth, limited by the experiment setting, subjects were divided into several ex

perimental groups. Due to the need to demonstrate the CASE tools, each group was 

instructed separately and there may have been a blocking effect. Also, the small group 

interaction during these training sessions may have affected the learning and, in turn, 

the experiment's results. In addition, the subjects were required to absorb the training 

material within a very short time (one day). Studies done with training over a longer 

period of time might produce different results. 

According to the DDB Validation Model in Figure 6.1, this research could be extended 

in many directions. One of these would be to validate the research in a field setting so that 

an "elicitation" type of design task could be assigned. One could actually observe the 

performance/design quality of DDB designed and implemented by non-expert designers. 
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A comparison of designs by expert and nonexpert designers would help identify the nature 

of the expertise in this context and provide useful information for building tutoring and 

expert systems to assist non-expert designers. A fourth possible study could compare 

the effects of our design methodology in a manual design mode with one in an automated 

design mode to acquire information for developing more "user-friendly" CASE tools for 

DDB designers. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Contributions and Future Research 

Based on requirements formulated from a review of the current literature and a case 

analysis of the PACS DB design project, the SEER-DTS methodology has been developed 

for the purposes of 1) overcoming the methodological inadequacies of conventional DDB 

design methodologies and 2) facilitating DDB design automation. In previous chapters, 

we have detailed the development and empirical validation of the SEER-DTS method

ology. In this chapter, we will summarize the contributions of this work and discuss the 

general limitations of this dissertation research as well as possible future research. 

7.1 Contributions 

Dual contributions ofthis dissertation will be discussed: those that are theoretical and 

those that are practical. In addition, the implications of the SEER-DTS methodology 

for distributed systems and information engineering will be addressed in Section 7.1.3. 

7.1.1 Theoretical Contributions 

The theoretical contributions of this dissertation include: 
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1. A Research Framework for DDB Design Methodology Development: The 

research framework presented in Table 3.1 was the result of a comprehensive survey 

and evaluation of existing data models, design techniques, design processes and au

tomated tools/systems for DDB design. The framework clearly identifies the inad

equacies of existing models/techniques and methodologies/systems for DDB design 

and stipulates the requirements for a complete/general DDB design methodology. 

2. Formalization of Distribution Information Modeling for DDB Design Us

ing DTS and SEER: This dissertation describes a pioneering attempt to formalize 

the modeling of distribution information for facilitating DDB design. Typical in

puts for DDB design were summarized in Table 2.1. Effective DDB design requires 

complete and accurate dynamic (transaction) information, application knowledge 

and user requirements in addition to static data information. Criteria have been 

developed to evaluate existing semantic data models (both static and dynamic) 

and to guide the development of SEER and DTS. SEER has explicit and natural 

constructs (aggregation/generalization) to represent application knowledge in a dis

tributed environment and facilitate relational DDB schema design. DTS formalizes 

the description of distributed transaction information, combining a frame-based 

approach and structured programming techniques. Separating SEER and DTS 

modeling results in the advantage of modularity. Together, they provide complete 

and consistent modeling mechanisms for acquiring/representing DDB design inputs 

and facilitating the DDB design. 
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3. Design Techniques for Integrated Distribution Analysis, Requirement 

Analysis and Conceptual Design: Distribution analysis, traditionally an add

on procedure of distribution design, has been separated from requirement analysis, 

which was inefficient (according the results of our PACS DDB design case anal

ysis). Techniques associated with DTS modeling have been developed to allow 

bottom-up, modular and integrated distribution analysis and requirement analysis 

(see Chapters 4 and 5). DTS-to-SEER transformation rules not only allow the 

distribution/requirement analysis to be integrated with conceptual design but also 

reduce conceptual design errors (see Chapter 5). In addition, the transformation 

rules will ensure that two conceptual designs which are semantically equivalent to 

have the same logical design with regard to transaction characteristics. (Conven

tional design methodologies will produce two different logical designs determined 

by two different but equivalent conceptual designs.) 

Although our objective was to facilitate DDB design, the design techniques of

fered here are useful to CDB design because transaction information is needed 

for "performance-oriented" CDB logical design and because a conceptual design 

developed with the help of transaction modeling is less susceptible to design errors. 

4. Design Techniques for Combined Logical and Fragmentation Design: 

This dissertation describes what we believe to be the first attempt ever made to 

undertake a theoretical examination of the design process in the conventional DDB 

design methodological framework (see Chapter 3). Semantics-based transforma

tion rules that integrate both CDB and DDB design theories and heuristics have 
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been developed to make possible the combined logical and fragmentation design 

(see Chapter 5). Combined logical and fragmentation design not only bridges the 

conventional separation of CDB from distribution design but will also maximize 

the performance of both update and query operations in the resulting DDB system 

(see cost-based justification in Chapter 5). 

5. DDB Design Methodology Validation Model: First-time empirical efforts 

to evaluate DDB design methodology resulted in the DDB Design Methodology 

Validation Model (see Figure 6.1), a theoretical model for validating DDB design 

methodology. 

6. Empirical Evaluation of DDB Design Methodologies: A controlled experi

ment (see Chapter 6) for the first time attempted empirical evaluation of automated 

DDB design methodologies. Research issues involved in the interrelationship be

tween CASE tools and design methodologies were raised. 

7.1.2 Practical Contributions 

The practical contributions of this dissertation include: 

1. A Semantics-based Design Methodology for Non-expert DDB Designers: 

The objective of developing the SEER-DTS methodology was to increase DDB 

designers' productivity. The SEER-DTS methodology provides semantics-based, 

mechanized design techniques which will shield designers from complicated DDB 

design theories and prevent design errors. It was empirically verified that the 
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SEER-DTS methodology could be applied by non-expert designers in a manual 

design mode. 

2. An Architectural Framework for DDB Design CASE Tools: The frame

work depicted in (Figure 3.1) will guide the development of an automation-oriented 

DDB design and allow development of a DDB CASE tool to proceed in a synergistic 

modular fashion. 

3. Auto-DDB Prototype: The Auto-DDB prototype (see Chapter 5) not only has 

provided feedback to the the development of SEER-DTS methodology but also 

has made possible experiments to validate the automated SEER-DTS methodol

ogy. The Auto-DDB prototype in itself represents a milestone toward DDB design 

automation. 

7.1.3 Implications for Distributed Systems and Information Engineer

ing 

From a global perspective, a distributed database system (DDBS) is an efficient and 

effective database approach to information management within the broad framework 

of distributed processing. An analogy can be drawn between what DDB might offer 

to the data processing world and what the database technology has already provided. 

The SEER-DTS methodology allow "good" DDB designs to be generated for DDBS and 

thus has implications for distributed systems. Moreover, the SEER-DTS methodology 
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integrates requirement/distribution analysis with conceptual/logical/fragmentation de

sign based on step-by-step, mechanized design procedure, thus having implications for 

information engineering. 

1. Implications for Distributed Systems: 

The introduction of the SEER-DTS methodology for a distributed database has 

been facilitated by two important assumptions: 1) existence of a DDBMSj and 2) 

the data management is based on the relational database technology. These as

sumptions are based on today's common definition of what a DDBS is. However, 

these assumptions may be relaxed due to the recent advances in computer archi

tecture and database technology. As discussed in Chapter 2, the object-oriented 

paradiam underlies the close relationship of the semantic data models, object ori

ented data models and knowledge representation schemes. Out of the "relational" 

context, the SEER-DTS methodology will have implication for structured method

ology and CASE tool development for next-generation database systems, including 

distributed object-oriented database systems and distributed knowledge based sys

tems. As these next generation systems are still in their infancy, we will only dis

cuss the implications of the SEER-DTS methodology for file designs for distributed 

systems where a client-server architecture is commonly adopted. 

The SEER-DTS methodology contributes to the design of files for file-based dis

tributed systems because a relation or a fragment (output from the SEER-DTS 

methodology) is essentially a file or a subfile designed according to how the data 

are to be used. The difference is that the files are integrated and integrity control 
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and full degree of data sharing are assumed in a database context but not necessary 

so in a file-based context. Nevertheless, the many design issues of a distributed 

file system for a distributed system resemble those of a DDBMS. The design issues 

include file properties (e.g., read-only or overwritable), file access (e.g., universal 

access of via File Server File), transparent access (e.g., host operating systems 

hide the difference between accessing the local and distributed files systems), nam

ing convention (e.g., providing location independent names), replication, cashing 

(e.g., determining unit of caching), etc. The design of appropriate units (files) for 

placement of data in a network and for local cashing to minimize network communi

cation is critical to the performance of a distributed file system. Data placement in 

a distributed file system exhibits similarity with data fragmentation in distributed 

databases. In this regard, the SEER-DTS methodology can provide a structured 

approach for determining appropriate units (files) for distributed systems. More

over, using the SEER-DTS methodology, the semantic relationships between these 

files can be readily used to facilitate data access. 

2. Implications for Information Engineering: 

A further implication of the SEER-DTS methodology is for information system 

analysis and design (or information engineering) in general. Information engi

neering which is a system building, rather than program building discipline, has a 

broader focus than software engineering which is a top-down, phase-implementation 

approach for developing software programs [152]. In another sense, however, infor

mation engineering has a narrower focus than software engineering. Information 
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engineering is used to build information systems, whereas software engineering is 

used to develop all sorts of systems. The entire information engineering develop

ment approach centers on a logical view of how the system uses data. 

The development of the SEER-DTS methodology incorporated software/information 

engineering principles, such as top-down design, modularity, hierarchical decompo

sition, abstraction and formalism. The SEER-DTS methodology implications for 

information engineering is that the DTS (dynamic data modeling) can facilitate 

both bottom-up and top-down system design while maintaining consistency with 

static data modeling. The methodology can model data in both network and hier

achical structure. In addition, the design input from one design phase to the next 

is seamless and the representation mechanisms of both static and dynamic data 

models are natural enough to allow end-user design specifications. In other words, 

the SEER-DTS methodology is an integrated approach that tightens the distance 

between the problem space (in analysis phase) and the solution space (in the de

sign phase). This has far-reaching implications on both software and information 

engineering. 

7.2 General Limitations and Future Research 

This dissertation encompasses a broad research domain, including semantic data mod

eling (both static and dynamic), system analysis and design techniques (semantics-based 

or algorithmic) and a design process for all DDB design phases as well as CASE tools 

development. Although initial efforts to formulate theoretical frameworks for developing 
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and evaluating a general/ complete methodology and associated CASE tools are described 

in this dissertation, much additional work is needed. The general limitations of this dis

sertation research, which suggests for continued development, are discussed below. 

• View Integration Transformation Rules: DTS facilitates view integration 

in areas of the resolution of naming and structural conflicts and the modeling 

of interschema properties. However, the rules for view integration in the SEER

DTS methodology requires much user assertions, particularly in resolving naming 

conflicts of synonyms. The view integration transformation rules in the SEER

DTS methodology should be further developed to require fewer user assertions and 

thereby achieve a higher degree of automation. 

• Transformation Rules for Combined Logical and Fragmentation Design: 

The CLF transformation rules are restrictive in order to take the "absolute" ad

vantages of system performance. For instance, denormalization rules can only be 

applied to retrieval-only transactions. The restrictive conditions may be relaxed 

and more detailed system parameters (such as the network characteristics) are 

modeled for more detailed design tradeoff analysis which is to be embedded in the 

transformation rules. 

• Empirical Evaluation: More empirical evaluation of the SEER-DTS methodol

ogy should be conducted to validate its generalizability across different types of 

designers, design tasks and design modes. For detailed discussion, please refer to 

Section 6.4. 
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In addition to efforts needed for continuing the development and validation the SEER

DTS methodology, the following future research directions are proposed. 

1. Extending the SEER-DTS Methodology for Heterogeneous Database 

Systems: A natural extension ofthe SEER-DTS methodology would be providing 

support for heterogeneous, distributed database integration, because view integra

tion is closely related to database integration [214,200,159,56,13]. A DDB system 

implies homogeneity (Le., all the physical components of the DDB system run the 

same DDBMS). A heterogeneous database system would manage the "heterogene

ity" of databases in a distributed environment, taking into account differences in 

the data models, query languages and schemata of those databases. The modular, 

user-view based design approach in DTS modeling is most suitable for creating a 

"virtually integrated global schema" to mediate the heterogeneous database op

erations. However, to accomplish this the SEER-DTS methodology would have 

to incorporate design techniques that translate and map data models, query lan

guages and operations between the local schemata and the virtual integrated global 

schema [99, 141]. 

2. DDB Design Methodology Validation Model: An interesting finding of the 

experiment reported (which was not related to hypothesis testing) was that there 

was a negative correlation between user-perceived ease of use and design complete

ness and correctness. Such a finding is important as to defining objectives and 

goals for developing any design methodology or CASE tool. Much investigation of 
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variables in the DDB Validation Model that affect the use of a DDB design method

ology and of relationships among them is needed to provide theoretical findings to 

guide the development of design methodologies. Our immediate research interest 

is to investigate the interrelationships between the characteristics of CASE tools 

and the effects of design methodologies. 

3. DDB Data Administration and Security Issues: The SEER-DTS method

ology is based on an assumption that people in any functional unit agree on a 

common goal of data sharing. However, when doing real-world case studies, we 

soon discovered that this assumption may not always hold true. Many data ad

ministration (e.g., "data ownership") and security issues were of great concern to 

users. As these issues intertwine with DDB design issues, they need to be investi

gated so that significant research results can be used to finetune the SEER-DTS 

methodology for more realistic design situations. 

4. DDB CASE Tool Development: 

(a) Expanding the Auto-DDB Prototype: The current prototype has been im

plemented based on an algorithmic approach. The expansion of the current 

prototype includes the following: 

i. Expert System Component: To be developed and integrated into the 

existing Auto-DDB prototype [88]. 

ii. Performance Evaluation and Simulation Model: The SEER-DTS model

ing mechanisms needs to be expanded to include design parameters for 
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performance evaluation and simulation purposes. Model management is

sues have to be further investigated [86]. 

iii. Linking to a DDBMS: Auto-DDB is to be directly linked to a DDBMS so 

that a schema that has been designed can be implemented directly. 

iv. Linking to a Network Configuration Program: the performance of DDB 

design is related to the network configuration (including network topology, 

capacity, number of nodes, etc.). The linking of the network configuration 

program to the Auto-DDB could facilitate the DDB design simulation. 

(b) Meta-modeling for Auto-DDB: According to the Auto-DDB system architec

ture, many components are included (e.g., View Modeling, View Integration, 

Expert System, Model Base, Design Repository, etc.) If discrete modeling 

representation and mechanisms are employed for each component, result will 

be redundancy and inconsistency of information modeled, and more undesir

ably, reduced ease-of-use of the system and ineffective communication among 

the modules. An integrated modeling approach to provide unified modeling 

mechanisms for all Auto-DDB components is desired [87]. Because of the 

close relationships among semantic data modeling, object-oriented program

ming (for simulation), and knowledge representation, SEER and DTS can be 

extended for the purpose of integrated modeling for CASE tool [87]. 

(c) Metadata Management: Both Design Repository in Auto-DDB and the Cat

alogue Management in the DDB system are data dictionary components that 
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provide metadata to systems and users [151]. In addition to investigating de

sign issues for the metadata management components, an immediate research 

interest lies in directly linking (or sharing) the Design Repository component 

in a DDB design system like Auto-DDB to the DDB Catalogue Management 

module of a DDB system. 

--.... - -------------
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Appendix A 

Vertical Fragmentation Algorithm 

The vertical fragmentation algorithm includes four steps: 1) generate Attribute Usage 

Matrix; 2) generate Attribute Affinity Matrix; 3) generate Clustered Affinity Matrix and 

4) Partition the Clustered Affinity Matrix. 

A.I Attribute Usage Matrix 

The major information required for vertical fragmentation is related to transactions. 

The following discussion, therefore, is exclusively on what needs to be determined about 

transactions that will run against the distributed database. Since vertical partitioning 

places in one fragment those attributes usually accessed together, there is a need for 

some measure that would define more precisely the notion of "togetherness". This mea

sure is the affinity of attributes, which indicates how closely related the attributes are. 

Unfortunately, it is not realistic to expect the designer or the users to be able to easily 

specify these values. We now present one way by which they can be obtained from more 

primitive data. 

The major data requirement related to transactions is their access frequencies. Let 

Q = {Ql, Q2, ... , Qq} be the set of user queries (Transactions) that will run on relation 
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R(A}, A2, ... , An). Then, for each qi and eqch attribute Aj, we associate an attribute 

usage value, denoted as usee qi, Aj), and defined as follows: 

use(q;,Aj) = { : 
if attribute Aj is referenced by query qi 

otherwise 

The usee qi, .) vectors for each transaction are easy to define if the designer knows the 

transactions that will run on the database. 

Al A2 A3 A4 

ql 1 0 1 0 

q2 0 1 1 0 

q3 0 1 0 1 

q4 0 0 1 1 

A.2 Attribute Affinity Matrix 

The measure of attribute affinity between two attributes Ai and Aj of a relation 

R(Ab A2, ... , An) with respect to the set of transactions Q = {ql, q2, ... , qq} is defined as 

aff(Ai,Aj) = I: I:re!1(qk)acq(qk) 
kluse(qj;,Aj)=ll\use(qk,Ai)=1 VS1 

where re!1(qk) is the number of accesses to attributes (Ai,Aj) for each execution 

of transactions qk at site SI and accl(qk) is the transaction access frequency measure 

previously defined and modified to include frequencies at different sites. 

The result of this computation is an n X n matrix, each element of which is one of the 

measures defined above. We call this matrix the attribute affinity matrix (AA). 
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Figure A.I: Attribute Affinity Matrix 
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For simplicity, let us assume the re!t(qk) = 1 for all qk and SI. If the transaction 

frequencies are 

then the affinity measure between attributes Al and A3 can be measured as 

1 3 

ajj(A},A3) = 2:)aCCl(qk) = aCCI(qI) + aCC2(qI) + aCC3(qI) = 45 
k=1 f;;t 

since the only transaction that accesses both of the attributes is ql. The complete 

attribute affinity matrix is shown in Figure 1. Note that for completeness the diagonal 

values are also computed even though they are meaningless. 

----_._------
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A.3 Clustered Affinity Matrix 

The bond energy algorithm takes as input the attribute affinity matrix, permutes its 

rows and columns, and generates a clustered affinity matrix (CA). The permutation is 

done in such a way as to maximize the following global affinity measure (AM): 

n n 

AM = l:l:a!!(Ai,Aj)[a!!(Ai,Aj-1) + a!!(Ai,Aj+1) 
1=13=1 

+a!!(Ai-bAj) + a!!(Ai+bAj)] 

where 

a!!(Ao,Aj) = a!!(Ai,Ao) = a!!(An+1,Aj) = a!!(Ai, An+I) = 0 

The last set of conditions takes care of the cases where an attribute is being placed in 

C A to the left of the leftmost attribute or to the right of the rightmost attribute during 

column permutations, and prior to the topmost row and following the last row during 

row permutations. In these cases, we take 0 to be the aff values between the attribute 

being considered for placement and its left or right (top or bottom) neighbors, which do 

not exist in CA. 

The maximization function considers the nearest neighbors only, thereby resulting in 

the grouping of large values with large ones, and small values with small ones. Also, the 

attribute affinity matrix (A A) is symmetric, which reduces the objective function of the 

formulation above to 

n n 

AM = l:l:a!!(Ai,Aj)[a!!(Ai,Aj-1) + a!!(Ai,Aj+1)] 
1=13=1 

The details of the bond energy algorithm are given in Algorithm B.1. 



Algorithm B.l BEA 

input: AA: attribute affinity matrix 

output: CA: clustered affinity matrix 

begin 

initialize; remember that AA is an n X n matrix 

CA(e,l) +- AA(e,l) 

CA(e,2) +- AA(e,2) 

index +- 3 

while index::; n do {choose the "best" location for attribute AAindex} 

begin 

for i from 1 to index - 1 by 1 do 

calculate cont(Ai_I. Aindex, Ai) 

end-for 

calculate cont( Aindex-l , Aindex, Aindex-l) {boundary condition} 

loc +- placement given by maximum cont value 

for j from index to loc by -1 do {shuffle the two matrices} 

CA(e,j) +- CA(e,j - 1) 

end-for 

CA(e,loc) +- AA(e,index) 

index +- index + 1 

end-while 

order the rows according to the relative ordering of columns 
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end. {BEA} 

n n 

AM = 2::L:aff(Aj,Aj) [aff(Aj,Aj-l) + aff(Aj,Aj+1)] 
1=1 j=1 

which can be rewritten as 

n n 

AM = 2:Daf f(Aj,Aj)aff(Aj,Aj-l) + aff(Aj,Aj)aff(Aj,Aj+l)] 
1=1 J=1 

= t, [tal I(A;, Aj lal I(A;, Aj-Il + tal I( A;, Aj laff(A;, AiHl] 

Let us define the bond between two attributes Ax and Ay as 

n 

bond(Ax,Ay) = :L:aff(Az, Ax)aff(Az,Ay) 
x=1 

Then AM can be written as 

n 

AM = L::[bond(Aj, Aj-l) + bond(Aj, Aj+1)] 
J=l 

Now consider the following n attributes 

The global affinity measure for these attributes can be written as 

A Mold = AM' + AM" + bond(Aj,Aj) + bond(Aj,Aj) 

n 

= &[bond(Al,AI_d + bond(AI,AI+I)] 

n 

+ :L: [bond(Al, AI-I) + bond(AI, AI+1)] 
1=i+2 

2bond(Aj,Aj) 
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AMnew = AM' + AM" + bond(Ai, Ak) + bond(Ak, Ai) 

+bond(Ak,Aj) + bond(Aj,Ak) 

= AM' + AM" + 2bond(Ai,Ak) + 2bond(Ak,Aj) 
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Thus, the net contribution to the global affinity measure of placing attribute Ak between 

Ai and Aj is 

cont(Ai,Ak,Aj) = AMnew - AMold 

= 2bond(Ai, Ak) + 2bond(Ak,Aj) - 2bond(Ai, Aj) 

A.4 Partitioning Algorithm 

The objective of the splitting activity is to find sets of attributes that are accessed 

solely, or for the most part, by distinct sets of transactions. For example, if it is possible 

to identify two attributes, Al and A2, which are accessed only by transaction ql, and 

attributes A3 and A4, which are accessed by, say, two transactions q2 and q3, it would be 

quite straightforward to decide on the fragments. The task lies in finding an algorithmic 

method of identifying these groups. 

AQ(qi) = {Ajluse(qi,Aj) = 1} 

TQ = {qiIAQ(qi) ~ TA} 

BQ = {qiIAQ(qi) ~ BA} 

OQ Q - {TQ U BQ} 
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CQ = L Lre!i(qi)aCCj(qi) 
qiEQVSj 

CTQ = ~ Lre!j(qi)aCCj(qi) 
qiE QVSj 

CBQ = L Lre!j(qj)aCCj(qi) 
qiEBQVSj 

COQ = L Lre/j(qi)aCCj(qi) 
qiEOQVSj 

z = CTQ x C BQ - COQ2 

Algorithm B.2 PARTITION 

input: CA: clustered affinity matrix; R: relation 

output: F: set of fragments 

begin 

{determine the z value for the first column} 

{the subscripts in the cost equations indicate the split point} 

calculate CTQn - 1 

calculate C BQn - 1 

calculate COQn - 1 

best <- CTQn-l X CBQn-l - (COQn_d2 

do {determine the best partitioning} 

begin 

for i from n - 2 to 1 by -1 do 

begin 

calculate CTQi 



calculate C BQi 

calculate COQi 

z ~ CTQ X CBQi - COQ~ 

if x > best then 

begin 

best ~ x 

record the shift position 

end-if 

end-for 

call SHlFT(CA) 

end-begin 

until no more SHIFT is possible 

reconstruct the matrix according to the shift position 

Rl ~ IITA(R) U J( {J( is the set of primary key attributes of R} 

R2 ~ IIBA(R) U I( 

F ~ {R},R2} 

end. {PARTITION} 
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Appendix B 

Horizontal Fragmentation Algorithm 

Fundamental rule of completeness and minimality, which states that a relation or frag

ment is partitioned "into at least two parts which are accessed differently by at least one 

application". The algorithm for generating a complete and minimal set of predicates is 

in Algorithm A.I. The algorithm for primary fragmentation is given in Algorithem A.2. 

fi of Pr': fragment fi defined according to a minterm predicate defined over the predi

cates of Pr'. 

Algorithm A.l COM_MIN 

input: R:relationj Pr: set of simple predicates 

output: Pr': set of simple predicates 

declare: 

F: set of minterm fragments 

begin 

find a Pi E Pr such that Pi partitioned R according to Rule 1 

Pr' - Pi 

Pr - Pr - Pi 

{Ii is the minterm fragment according to Pi} 
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do 

begin 

find a Pi E Pr such that Pi partitions some !k of Pr' according to Rule 1 

Pr' ~ Pr' UPi 

Pr ~ Pr-Pi 

if 3Pk E Pr' which is nonrelevant then 

begin 

Pr' ~ Pr' -Pk 

F ~ F-fk 

end-if 

end-begin 

until Pr' is complete 

end. { COM_MIN} 

Algorithm A.2 PHORIZONTAL 

input: Ri: relation; Prj: set of simple predicates 

output: Mi: set of minterm fragments 

begin 

determine the set Mi of minterm predicates 

determine the set Ii of implications among Pi E P;j 



for each mj E Mj do 

if mj is contradictory according to I then 

Mj f- Mi - mj 

end-if 

end-for 

end. {PHORIZONTAL} 

Example: Given an query 

SELECT 

FROM 

WHERE 

JNAME, BUDGET 

J 

JNO=Value 

For this transaction, the simple predicates that would be used are the following: 

PI LOC = "Montreal" 

P2 LaC = "New York" 

P3 LaC = "Paris" 
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The second transaction is issued at two sites and has to do with the management 

of the projects. Those projects that have a budget of less than $200,000 are managed 

at one site, whereas those with larger budgets are managed at a second site. Thus the 

simple predicates that should be used to fragment according to the second application 

are 

P4 BUDGET:::; 200000 
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PS BUDGET> 200000 

If the algorithm COM-MIN is followed, the set Pr' = {Pl,P2,P3,P4,PS} is obviously 

complete and minimal. 

Based on Pr', the following six minterm predicates that form M can be defined: 

ml LOC = "Montreal" 1\ (BUDGET ~ 200000) 

m2 LOC = "Montreal" 1\ (BUDGET> 200000) 

m3 LOC = "New York" 1\ (BUDGET ~ 200000) 

m4 LOC = "New York" 1\ (BUDGET> 200000) 

ms LOC = "Paris" 1\ (BUDGET ~ 200000) 

m6 LOC = "Paris" 1\ (BUDGET> 200000) 

The results of the primary horizontal fragmentation of j is to form 6 fragments of 

relation J according to the minterm predicates M. 
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Appendix C Auto-DDB Forms 

C.l Forms for S-level DTS Modeling 

IiiiA't' 'DDB,"A'dd Ob' "" ,p' -;'.' ,,' .".' , '''~, • -- ., a-I ... . ;.~i.',,,"; ...... i ........... ,~,; ..... c;, ...... ·.·,··.,t, ... ; .• , ••.... ,..... U Oi .7..11. JeLlS, ,~.;;.' .. ~J .. ~-":I: •• ;.'ii" .. ',.~ ••• "iI',. .. II ... r., ... :; ....... I •••• \......... ~I 

Done Cancel 
: : Current Working Object: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ..... : ... : .............. . 
· . . .................... Relationship 
: : : : (Please choose by the allow mark) : : : : : : : : : : :: 0 A . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ggregatlon 

: : : : : Irootbo I!.I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: 0 Generlllization 
............................................ 
Subsystem Name: :::::::::: Transaction Type: 0 htembellhip 
(Pleale choole by the : : : : : : : : , . 
arrow mllrk or enter the ......... (Please choose by . [J 
name into the bOll) : : : : : : : : : .t~~ ~~r~'." .~~r~). . . . . ..... Subset 

L--_ .. _._._ .. _._ .. _.--J.! ~:::::::::: L..:lt~~~e_.~_o_ .. _._ .. ..Io!-....J~!::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
................................................. , .................. . 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I "'AddJ: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · .' ................................................................. . 



C.2 Forms for Specifying Attributes 

. . . . . . . . . . 
'--____ ...11: ~ ·I'---_...J 

.. 
..... ..... 

01111_ OR ... 

01_ 

LI~_·~~k~~~? ___ O __ Y" ______ O __ NO ________________ ~I. 
, , . . . . . . . . . , . 
............ 

................. .. , ................ . :::: '.Add .1 

C.3 Forms for Specifying Predicates for Subsect 'Iransactions 

Qone !;,ancel 

.
: .' .: .: ,: ·P·I~~I~·~h·o~~~ ~~t;i~~t~·bu·a·rr·o·w· ,,' ..... : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ... 

.I •.•.••••••••.•••••••••••••••..•• 

: : .. :: rl a-::u:7b-o----------------------,-I!~·i : : : : : : : r Network location - : : : : : 
. . . . , , , . . , . , , , , . . . . . . . . , , , , . . . , , . . . . . .. If thi' attribute ' . , , . 

: : : : : 'P'I ....... .' .... : ..... , , .... , . : . . . . . . . .. coincide, with network .. , .. 
: : : :: ease specify predicates of above attllbute: location. please specify 

the location name 
:: :: >= : 1 

" " .. ,,~. -:-. -:-. .:-:.-:-. -:-. :-:. .:-:'. -:-. -:-. .:-:. -:-. -:-. .:-:.-. -:-. -. .-. -. -. .-.--'. 
I : :: : : L..-______ -l·1 :::::: = :1 

.. " " .. .. • !-:, .:-:'. -:-. -:-. :-:. ,-:-. -:-. :-:. .-:-. -:-. -:-. .:-:. -:-. _. ._._. _. _. ._. _. _. ..-J. 

:::::: <- :1 
: : : : : : .. -:-, : ~: .:-:'. -:-. -:-.. :-:.-:-, -:-, :-:. , ______ .--J .................. ..................... . .. .................... :::::::::: ....... . . , .................... . .......................... , ...... . ••••••••••••••••• I~~i~.· ••• • •••• •· •••••••••• ·•· •••••••••••••• 
. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: 
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C.4 Forms for DTS-to-SEER 'fransformation 

Please choose 8 transllc1ion to be 
transformed to a SEER schema: 

Reillted objec1s in the transllction: 

Retrieve-AppliCtlnt 
Retrieve-Department 
Retrieve-Supp_document 
Retrieve-Committee 

.<..,nLIIU""" Ilttributes for relationships: 

Applican,-date 
SIalus 
Dale 

Done Cancel 

Plellse specify relationship name: 

Entities in the relationship: 

[ EnlilJ» J 

I· « Ulldo 

Attributes for the relationship: 

.............................. , ..................................... . 

. : . : : : : : : : : : : : Connectivily ::::::: Exislence : : : : : : : : : : : : : Cardinalily . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . ........... . 
Enlily·1 ...... . 

I ~ : 101 OM 10 Milndalory o Oplional I I ....... 
Enlily·2 ....... ...... . 

I ~ : 
1
01 OM ...... , 

10 Mandalory o Oplional I I 
Enlily·3 . . . . . . . ...... . 

I I ~ : 101 OM I 0 Mandatory o Oplional I I .............. ............. . ............. . ............ . ............ . 
...... ..... ......................................................... . 
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C.5 Forms for View Integration 

!lone ,Cancel 

Please select any two schemata to be integrated: 

FAD 
REG 

Qone ,Cancel 

!.l~t!Chema » :11 L.. ________ -' 

! ~ _chema >>, :1 

Please select one schema to be integrated with 
exisling schema: 

!l!;;.G .................................................................... . 

!2nd_chema» :1 
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Ilone &lIncel 

Resolution of Homonymous Relationships 

Schemal's Relationships Schema2's Relationshipl 

Ihal 
Resolution--------, 

Entities in the relationship 

D.."'p..~!~m."'!!.! ...... _._. __ .............. _ .. . 
Commillee 

Entities in the relationship 

student 
financial-aid 

Done Cancel 

Which relationship 

@ left o Right 

o 

o 

New name for the relationship 

laSSig~ 

Change one relationship 
name 

Delete one relationship 
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!lone ~8ncel 

Please specify synonymous or equivalent entities: 

Schema1 entity list Schema2 entity list 

Depaltment 
Committee 
member I . Equal· 
Applicant 

financial-aid 

U-applicant 
G-applicant 
Supp_document 
Past transcript 

Undo I Recom Letter , , 
G-studenl 
U-sludenl 

Namel 
Name2 -.... 

r----------------------------. IIiiiI :: ... : ..... :.: ...... (, .... ::: ..... :~",:: ..... : ... ~ .. : ... : ..... : .. / .. Ay'Ii:QpJ;t~. Y.!.ew. .1.n~~!Jr~tion .~ ............. i ,:.:.: ... :: .. : .... = ...... : ............. : ..... ;.i,aal 
Qone ~lIncel 

Attributes to be remained in the entity: 

lIudent-55N • T ext.key 
lIudent-nllme • Text. 
Type .Text. 

«Add « 

Attributes in the Equvalent Entity: 

student-55N • T ext.key 
student-nllme • Text. 

ccumulated GPA T alit: 
job_held • T ellt. 
enroll_status .Tellt. 
lIIonth_incomo .Tollt. 
ethnic gfoup • Text. 
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Appendix D.l: Subject Profile Questionnaire 

DISTRIBUTED DATABASE DESIGN EXPERIMENT 
Subject Profile Questionnaire 

MIS Department 
University or Arizona, S'I992 
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Please note: Your answers to this questionnaire will allow us to know more about your database 
(both centralized and distributed) design experience, related capabilities and interest in learning 
new system analysis and design methodologies. The information collected from this 
questionnaire will be used for statistical analysis related to the DDB design experiment by the 
MIS department at the University of Arizona. Your identity and your answers will be kept 
strictly confidential. 

Please read the instructions carefully, and answer all the questions. 
Your cooperation is very mucb appreciated!! 

Hong-Mei Chen Garcia 

Participant Name: 

Mailing Address: 

Phone Number: 
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Please C/,«k the appropriate items or use the scale provided and CIRCLE the number that 
most closely reflects your viewpoint 

I. What database courses have you taken? 

_ Introduction to database systems (equivalent to MIS 531 b) 
_ Advanced database systems (equivalent to MIS696g) 
_ Professional seminars: please specify topics 

_ Others: please specify 

2. In what capacity and for how long have you dealt with a database system? 

_ User: ___ years 
_ AnalystiDesigner: ____ years 
_ Programmer: years 

Administrator: years 
_ Others: please specify __________ _ 

3. What semantic data models have you used for database design? 
Entity Relationship Model (ER) 
Extended Entity Relationship Model (EER) 
Synthesized Entity Relationship Model (SEER) 
Semantic Data Model (SDM) 
Others: Please specify _--:-___ _ 
Never used one but know the concept 
Never used one and don't know the concept 

4. What dynamic data models have you used for database design? 

Event model 
TAXIS 
Semantic Hierarchical Model (SHM) 
Distributed Transaction Scheme (DTS) 
Never used one but know the concept 
Never used one and don't know the concept 
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S. What approach to relational logical design have you used? 

Semantics-based approach (e.g. transformation heuristics based on semantics models) 
FD _based approach 
Others: please specify ________ _ 
N/A 

6. Have you ever designed a distributed database? 

No 
_ Yes: please specify the applications and design methodology used 

7. Have you learned the theories of vertical fragmentation and horizontal fragmentation? 

Never heard of 
_ Roughly know the concept 
_ Know the general concept 
_ Familiar with fragmentation algorithms 

8. In evaluating your own skills and experience in database analysis and design, you consider 
yourself 

2 3 4 
Expert 

5 6 7 
Novice 

9. In evaluating your own skills and experience in distributed database (DDB) analysis and 
design, you consider yourself 

2 3 4 
Expert 

5 6 7 
Novice 

10. In eval uating your knowledge in relational database design theories, you consider yourself 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very knowledgeable Not knowledgeable 

- -----------------



11. In evaluating your mathematical capability, you consider yourself 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Excellent Bad 

12. In evaluating your system analysis and design capability, you consider yourself 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very knowledgeable Not knowledgeable 

13. In evaluating your interest in system analysis and design, you consider yourself 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very interested Not interested 

14. When learning a new system analysis and design methodology, you consider yourself 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very open-minded Go with old ones 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very enthusiastic Not enthusiastic 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very quickly Very slowly 

15. How long on the average do you use computers during a workday? 

Less than 1 hour 
1-3 hours 
3-5 hours 
More than 5 hours 

16. Have you used any CASE (computer-aided system engineering) tools before? 

Yes: 
Please specify the name of the CASE tools 

No 
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17. When dealing with graphical window-based use interfaces of software packages, you feel 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very comfortable Dislikel Not comfortable 

Never used one before 

18. Do you believe that CASE tools help your system analysis and design tasks? 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly believe Don't believe 

No: Why not. _______________ _ 

19. In evaluating your capability in learning a new CASE tool, you consider yourself 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very quickly Very slowly 

Your time and cooperation is very much appreciated!! 



Appendix D.2.1: Experimental Procedures (the EER-VH Group) 

DISTRIBUTED DATABASE DESIGN EXPERIMENT 
Experimental Procedures 

(Instructions for the EER-VH group) 
MIS Department 

University of Arizona, S'1992 
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Thank you for your participation in this experiment. The purpose of this experiment is to study 
the use of automated distributed design methodologies. You will be given a lecture on a 
distributed database design methodology and be trained to use a CASE tool that automates the 
design methodology lectured. You will then perform a DDB design task and generate design 
solutions using the designated CASE tool. Please follow the experimental procedures below. 

A. Lecture Session (1.75 hours) 

In the Lecture Session, you will be introduced to the best conventional DDB design 
methodology which consists of 1) the Logical Relational Design Methodology (LRDM) using 
the Extended Entity Relationship model by Toby Teorey, 1986 , 2) the attribute affinity 
algorithm for vertical fragmentation design by Navathe et. a!., 1984 and 3) the horizontal 
fragmentation theory by Ceri, et. al. 1982. The EER data model and the LRDM 
transformation rules as well as the fragmentation design algorithms built into the CASE tool will 
be explained. The inputs required for fragmentation design will be described. The DDB 
design methodology is illustrated by a sample DDB design task. You should clarify any 
questions you may have regarding the data modeling concepts and the design process. 

B. Hands-on Session (time varies) 

After the Lecture Session, a short demo of the CASE tool using the sample DDB 
design task will be given. In the demo, the functionalities of the CASE tool will be explained. 
You will then play with the CASE tool while doing the sample design task. Once you feel you 
are comfortable with the CASE tool, you can proceed with the design task assigned. 

Important!! Please take as much time as you need to let familiarized with the CASE tool. 
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C. Performing the Design Task (Suggested time: 2.5 hours) 

A design task is assigned to you. Please take a few minutes to read through the design 
task and clarify any confusion you may have regarding the description of the design task. 
?,hen you are clear about the design task description, you can proceed with your design. 

Please record your starting time to perform the design task. As a DDB designer, you 
will have to provide design solutions (including conceptual design, logical design and 
fragmentation design) using the CASE tool. The design process (a sequence of design steps) 
is as follows. 

1) Requirement analysis (identify relevant entities and objects) 

2) Conceptual design in EER model (interrelationship among the entities modeled) 

3) Relational logical design: once you specify the conceptual design, the CASE tool will 
automatically transform the conceptual schema into a set of relations according 
the LRDM. 

4) Distribution Analysis: You should then print out the relations generated from the 
EER tool and start analyzing data inputs (from the design task description) 
necessary for the vertical fragmentation and horizontal fragmentation. 

5) Fragmentation Design: provide inputs to the Vertical Fragmentation and Horizontal 
Fragmentation CASE tools and print out fragmentation design generated. 

Please ask any questions you may have regarding the CASE tool and the design task 
description at any time. You should deduct the time for questions and answers. 

Please record your finishing time of the design task. The design solutions you are 
required to produce are the conceptual schema, logical schema and fragmentation schema for the 
SIS distributed database system. Save all your design solutions generated in a file. Use your 
last name as the file name. 

D. Post-test Questionnaire (10-15 minutes) 

Please take a few minutes to fill out a post-test questionnaire. Your comments are 
valuable to us. 

I th ank you very ,,",ell for your participationlll 
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DISTRIBUTED DATABASE DESIGN EXPERIMENT 
Experimental Procedures 

(Instructions for the SEER-DTS group) 
MIS Department 

University of Arizona, S'1992 
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Thank you for your participation in this experiment. The purpose of this experiment is to study 
the use of automated distributed design methodologies. You will be given a lecture on a 
distributed database design methodology and be trained to use a CASE tool that automates the 
design methodology lectured. You will then perform a DDB design task and generate design 
solutions using the designated CASE tool. Please follow the experimental procedures below. 

A. Lecture Session (1.75 hours) 

In the Lecture Session, you wiIl be introduced to an integrated distributed database design 
methodology, the SEER-DTS methodology. The SEER-DTS methodology is based on a static 
data model, SEER (Synthesized Extended Entity Relationship Modl:ii) and a dynamic data model, 
DTS (Distribiuted Transaction Scheme). The data modeling constructs of SEER and DTS as 
well as the design transformation rules built into the CASE tool will be explained in the lecture. 
The DDB design methodology is illustrated by a sample DDB design task. You should clarify 
any questions you may have regarding the data mCldeling concepts and the design process. 

B. Hands-on Session (time varies) 

After the Lecture Session, a short demo of the CASE tool using the sample DDB design 
task will be given. In the demo, the functionalities of the CASE tool will be explained. You 
will then play with the CASE tool while doing the sample design task. Once you feel you are 
comfortable with the CASE tool, you can proceed with the design task assigned. 

Important!! Please take as much time as you need to get familiarized with the CASE tool. 

C. Performing the Design Task (Suggested time: 2.5 hours) 

A design task is assigned to you. Please take a few minutes to read through the design 
task and clarify any confusion you may have regarding the description of the design task. 
When you are clear about the design task description, you can proceed with your design. 
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Please record your starting time to perform the design task. As a DDB designer, you 
will have to provide design solutions (including conceptual design, logical design and 
fragmentation design) using the CASE tool. The design process (a sequence of design steps) 
is as follows. 

1) Integrated Requirement and Distribution Analysis usine DTS: 
a. Requirement Analysis: Identify system structure (Enterprise DTS) and relevent 
objects and their identifiers and descriptors using DTS. 
b. Distribution Analysis: Model distribution information such as transaction sites, 
volume and frequencies of each transaction using DTS. 

2) View Modeling: (DTS to SEER transformation) 
Based on the objects and their descriptors modeled in the DTS, these objects are 
automatically transformed into entities (both strong and weak) or candidate 
attributes for relationships. You have to identify the association relationships 
among the entities and attach appropriate attributes to the relationships. 
Hierarchical relationships among entities are automatically transformed. 
You repeat the DTS modeling process for all the transactions in all the subsystems. 

3) View Integration: (Conceptual schema in SEER) 
You specify the local schemata to be integrated. The CASE tool will 
automatically integrate the local schemata for you. 

4) Combined Logical and Fragmentation Design: 
Based on the DTS and SEER specifications, the transformation from conceputal 
design to the logical and fragmentation design is automated using the CASE tool. 

Please ask any questions you may have regarding the CASE tool and the design task 
description at any time. You should deduct the time for questions and answers. 

Please record your finishing time of the design task. The design solutions you are 
required to produce are the SEER and DTS conceptual schemata as well as the logical schema 
and fragmentation schema for the SIS distributed database system. Save all your design 
solutions generated in a file. Use your last name as the file name. 

D. Post-test Questionnaire (10-15 minutes) 

Please take a few minutes to fill out a post-test questionnaire. Your comments are 
valuable to us. 

I thank you very much fo, you, participalion!!! 
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DISTRIBUTED DATABASE DESIGN EXPERIMENT 
Post-test Questionnaire 

MIS Department 
University or Arizona 

S'1991 

Please note: The information collected from this questionnaire wilI be used for statistical analysis 
related to the DDB design experiment by the MIS department at the University of Arizona. 
Your identity and your answers wiIl be kept strictly confidential. 

Please read the instructions carefully, and answer alI the questions. 
Your cooperation is \'Cry much appreciated!! 

Hong-Mei Chen Garcia 

Participant Name: 

Mailing Address: 

Phone Number: 
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Please use the scale provided and CIRCLE the number that most closely reflects your viewpoinL 

A. Questions 1-9 related to the Training Session and the Design Task 

I. The training provided was adequate to allow you to perform the design task comfortably. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 

2. The Lecture Session allowed me to understand the design methodology built into the CASE 
tool. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 

3. I felt comfortable about using the designated CASE tool after the Hands-on Training 
Session. 

2 3 4 
Strongly agree 

4. The CASE tool was easy to learn. 

2 
Very easy to learn 

3 4 

5 6 7 
Strongly disagree 

5 6 7 
Much too hard to learn 

5. The design task assigned to me was close to a real-world application. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 

6. I understood the description of the system and the transactions to be analyzed. 

2 
Fully understood 

3 4 5 6 7 
Very confused 

7. The design task was complex in terms of the interrelationship among data items of the to be 
modeled. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly agree Much too easy 
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8. While performing the design task, I was clear about what design steps were needed to be 
taken. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very clear Very confused 

9. The time I spent on performing the design task was reasonable. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 

B. Questions 10-17 related to the Design Methodology and CASE tool 

10. The data modeling constructs of the semantic data models I used were natural and simple. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 

II. In each of the following design phases, I felt 

I) requirement analysis (identifying objects and their attribuies) 

2 
Very comfortable 

3 4 5 6 7 
Very frustrated 

2) conceptual design (identify relationships of objects) 

2 
Very comfortable 

3 4 5 6 7 
Very frustrated 

3) distribution analysis (identifying inputs to the fragmentation design) 

2 
Very comfortable 

3 4 5 6 7 
Very frustrated 

12. I feel the overall design process (the sequence of design steps) is efficient in obtaining the 
design solutions. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 
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13. There was no doubt in my mind that the CASE tool carried out the design transformation 
rules of the design methodology correctly. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 

14. I am confident in the correctness of the design solutions I produced. 

2 
Very confident 

3 4 5 6 7 
Not confident at all 

15. The design methodology is restricted by the CASE tool. (I could have done something 
using the methodology manually but cannot do it using the CASE tool.) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 

16. Overall, I found the CASE tool useful in completing the design task assigned. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 

17. I believe that I could have completed the design task without the CASE tool within 
reasonable amount of time. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly agree Would be impossible 

Please use tI,e following space or tile back of tllis page to gille any suggestions or comments 
regarding t"e design met"odology and t"e CASE tooL Additional comments regarding your 
experience wit" tltis experiment are most "elpfuL 

You,. time and cooperation is very muc" appreciated!! 



Appendix D.4: Design Task (Example) 

Training Session For DDB Design Experiment 
MIS Department 

University of Arizona, S'1992 

Student Information Systems (SIS) has the following subsystems: 

1) Subsystem I (Health Care subsystem): 
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This subsystem handles student visits, doctor appointments, patient examination, progress 
monitoring and pharmacy. In addition, health educational programs are provided for disease 
prevention functions, such as Stress Management, Weight Watcher, etc. 

2) Subsystem II (Academic Record Subsystem): 
This subsystem handle student academic records, including grade report and update, transcript 
distribution, etc. 

The dominating traF.,Sactions and data items involved in these transactions of these subsystems 
are as follows. All the data items described are the data items accessed by a transaction. 
Different transactions could access different attributes of an object. 

I) Subsystem I: 

(a) Transaction_I: Create/Insert PatienC Visit 
Weigbt: 100 

Site(frequency): Site-l (200), Site-2 (300), Site-3 (40) 
Volume: 8.2S MK 

The access key to Patient_Visit is the SSN of a student. The access type is one at a time 
(random). This transaction includes subtransactions: Retrieve Student, Retrieve Doctor, Retrieve 
Past_Exam_Data, and Insert Consultation. The data items involved are as follows. 

student 
SSN (unique) 
Name 
Birthdate 
Insured_company 
Insurance# 

9 
20 
8 
20 
12 

string 
String 
String 
string 
string 



Past_Exam_Data (a student has average 5 lab data, 
2 Radiological_exam) 

Lab_Data (one is SOK) 
Date 8 
Name 20 
Measurement 

string 
string 
Graphical 

Radiological_exam (an exam has average 4 images, 
average 1 megabyte per image) 

Exam id 
Date-
Image_c 

Doctor 
Doctor_id (unique) 
Name 

9 
8 

9 
20 

string 
String 
Image 

string 
string 

Consultation (up to 3 CRFs: Consultation Requisition Form) 

CRF (10K) 
Date 
S-Oisease 
ordered_exams 

8 
4 
20 

string 
Integer (Coded) 
Integer (Coded) 
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Note: Each student has a past_exam_data. For each patient_vIsIt, a doctor will have a 
consultation for a student. A consultation consists of one or more CRFs (up to 3). Each CRF 
indicates a suspected disease and a set of exams ordered by the doctor. If a doctor suspects 
more than one disease, more than one CRF wiIl be created. 

(b) Transaction_2: Create/Insert Insurance Report 
Weight: 100 

Site (Frequency): Site-3 (40). Site-4 (30) 
Volume: 6 MK 

This transaction creates a report for the insurance company. The access key for this transaction 
is student_SSN and the access type is SUBSET which selects a subset of students. The 
predicates used to group the students to appear in the reports are: Insured_company = 'Blue 
Cross' or Insured_company = 'Blue Shield'. The transaction includes the foIlowing 
subtransactions: Retrieve Student, Retrieve Doctor, and Retrieve consultation. Data items in 
these subtransactions are exactly the same as the above. 



II) Subsystem II 

<a) Transaction_3: Retrieve Transcript 
Weight: 80 

Site (frequency): 
Site-S (400) for undergraduate 
Site-6 (200) for graduate 

Volume: 12K 
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This transaction retrieves transcripts for any requesting agencies. The transaction includes 
subtransactions: Retrieve Student, Retrieve Class, and Retrieve Grade. Note: a student can take 
at most 6 courses in a semester and a class can have up to 60 students enrolled. And there will 
be a grade for each class a student takes; that is, there are many grades in a transcript. 

The data items are as follows: 

student 
SSN (unique) 9 String 
Name 20 string 
Major 20 String 
Type 1 string (G or U) 

If G: (graduate) 
Minor 20 string 

If U: (Undergraduate) 
Year_enroll 1 Integer 

Class 
course_no (unique) 8 String 
Course name 8 String 
Instructor 20 String 

Grade 1 String 
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D.4.1 Sample Design Solution (EER-VH Group) 

IDOClor ~ ______ ~_[CRF 

Pal_Vilit 
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INTERIM 3NF RELATIONAL SCHEMA Page: 1 
Dote: 07-06-1992 

;;-;l::,\:." EmCll 
SSN 
Course_~lo 
SSN&CcurseJlo 
Grode 

) 
Siring 

Primor'l key . SSN&Cvurse}lo 
Foreign key . SSN 

Course_No 

'(e'.;I;,;c S!u~ent ( 
SSN Siring 9 
~Jor.1e Siring 20 
8irlhdcle Slrino 8 
Ins_Cerra Siring 20 
rnsJJo Sirine 12 
Mc:r:·r Slrlr.q 20 
Typ~ 

) 
Slri~q 1 

Primary ''''I SSN 

~-:ijJ!::"" 'Jess 
Course_: l0 Slrin~ 8 
COurt;~_ 'l:r-'e Slrlna 3 
:ns:·; .. ,::: r 

) 
SirinG 20 

Pr;rr:ar, 'Ey Course_No 

="'~. -r :,,·]1,_:1·1:·~ 

:3rJ 
~GD_jC!-: Slrir.q 8 
Lan}'lGrr't? ~O 
'i~e::~u'.;~ . .;~d 

Prtm~r, '7i 
r ore :r '':1 

~ ... , , 
:.,:., 

.. ,:., .. !l'::_:" .. ~'""': 
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INTER!M 3NF RELATIONAL SCHEMA Page: 2 
Dole: 07-06-1992 

SStJ 
[,emJD Slri~q 9 
[,am_ucle Str:ng 8 
Imcge_C 

Primary key: [,am_iD 
r oreign <ey . SSt! 

;;e'Q:'vn PoLVisit 
Doc_!D 
SSN 

Doc_'C&SSN& 

Prirr.r:wr' ~e'l Doc_:o&ssr;& 
Forei,n '''Y uccJO 

5StJ 

:,,~:.:n Doctor 
DoCiO Stnna 9 
JoUJame Strin~ 20 

) 

PrH"'cr~ ~ £-'1 Dcc-:D 

ct-';: .. r, 'I;'" ', .. r ( 
CRF)).J{e Strinq 8 
S_2;s,?'Jse Inleqer 4 
Ora~o_: ~cm Integer ~O 

) 

Pf;rr.,J", .';', 

-.~ :)- ;Iu·~-:"'f 

;e:.~_-="':'! 
~91 
)StJ 

~';rr.'::~·. ·"v 
~,.. .. 
::'i 
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INlEillM 3NF KELAliONAL SCHEMA Page: 3 
Dole: 07-06-1992 

r creign ~~y . SSN 

~-:";:;-I' G-,Iudenl 
minor 
SStJ 
SSN 

Primary ~'ey : 3SfJ 
Foreign key : SSN 

~-?I:!!.~ '" ,,€cc-~tr ( 
SStJ 

) 

;:r:mGry,€'1 SSN 



Vertical Fragmentation 

Execution Command: 

c>vfrag [data-filename) 
e.g. c>vfrag data.ver 

Data file content and format as following: 

attribute ... 7 
transaction = 3 
site = 6 

[attribute-no ) 
[transaction-no ) 
[site-no ) 
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1 
AU" matrix: 

[attribute-pos-of-key (can be composite key) ) 
[access use matrix value 

1 111 100 
1 1 1 1 100 
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
AF matrix: 

row : transaction 
col : attribute 

200 300 40 0 0 
o 0 40 30 0 0 

o [application frequence matrix value 
row transaction 

o 0 0 0 400 200 col : site 

output Result Example: 

[A 7) [A 6) [A 5) [A 3) [A 1) [A 2) [A 4) 

[A 7) 600 600 0 0 600 600 0 
[A 6) 600 600 0 0 600 600 0 
[A 5) 0 0 610 610 610 610 610 
[A 3) 0 0 610 610 610 610 610 
[A 1) 600 600 610 610 1210 1210 610 
[A 2) 600 600 610 610 1210 1210 610 
[A 4) 0 0 610 610 610 610 610 

Please select the attribute groups based on the above matrix 

Hint: Choose a spliting point to divide into upper left corner 
and lower right corner, or more than two groups. 

Press enter when finished 

Group 1: attribute # 1 2 3 4 5 
Group 2: attribute # 6 7 
Group 3: attribute # 

Fragment_O ==> A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 
Fragment_l ==> A1 A6 A7 



Horizontal Fragmentation 

Execution Comman4: 
c> hfrag [data-filename] 

e.g. c> hfrag data.hor 

Data file content an4 format as following: 

J 
JNO JNAME BUDGET 
JNO 5 
LOC = Monteral 
LOC = New York 
LOC = Paris 
BUDGET > 200000 
BUDGET <= 200000 
S 
TITLE SALARY 
TITLE 6 
TITLE = Elect. Eng. 
TITLE = syst. Anal. 
TITLE = Mech. Eng. 
TITLE = Programmer 
SAL > 30000 
SAL <= 30000 
E 
ENO ENAME TITLE 
ENO 2 
ENO > E4 
ENO < E4 

Another Example: 

Student 

relation-l ] 
attribute-l attribute-2 
primary-key predicate-no ] 
predicate-l ] 
predicate-2 ] 

. 
relation-2 

relation-3 

SSN Name Birthdate Insurance_Company Insurance# Major Type 
SSN 2 
Insurance_Company "Blue Shield" 
Insurance_Company = "Blue Cross" 
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Appendix 0.5: Design Task 

DISTRIBUTED DATABASE DESIGN EXPERIMENT 
Design Task 

MIS Department 
University of Arizona, S'1992 

The Student Information Systems (SIS) has the following subsystems: 

I) Subsystem I (Admission Subsystem): This subsystem accepts applications, evaluates 
applications and creates student ID for applicant admitted. 

2) Subsystem II (Registration Subsystem): This subsystem is responsible for maintaining 
student enrollment to classes, provide updated class-roster and student-schedule when 
requested. 
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3) Subsystem III (Financial-aid Subsystem): This subsystem accepts financial-aid 
applications, evaluates financial-aid application and monitors students who have financial-aid. 

The dominating transactions and data items involved are as follows. 

I) Subsystem I (Admission Subsystem): 

a) Transaction_I: Insert Admission_Evaluation 
Wei2ht:100 
Site (Frequency): 

Site-l (250) for undergraduate students 
Site-2 (80) for graduate students 

Volume: 202K 

This transaction evaluates an application package and then creates an admission evaluation of 
an applicant. An applicant has to provide supporting documents. including a past transcript 
and 3 recommendation letters which are scanned images. Assume each applicant can only 
apply to one department. The admission committee members of a department evaluate 
applications and make their decisions independently. The integrity rule is that if the decision 
of each member is A (accept), the status of adm_evaluation should be A (accept); if the 
decision of each member is R (Reject), then the status of the adm_evaluation is R. 
Otherwise, the status is P (pending). The access key for this transaction is the SSN of an 
applicant. Transaction access is one at time (random). The transaction includes Retrieve 
Applicant, Retrieve Department, Retrieve Application_date, Retrieve Supporting_Document, 



Applicant 

SSN (unique) 
Name 
Type 

If G (graduate) 
B. A. Degree 

If U (undergraduate) 
HS-percentile 

Department 
Name (unique) 
College 

Application_date 

Supporting_document (200K) 

Length 

9 
20 
1 

4 

3 

20 
20 

8 

SAT score 30 
Accumulated GPA 3 
Past Transcript (llOK) 
Recommendation letter (30K for one 

Rec name 20 
Letter_content 

Type 

String 
String 
G or U 

String 

Integer 

String 
String 

String 

Integer 
Real 
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Scanned image 
letter) 

string 
Scanned image 

Committee (a department has an adm committee which has 3 members) 
C_Name - 20 String 
Member 

M_Name 20 String 
Decision 1 string 

Adm evaluation 
- Status 

Date 

(b) Transaction_2: Insert Student_Admission 
Weight: 100 
Site(Frequency): 

1 
8 

Site-l (200) for undergraduate 
Site-2 (60) for graduate 

Volume: 3K 

(A,R,P) 

A, R, P 
String 
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The admission of a student is according to an admission evaluation. An applicant becomes a 
student when an applicant is admitted to a department. When creating/admitting a student, if 
the student is a graduate student, the minor study of the student should be specified (null able). 
For undergraduate student, the year of enrollment should be specified (null is not acceptable). 
The transaction includes Retrieve Applicant, Retrieve Department, and Insert Student. The data 
items for Applicant and Department are the same as those in Transaction_I: Insert 
Admission_Evaluation. The key to this transaction is the SSN of an applicant. The transaction 
access is one at a time (random). 

Student 
SSN (unique) 
Name 
Type 

If G, 
Minor 

If U, 
Year_e 

II) Subsystem II: Registration Subsystem 

a) Transaction_3: Update Student-schedule 
Weight: 80 

9 string 
20 string 
1 Integer (G or U) 

20 String 

1 Integer (coded) 

Site(Frequency): Site-3 (200). Site-4 (400) 
Volume: 2K 

The students retrieve and change the classes they take and also change the type of enrollment. 
The transaction includes subtransaction: Retrieve Student, Retrieve Class, and Retrieve 
Enroll_type. The access key is the SSN of a student and the transaction access is one student 
at a time. A student can take up to 6 courses in a semester. A class can have up to 60 
students. 

Class 
course_no (unique) 8 String 
Course name 8 String 
Instructor 20 string 

Student 
SSN (unique) 9 string 
Name 20 string 

Enroll_type 1 string: 
(Credit or Audit) 



III) Subsystem III: Financial·Aid Subsystem 

(a) Transaction_ 4: Retrieve Student_FA 
Weight: 80 
Site(Frequency): Site-5(20),site-6(10) 
Volume: 180K 
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This transaction is to report the financial aid info and the status of a student. The transaction 
includes Retrieve Student, Retrieve Financial·Aid, and Retrieve FA_Award. The data items are 
detailed below. The access key is the SSN of a student and the access type is SUBSET which 
accesses a group of students. The predicates for this retrieval are Enrollment status = P 
(part-time) or Enrollment_status= F (full·time). -

Note that: A student can have more than one financial_aid (at most 10), and a type of 
financial_aid can be granted to more than one student. However, an F A)d is created when a 
financial-aid is granted to a student. In addition, the total amount of financial·aid for a student 
can not exceed $100,000. 

Student 
SSN (unique) 
Name 
Job held 
Enrollment_Status 

Income 

Financial Aid 
FA_Id (unique) 
Type 

FA Award 
- Amount 

Term 

9 
20 
20 
1 

6 

10 
4 

8 
8 

string 
string 
string 
Integer (coded) 
(P:Part-time or 
F:Full-time) 

Integer 

string 
string 

Real 
String 

Your time and cooperation is very very much appreciated!!! 
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D,5,1 Sample Design Solution (SEER-DTS Group) 

Eilc Edit I2rllw Dc~ign Show erint HclP 

• + 
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Eile Edit I2rtlw De~lgn Show Erint HelP 

• :: .~: ", . ';; ,,:," : :.:',", 
' .... ~.:: .. :;::.:'" + " 

file fdlt J2rtlw De~ign Show Erint HelP 

• ..... ; .. + 
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==================================== 
LIST OF RELATIONSHIPS 

==================================== 
PAGE: 1 
Dole: 07-08-1992 

============================================== 
Re!Gt:onship 1 
APPL Y. Binary: 

Attributes 
Application_dot. 8 String. 

Entity Nome Connectivity 

Applicant Many 
Departmenl One 

Generalization under A.pplicant 
G-Applicant. U-Applicant 

Mandatory 

Yes 
Yes 

============================================== 
Relationship 2 
SUPPLY. Binary: 

Entity Nome Connect;vity 
----------- -------
Applicant Or.e 
Supp_Document One 

Generalization ur.der Apr!ic'Jnt 
G-Applicanl. U-Appiicant 

Aggregation under Su~p_Document 
REcom Leiter 

Mandatory 
-------

Yes 
Yes 

============================================== 
Relationship 3 
EVALUATE. 

Attributes 
Status. 
Dote. 

Ternary: 

1 , 
8 . 

String, 
Str;ng, 

Entity Nome Connectivity 
----------- -------
Committee One 
Applicant One 
Supp_Document One 

Aggregation under Committee 
member 

Generalization under Applicant 
G-Applicant. U-Applicant 

Aggregation under Supp_Document 
REcom Letter 

Mandatory 
-------

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

============================================== 
Relationship 4 
ASSIGN. Binary: 

Entity Nome Connectivity Mandatory 
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==================================== 
LIST OF RELATIONSHIPS 

==================================== 

Deportment One 
Committee One 

Aggregation under Committee 
member 

Yes 
Yes 

PAGE: 2 
Dote: 07-08-1992 

============================================== 
Relationship 5 
BECOME, Binary: 

Entity Nome Connectivity 

Applicant One 
Student One 

Generalization under Applicant 
G-Applicant, U-Applicant 

Generalization under Student 
G-Student, U-Student 

Mandatory 

Yes 
No 

============================================== 
Relationship 6 
mEND, Biner! 

Attributes 
enroIUype,::tring, 

Entity Nome Connectivity 

student Many 
Closs Many 

Generolization under student 
G-Student. U-Student 

Mandatory 

Yes 
Yes 

============================================== 
Relal ionship 7 
GET, Binary: 

Attributes 
Amount, 
Jerm, 

8 
8 

Real, 
String, 

Entity Nome Connectivity 

Student One 
financiaLaid Many 

Generol;zation under Student 
G-Student. U-Student 

Mandotory 

No 
No 

============================================== 
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==================================== 
LIST OF RELATIONS 

==================================== 
PAGE: 1 
Dole: 06- 28-1992 

========================================== 
R~IGlicn 2 
Supp_Documenl 

14: S..A...SSN 9 Siring nol null unique 
i 5: SAT score 3 Real 
16: Accumulated CPA 3 Real 
17: Posl Transcript 

primary key(S..A...SSN) 
Image 

========================================== 
Relalion 3 
Commil\ee 

20: DepLnome 20 Siring nol null unique 
29: Dole 8 Siring 
28: SIalus 1 Siring 

primary key(DepLname) 
foreign key(A-SSN,D-Nome) references A+D 

on delele cascade on updole cascade 
========================================== 
Relation 5 
Closs 

49: course_no 8 Siring nol null ~nique 
50: course_nome 8 Siring 
S 1: Instruclor 20 Siring 

primary key( course_no) 
========================================== 
~elQti0n 7 
financial_Gid 

6i· FA..id 10 String not null unique 
primary key(FA..id) 

========================================== 
Relation 9 
G-A+D 

1· A-SSN 9 String not null unique 
2: A- Name 20 Siring 
3: A-type 1 Siring 
4: B.A. Degree 4 Siring 
20: Depi-name 20 String nol null unique 
14: S..A...SSN 9 String not null unique 
8: Application_dot 8 Siring 
7: D-College 20 String 
6: D-Name 20 Siring nol null unique 

primary key(A-SSN,D-Name) 
foreign key(S..A...SSN) references Supp_Documenl 

on delele sel default on updale cascade 
foreign key(DepLname) references Commi\lee 

on delele sel default on updale cascade 
========================================== 
Pelation 10 
U-A+D 

1: A-SSN 9 Siring not null unique 
2 A-Name 20 Siring 
3: A-type I Siring 
5 HS- Percenlile 3 Inleger 
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==================================== 
LIST Of RELA liONS 

==================================== 
PAGE: 2 
Dale: 06-28-1992 

~O: ~epLname 20 String not null unique 
14: S.A..SSN 9 Siring not null unique 
8: Application_dot 8 String 
7: D-College 20 String 
6: D-Nome 20 String not null unique 

primary key(A-SSN,D-Name) 
foreign key(S.A..SSN) references Supp_Document 

on delete set defoult on update cascade 
foreign key(DepLname) references Committee 

on delete set default on update cascade 
========================================== 
Relation 11 
member 

21: M_name 20 String not null unique 
22: Decision 1 String 
20: DepLname 20 String not null unique 

primary key(M_name) 
foreign key(DepLnome) references Committee 

on delete set default on update cascade 
========================================== 
Re'at;on 12 
G-Student 

45: Minor 20 String 
42: S_SSN 9 String not null unique 
43: S_Name 20 String 
44: SJype 1 Siring 
53: Job_~,eid ]0 Strinq 
54: Enrol'-stotus i String 
55: Income 6 Integer 

primary key(S_SSI1) 
foreign key(A-SSN.D-Name) references A+D 

on delete sel default on update (oscade 
========================================== 
Relation 13 
U-Student 

46: Year_e 1 Integer 
42: S_SSN 9 Siring not null unique 
43: SJ1ame 20 String 
44: SJype 1 String 
53: Job_held 20 String 
54: Enroll_status 1 String 
55: Income 6 Integer 

primary key(S_SSN) 
foreign key(A-SSN.D-Name) references A+D 

on delete set default on updale cascade 
========================================== 
Relation 14 
G-atlend 

52: enrolUype 1 Siring 
49: course_no 8 String not null 
42: S_SSN 9 String not null 

[)rimary key(S_SSN.course_no) 
foreign key(S_SSN) references G-Student 
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==================================== 
LIST OF RELATIONS 

==================================== 

on delele cascade on update cascade 
foreign key(course_no) references Class 

on delete cascade on update cascade 

PAGE: 3 
Dole: 06-28-1992 

========================================== 
Relation 15 
U-attend 

52: enrollJype 1 String 
49: course_no 8 String not null 
42: S_SSN 9 Siring not null 

primary key(S_SSN,course_no) 
foreign key(S_SSN) references U-Student 

on delete cascade on update cascade 
foreign key(course_no) references Closs 

on delete cascade on update cascade 
foreign key(S_SSN) references Student 

on delete cascade on update cascade 
foreign key(FA..id) references finonciaLoid 

on delete cascade on update cascade 
===================================~====== 
Relation 16 
G-get 

63: Term .8.. String. 
62: Amount 8 Real 
61: FA..id 10 Strinq not null 
42: S_SSN 9 String not null 

primary key(S_SSN,F A..id) 
foreign key(S_SSN) references G-Studenl 

on delete cascade on update cascade 
foreign key(F A..id) references financiaLaid 

on delete cascade on update cascade 
========================================== 
Relation 17 
U-gel 

63: Term 8 String 
62: Amount 8 Real 
61: F A..id 10 String not null 
42: S_SSN 9 String not null 

primary key(S_SSN,F A..id) 
foreign key(S_SSN) references G-Student 

on delete cascade on update cascade 
foreign key(FA..id) references financial_aid 

on delete cascade on update cascade 
========================================== 
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==================================== 
LIST OF HORIZONTAL FRAGMENTATIONS 

==================================== 
PAGE: 1 
Dole: 06-28-1992 

======================================================== 
Horizontal Fragmentation 1 

G-aUend..HFI 
(EnrolLstatus = Parllime) 

======================================================== 
Horizontal Fragmentation 2 

U-allend_HFI 
(EnrolLstatus = Parllime) 

======================================================== 
Horizontal Fragmentat;on 3 

G-allend_HF2 
(EnrolLstatus != Parltime) 

======================================================== 
Horizontal Fragmentation 4 

U-allend_HF2 
(EnrolLstatus 1= Parltime) 

======================================================== 
Horizontal Fragmentation 5 

G-geLHFI 
(EnrolLstatus = Portlime) 

======================================================== 
Horizontal Fragmentation 6 

U-geLHFI 
(EnroILst'Jtus = Parllime) 

======================================================== 
Horizontal Fragmentation 7 

G-geLHF2 
(EnrolLstatus 1= Parllime) 

======================================================== 
Horizontal Fragmentation 8 

U-geLHF2 
(EnrOll_status != Parltime) 

======================================================== 
Horizontal Fragmentation 9 

G-StudenLHF 1 
(EnrolLstatus = Pari time) 

======================================================== 
Horizontal Fragmentation 10 

U-StudenLHFl 
(EnrolLstatus = ParUime) 

==================================================~=== == 
Horizontal Fragmentation 11 

G-StudenLHF2 
(EnrolLstatus 1= Parltime) 

======================================================== 
Horizontal Fragmentation 12 

U-StudenLHF2 
(EnrolLstatus != Pari time) 

======================================================== 
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==================================== 
LIST OF VERTICAL FRAGMENTATIONS 

==================================== 
PAGE: 1 
Dale: 06- 29 -1992 

=========================================================== 
Verlical fragmentation 1 
Supp_DocumenLVr 1 

(S.A..sSN, Past Transcript) 
=========================================================== 

Verlical fragmentation 2 
Supp_DocumenLVF2 

(S...A..SSN, SAT score, Accumulaled GPA) 
=========================================================== 

Verlical fragmentation 3 
REcom Leller _VF I 

(Rec_name, leller_content) 
foreign key(S...A..SSN) 

=========================================================== 
Verlical fragmentation 4 
REcam Leller _VF2 

(Rec_name) 
foreign key(S...A..SSN) 

=========================================================== 
Vertical fragmentation 5 
G-ApplicanLVF I 

(A-SSN, B.A. Degree) 
foreign key(S...A..SSN) 
loreign key(DepLname) 

=========================================================== 
Verlical fragmentation 6 
G-ApplicanLVF2 

(A-SSN, A-Name, A-type) 
=========================================================== 

Vertical fragmentation 7 
U-ApplicanLVFl 

(A-SSN, HS-Percentile) 
foreign key(S...A..SSN) 
foreign key(DepLname) 

Vertical fragmentation 8 
U-ApplicanLVF2 

(A-SSN, A-Name, A-type) 
=========================================================== 

Vertical fragmentation 9 
G- StudenLVF I 

(S_SSN, Minor) 
foreign key(A-SSN,D-Name) 

=========================================================== 
Vertical fragmentation 10 
G-StudenLVr2 

(S_SSN, S_Name, SJype, Job_held, EnrolLstatus, Income) 
=========================================================== 

Vertical fragmentation 11 
U-StudenLVFl 

(S_SSN, Year_e) 
foreign key(A-SSN,D-Name) 

=========================================================== 
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